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COVER PIC TURE:

 the restored turbine head of the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected in 1888 to serve the
Château de Beauval in the Gironde, south-west France.  The sheet-iron plating of the original 

platform floor, which had corroded too badly to save, has been replaced with mesh.
Photograph taken by Francis Bonneteaud in 2005.

FRONTISPIECE:

Tricouleurs flying in the breeze, the Dolus-le-Sec Éolienne Bollée
(restored as a Millennium project) turns once again.  The photograph was taken on 26th May 2002 

by Régis Girard, who was then assistant to the mayor of the commune
(and is now himself Monsieur le Maire…!) 

This version updated to September 2015
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The Éolienne Bollée is a fascinating French-made wind turbine (turbine à vent) 
with a dual-purpose regulating and safety mechanism that is largely unknown 
and little-acknowledged outside France. Indeed, excepting the pioneering The 
Eolienne Bollée, by André Gaucheron and J. Kenneth Major, published by the 
International Molinological Society in 1985, a reference could be found only in 
a single English-language source—the admirable Power from the Wind by Rev. 
Dr Richard Hills, published in 1994 by Cambridge University Press.

The construction of the Éolienne Bollée is typically French in many ways, 
but its value as a historical curiosity has been realised only in recent years in 
its native land.  Though the first classification as an historic monument was 
made as early as 3rd March 1976, protecting the La Postolle machine, little 
enthusiasm was evident until J. Kenneth Major and André Gaucheron began 
collecting material in the early 1980s.

Protection was given to Château Stéphen-Liégeard in May 1984, when the 
Éolienne Bollée was listed largely because it was part of the site, and then to the 
Roueïre machine in April 1987 on the representations of the local association of 
local-history enthusiasts.

The 1990s, paradoxically, included the greatest protection successes—
Domaine de la Gabillère in 1991, Épuisay and the Château de Purnon in 1992, 
Berchères-les-Pierres, Courville-sur-Eure, Nogent-le-Phaye and Saint-Jean-
de-Braye in 1993, Vignol in 1996—to be set against some unfortunate losses.  
Some sites were destroyed, the unique roundhouse at La Houdière became 
living space (though the power head was saved), and machines such as that in 
the Parc du Hutreau were dismantled.

Fortunately, a surprising number of Éoliennes Bollée still survive in 
central France. Though private owners may be reluctant to apply for ‘historic 
monument’ status, which inevitably brings a new layer of restrictions, several 
Éoliennes have been saved.  The Château de Beauval (‘Bassens’) machine in 
the Gironde was restored in 1997 as a training project for pupils of ENSAM 
in Bordeaux, La Postolle’s was restored to celebrate its centenary (1998), the 
Dolus-le-Sec Éolienne returned to working order in May 2002, and the No. 3 
once owned by the Château de la Villaine in Esvres-sur-Indre was re-started in 
July 2005.

INTRODUCTION
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Other survivors in private hands include a No. 2 in Saint-Louans, near Chinon, 
and a similar Éolienne, once owned by the Château de Salvert, which has been 
purchased privately and re-erected on a roundabout a few kilometres north of 
Saumur.  The ex-military installation in Le Mans was removed from what had 
become a traffic island within a site that was to be converted into an industrial 
estate, and re-erected in the local Musée de l’eau.  There it has been joined by 
the pump from Arnage.

Efforts to protect Éoliennes Bollée must be redoubled—even if they must 
be moved from their original sites—in the hope that a central repository of 
information can be created.  However, the conservation efforts still often lack 
direction, which may simply be due to lack of knowledge.  Consequently, many 
essentially similar machines have been saved while several unique examples 
have been dismantled or destroyed within the last ten years. These include the 
La Houdière No. 1 and the Parc du Hutreau No. 2, a rare modèle primitif dating 
from 1874, which still apparently survives in store in a dismantled state.  Many 
others have been threatened with destruction simply because their owners 
cannot easily find ways of conserving or dismantling them.

The Arnage No. 2, erected on Auguste-Sylvain Bollée’s own estate, has 
been transported to the Musée de l’eau in Le Mans; but the 1926/27-vintage 
La Fredonnière Éolienne, one of the few survivors of those erected by Gaston 
Duplay after the First World War, should also be high on any protection agenda. 
When last we heard, it was in very poor condition…

One of the most unfortunate elements in the study of these wind turbines is 
the lack of attention that has been paid to the recording of the entirety of many 
sites.  This is a great pity, as the machines were seen by their manufacturers as 
part of an integrated water-supply system; some of Auguste-Sylvain Bollée’s 
catalogues, for example, show clearly how the wind turbine, the pumps, the 
supply pipes and the water tanks—the ‘infrastructure’, in modern parlance—
were designed and installed as a unit.

Though Éoliennes Bollée are now often recognised as historic monuments, 
and good care may be taken of them, much less attention is paid to unattractive 
accessories.  At Nogent-le-Phaye, for example, the communal water tank that 
once stood on a circular masonry plinth alongside the Éolienne Bollée base has 
been replaced by a flower bed in the truncated tank-base.  The removal of the 
ugly tank was understandable in view of the pride the inhabitants take in their 
village, but no records have yet been found of the tank dimensions or details 
of construction.  Marks on the roof tiles show that the Lavoir was renovated 
in the 1980s, but the disposal of the tank reduces the value of the site to the 
historian.
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Problems of this type will be found on other sites.  The alterations made at 
Courville are typical, as the water tank and the mound on which it stood have 
now gone (even though the Éolienne Bollée, its pylon and the pump headgear 
remain in good order).  The rebuilding of the round-house at La Houdière is 
another example: the developers had the presence of mind to save the power-
head, but this is now displayed out-of-context on a low plinth at ground level.

Enthusiasts are usually very keen to record the existence of individual 
Éoliennes Bollée, but they are not so keen (or suitably equipped) to undertake 
the detailed recording that is vital to the understanding of each individual 
site.  This is just one of many reasons why specialised participation must be 
encouraged in the districts where sites are still accessible—indeed, where they 
may yet be found.

There has been a resurgence of enthusiasm for the Éolienne Bollée in France, 
allied with the first real attempts to scour records deposited by individual 
communes in departmental archives.  We have no doubt that this process will 
eventually answer the many questions that still trouble us, particularly now 
that the profile of the wind-engines has been raised.  This is undoubtedly due 
to increasing enthusiasm for industrial heritage worldwide (and Patrimoine in 
France), and for the provision of renewable energy in the form of the huge 
modern wind turbines that can trace their origins back to the middle of the 
nineteenth century.
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Chronicling the French economy, brim-full of contradictions, has provided 
much work for historians without ever generating a consensus.  This is due not 
so much to professional disagreement, but instead to the differences between 
regions, Départements and, indeed, individual communes that may have been 
merely a few kilometres apart.

Economic and industrial historians generally agree that Britain was the 
‘cradle of the Industrial Revolution’ (debatable though the term may be), and 
that the impetus given to British industry by technological progress in the first 
half of the nineteenth century created a lead that took rival states fifty years to 
overhaul.  The strength of this perceived lead was illusory, however, and some 
have seen London’s Great Exhibition of 1851 as the height of British industrial 
power—even though decline, in the form of gradual reduction in growth, did 
not become obvious until 1914.[1]  Yet the impact of new industrial processes 
was much greater in Britain than in France, where technological advance was 
to be far more gradual.

The disparity may have been partly due to a lack of natural resources, 
excepting in the coal fields of the much-disputed provinces of Alsace and 
Lorraine, and partly to traditions of prudence that discouraged (even if they 
did not prevent) the rise of entrepreneurial skills.  In addition, many districts 
specialised in the production of hand-made luxury goods—lace or glass, for 
example—and actively resisted the march of the machine.  Only after the end 
of the First World War was a belated attempt made to catch up with Britain, 
Germany and the U.S.A., but sometimes, even in key manufacturing industries, 
this quest for efficiency did not begin in earnest until the Second World War.  
Consequently, the creation of French industry took a very different form to the 
progress that had been made in Britain.

This was partly due to a tendency in France, at times more obvious than 
others, to see engineering as a science; Britons, conversely, all too often saw 
engineering as an extension of blacksmithing or similar traditional skills. The 

BACKGROUND

1. ‘By the end of the [nineteenth] century Britain yielded to the U.S.A. in the quantity of coal mined, and to 
both the U.S.A. and Germany in the production of steel…  Belgium, Bohemia, Silesia, France, were also active 
competitors [in the production of steel] by the twentieth century’: Pauline Gregg, A Social and Economic History 
of Britain 1760–1965, fifth edition, 1965.
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influence of the Académie des Sciences permeated French industry, and there 
was often the willingness to promote new ideas that the British gradually 
lost to an adage usually expressed as “if it works, don’t alter it”.  The French 
manufacturing base may have been substantially weaker than the British 
equivalent, with investment in perpetually short supply, but the sophistication 
and execution of design was often very good indeed.

The compound steam engine, designed in Britain though it may have been, 
was embraced more readily in France—particularly on the railways from the 
1880s onward—and even the successful introduction of the maritime triple-
expansion engine, customarily claimed for Scotsman Alexander Kirk, may 
already have had its prototypical success with Benjamin Normand.

The French took to the gas engine and the motor vehicle much more readily 
than their British cousins, and had made far more progress with motor vehicles 
prior to 1914 than anyone else in Europe: more than a hundred manufacturers 
of motor-vehicles were trading in France when the First World War began. 
Huge contributions to the embryonic aircraft industry had been made by 

Below:  the small town of Chalon-sur-Saône in the early 1900s.  The smoke-belching chimney 

and the steam crane on the quay contrast with the donkey-cart and the traditional barge on 

the river—typifying the conflicts between tradition and technology that so often hamstrung 

progress prior to the First World War.  From a picture-postcard published by Imprimerie Bourgeois 

Frères, Chalon-sur-Saône, c. 1905.
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pioneers such as Clément Ader, whose Éole is often claimed to have made the 
first powered ‘hop’, and the first European flight made by the Wright Brothers 
(near Le Mans in 1908) occurred at the invitation of Léon Bollée.

However, the British were very much more production-orientated than the 
French.  Britain’s huge, resource-rich global empire helped to promote trade, 
and this trade in turn promoted the large-scale manufacturing that found its 
best expression in the creation of large and prosperous businesses.  In France, 
the story was different.

Industrialisation had progressed surprisingly quickly during the reigns of 
Louis-Philippe and Napoleon III, but the disastrous war with Prussia (1870–
1), civil unrest that culminated in the suppression of the Paris Commune, and 
the uncertainty of the first few years of the Third Republic led to stagnation.  
France soon became perceived as a nation of small traders, and, in the decade 
immediately prior to the First World War, nine out of ten manufacturing 
businesses were indeed employing fewer than five people. France had been 
reduced from the second most powerful industrial country in 1870, behind 
only Britain, to a poor fourth in 1914 behind the U.S.A., Germany and Britain.

Internally, however, these problems were not so obvious.  When low-tariff 
statutes enacted by Napoleon III lapsed in 1877, a return to protectionism had 
been made.  However, though the erection of barriers to free trade undoubtedly 
allowed the internal economy to resist the influx of imported goods, they also 
allowed France to decline internationally.  The French economy stagnated until 
the late 1890s, when increased overall output not only became tangible but 
continued a slow rise until the First World War began in the summer of 1914.  
This change was partly due to the establishment of a large colonial empire, 
which stimulated trade by expanding the zone of protection offered to French 
industries and also by encouraging capital investment. French-made goods 
could at last be distributed, virtually unchallenged, throughout Equatorial 
Africa, Indo-China and some parts of the Caribbean.  An Éolienne Bollée was 
erected in the Belvédère hospital in Tunis, another appeared in Cotonou, the 
main seaport of the French African colony of Dahomey, and there is no reason 
to suppose that these were exceptional. 

Improvements in the economic growth of France were also due to the 
emergence not necessarily of large-scale manufacturing businesses (though 
this was an inevitable consequence of competing with Britain, Germany and 
the U.S.A.), but of cartels and associations that unified direction and exerted 
some control on production.  Changes in labour laws—trades unions were 
recognised in France for the first time in 1884—helped, if only gradually, to 
improve the lot of the individual worker and his ability to purchase luxuries 
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that his father had lacked.  This in turn stimulated the production of consumer 
goods.

Yet though first the railway and then the motor vehicle rapidly changed 
the way of life of the urban Frenchman, the same could not be said of the 
countryman, who often gave the impression that progress had passed him by.  
Populist views (not without justification) suggested that the rural districts of 
France were populated largely by cautious and conservative peasants, asking 
only for the right to own and use their land as their forefathers had done.

1.  Geography

The rapid spread of Bollée and rival wind engines across central France has been 
explained in many ways, but the geography of the region and the differences 
between the principal districts in which the machines were sold were vital 

Above: French locomotives were often ‘compounded’, taking steam from the high-pressure 

cylinders to low-pressure units in a search for efficiency.  As they often burned poor-quality 

coal, better efficiency reduced operating expenses.  These three fine SNCF Pacifics (wheel 

arrangement 4-6-2, ‘231’ in France) await duty on the Golden Arrow/Flêche d’Or in the 1950s.  
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factors. Sales were limited in the Bollée era (1872–98) largely to the Loire valley 
and the adjoining Beauce plain, most purchases being made by the aristocracy 
and wealthy merchants.  In the Lebert period, stretching from 1898 until 
the beginning of the First World War, Bourgogne (‘Burgundy’) also attained 
prominence.  However, particularly in the Département de l’Yonne, most of the 
Lebert Éoliennes answered the needs of individual communes.

Rising in the foothills of the Cévennes, in the Massif Central, the Loire 
is France’s longest river, running more than 1000km to enter the Atlantic in 
the Bay of Biscay.  The area drained by the river has been estimated at 117,000 
sq.km., more than one-fifth of the total area of France, and many tributaries—
often mature rivers[2]—join the Loire, from the Allier in the east to the Sèvre 
Nantaise in the west.  ‘Left-bank’ (or ‘south’) tributaries include the Cher, fed 
by the Sauldre, which joins the Loire at Cinq-Mars-la-Pile; the Indre and its 
tributaries Indrois and Creuse, joining north-west of Chinon; and the Vienne, 
joining at Candes-St-Martin.  ‘Right bank’ (‘north’) tributaries include the Loir, 
Sarthe and Mayenne, which join each other a few kilometres north of the Loire 
to form the 12km-long Maine.

The river Loire flows from its source initially northward, towards the Paris 
Basin, only to swing west around Orléans and then run westward to the sea.  
The upper Loire runs across the limestone plateau forming the eastern margins 
of Berry, before entering a shallow but steep-sided gorge running from Gien 
to Tours.  This eventually flattens into the Angevin flood-plain, with fertile 
alluvial margins on both banks of the river.

The Loire has always been subjected to periodic flooding, largely owing to 
heavy rain or snow-melt in its upland headwaters—though defensive banks, 
constructed over several centuries, minimise inundation farther downstream.  
The river is navigable for hundreds of kilometres, but, though linked with the 
Seine by canals first dug in the seventeenth century, no longer maintains the 
traffic it once did.  This has been due to the advent of the railways and then to 
the development of efficient roads, but also reflects a shift in emphasis from 
the agricultural districts of central and south-western France to the heavy 
industries of the north-east.

The Loire is bounded to the north-east by la Pleine de la Beauce (the Beauce 
Plain), a vast near-treeless plateau covered in fertile loess[3] and averaging more 
than a hundred metres above sea level.  The plateau runs south-west of Paris to 
the Forêt d’Orléans, and then into ‘La Petite Beauce’, proscribed by the rivers 
Loir and Loire.  This area of France remains the principal producer of wheat, 

2.  For example, the 410km-long river Allier is substantially longer than the Thames or Severn.
3.  Fine wind-blown particles, generally of sand.  Known in France as limon.
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sugar beet, maize and rape seed.  But it is also often starved of water.  Rain has 
always been plentiful across the plain, but the permeability of limestone ensures 
that the water table is often low.  In addition, much of the ground water is lost 
to the Eure, flowing northward into the Seine, and to the Mayenne, Sarthe and 
Loir flowing into the Loire to the south.  At the height of summer, therefore, it 
has often been difficult to find enough water to support the agriculture that is 
so vital to the local economy.

Testimony to this perennial problem is still provided by the locally-made 
hand pumps that still survive at many village crossroads and by the colossal 
concrete water towers that are strung across the Beauce—structures which 
are themselves well worthy of industrial-archaeological study.  In addition, 
the depth at which water can be found varies greatly, depending on geological 
features such as the density of the rock and the slope of the strata.  The well 
at Épuisay (with its head 162m above sea level) was sunk to a depth of 118m 
before water was found, whereas success at Courville, 173m above sea level, 
occurred after the shaft had been dropped merely 35m.

The Loire Valley is still justifiably celebrated as the ‘Garden of France’.  
Cereal crops are grown extensively in the Petite Beauce; wine and walnuts 
emanate from Touraine; and wine, vegetables, flowers and mushrooms come 
in profusion from Anjou.  Market gardening or maraîcherie[4] is common place, 
particularly in Anjou and ‘La Gâtise Mancelle’ (the woodland south-east of Le 
Mans); cattle, pigs, sheep, goats and poultry are also reared in numbers.  The 
Sologne is known for its game, while Percheron heavy horses are still bred in 
Maine.  The Loire and its mature tributaries are extensively fished for bream, 
shad, sandre (‘pike-perch’), shellfish and eels.

The fertility of the countryside has always promoted trade, and trade has 
in turn promoted an untiring search for better yields or greater profits.   Some 
of these goals have been achieved simply by changing the crops grown in a 
particular locality, and others by introducing mechanical aids.

Éoliennes Bollée clearly fall into the latter category.  The distribution of this 
particular machine can be illustrated simply by drawing a diagonal line through 
France, from the north-east corner to the south-west.  This separates the fertile 

Left: a fine medieval laundry, alongside the river Eure in Chartres.  The open-fronted lower 

floor gallery, gave access to the river; frames for the windlasses used to lower buckets of 

clothing into the water can still be seen.  The open-sided drying racks were protected by the 

roof.  Photograph taken by John Walter, April 2001.

4.  Known as Hortillonage in some districts.
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lowland areas from the harsher upland of the Massif Central and les Alpes, and 
all but a handful of Éoliennes lie westward of this hypothetical divider.

The need for water in a river valley may seem unnecessary.  However, 
the Middle Loire enters a steep-banked (if comparatively shallow) gorge and 
many of the estates are found in the upland areas.   In addition, many of the 
Loire châteaux originated as medieval fortifications, customarily perched on 
the hilltops or rocky outcrops that commanded the greatest protection from 
attack.  Water had then to be raised from wells or painstakingly manhandled in 
waterproofed containers.

Though countless wind- and watermills dotted the countryside, French 
millwrighting had been neither noteworthy nor innovative prior to the mid-
nineteenth century.  In a paper presented in 1997 to the ninth symposium of 
the International Molinological Society, Christian Porcher quoted the Bulletin 
de la Société d’Encouragement à l’Industrie Nationale (Tôme XXVII, 1806):  ‘There 
are in France many windmills, but they have been so badly designed that it 
is most important to improve them… One of the most useful changes would 
consist in finding a system designed to set up canvas in the sails without having 
to stop their movement…’

Below: many French communes did not lack for water, particularly in the rainy months or 

times of flood.  This view of the river Gartempe in Montmorillon (Vienne) suggest the ease 

with which water could often be raised by well or bucket.  However, the centre of the town 

stood on a hill, and the local seminary required the services of an Éolienne Bollée to supply its 

needs.  From a Collotype picture-postcard published prior to 1914.
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The French windmill of the early 1800s was still primitive, with laced canvas 
sails and a tail-pole which was set manually.  This contrasted strongly with 
Britain, where self-reefing gear patented by Andrew Meikle (in 1785) and 
William Cubbitt (in 1802) was beginning to find acceptance.  Consequently, the 
introduction of the Éolienne Bollée may be explained by a desire to improve the 
efficiency of windmills, to the introduction of American-type wind engines in 
Europe, and to a universal need for water. 

However, though the farmers may seem to have been the most likely 
purchasers of wind pumps, there was very little money to spare in the French 
rural economy.  The Éolienne Bollée was expensive, and so its popularity—
at least initially—was confined to landowners seeking to create lakes, raise 
ornamental fountains, or irrigate the farms and vegetable gardens (jardins 
potager) on their impressive estates.

Many clients also demanded piped water supplies for their mansions, but 
any gains that accrued to their tenants were often no more than the largesse 
of individuals.  Only rarely prior to 1900 did the local villages and communes 
benefit by anything other than the installation of a water trough or a drinking 
fountain.

2.  The land

There has never been a shortage of observers keen to characterise French 
peasantry as dull, self-obsessed and mean.  Most writers have also highlighted 
the harsh and unremitting toil needed to scrape a living from patches of far-
from-fertile land, but only those commentators from the same backgrounds as 
their subjects truly understood the pressures.  Life in the French countryside  
prior to 1914 was often hard.  Money was invariably in short supply, crop 
yields were poor, and the success of a good year could easily be swept away by 
catastrophe in the next.

A continual fragmentation of farm land was partly due to the laws of 
inheritance[5] that were intended to be fair to all sons (if not necessarily 
daughters), but eventually resulted in parcels of land that were too small to 
work profitably unless family members worked them for nothing.  Men could 

5. The inheritance laws were regularised by the Civil Code, which gave fathers with one, two or three 
children the right to dispose freely of only one-half, one-third and one-quarter of his property respectively, 
the remainder being divided equally on his death.  In practice, its restrictions were often deliberately and 
sometimes ingeniously flouted, and there were deliberate attempts to father children illegitimately to avoid 
fragmenting  property too greatly.
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no longer save money to buy tenancies outright, and a landless or dispossessed 
class of tenant farmers, métayers (‘share-croppers’) and agricultural labourers 
was created.

It has been estimated that a minimum of fifteen hectares of farmland 
(about 33 acres) was necessary to live profitably in France prior to the First 
World War, assuming that no use was made of subsidised labour.  Statistics 
compiled in 1862, during the Second Empire of Napoleon III, showed that 
among 7∙353 million workers supporting the rural economy there were 57,640 
proprietors employing managers to run their farms; 1∙755 million proprietors 
cultivating nothing but their own property; 648,840 proprietors working their 
own property and that of others as tenants; 203,860 proprietors working their 
own land and that of others as share-croppers; and 1∙134 million proprietors 
who, in addition to working their own land, sold their services as labourers.

This total of 3∙8 million ‘owners’ represented more than half the labour 
force, clearly indicating the poverty of resources.  Yet if so many people claimed 
to be Propriétaires, the average size of their holdings could only be small.  And 
how small it was.  Data collected in 1882 showed that 38 per cent of farms had 
less than a hectare (2∙47 acres) of land, and also that an additional 33 per cent 
covered 1–5 hectares.

More than seven-tenths of all French farms, therefore, occupied less than 
one seventh of the country’s agricultural land. Only about 2∙5 per cent of farms 
covered greater than forty hectares (though these occupied almost half the total 
agricultural land in France), and there were 49,243 holdings of greater than a 
hundred hectares.  By comparison, in the late 1870s, 2184 British landowners 
had more than 5000 acres (2024 hectares) apiece: together, they owned half the 
farmland aggregate.

Though there was a steady drift of labour from country to town, common 
to most Western societies, the overall situation in France changed only slowly 
prior to 1914.  Similarly, the change in the size of farms also remained remarkably 
static.  About 75 per cent of the holdings extant in 1892 were smaller than ten 
hectares, and even by 1929 the relevant figure was still as high as 68 per cent.

However, any attempt to explain French agrarian economy in simple terms 
is complicated by large and sometimes unexpected regional variations.   This 
was due partly to tradition; partly to innate conservatism; partly to the fertility 
or otherwise of local soil; partly to climate that could vary from bitingly cold to 
stiflingly hot, or from bone dry to near-saturation; and partly to the availability 
of capital to invest in plant, machinery and better crops.

By 1892, more than half of the agricultural land available in three 
Départements (Hautes-Alpes, Cher, Bouches-du-Rhône) was worked by ‘large’ 
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farms, but there were four districts (Charente-Inférieure, Rhône, Seine, Tarn-
et-Garonne) where the comparable total was just six per cent.  Though size did 
not necessarily mean prosperity, and though many of the most profitable farms 
were worked by tenants or even métayers, pre-1914 statistics show clearly that 
some regions—owing to the availability of capital or simply to a progressive 
attitude—were more inclined to invest in technology than others.  This was 
undoubtedly a factor in the spread of mechanised water supplies.

The purchase of Bollée-type éoliennes was initially restricted largely to 
the aristocracy, religious institutions, landowners and wealthy businessmen.  
Statistics from the period prior to February 1894, when detailed records appear 
to cease, show that few wind engines (only fourteen of a total of 218) had been 
acquired by communal and public authorities.

The needs of the aristocracy, landowners and businessmen were usually 
simply to water the parks and ornamental gardens of their estates.  However, 
particularly in the Gironde and Champagne districts, and to a lesser extent 
in the Loire valley, some of the éoliennes were acquired by propriétaires and 
negoçiants for their vineyards.

Bollée sales lists show that these acquisitions were usually made in the 
1880s, at a time when the wine industry—which had been a huge contributor 
to the French economy—was threatened by the inexorable advance of disease.  
French viticulture had only just fought off the rampages of oïdium, a fungus 

Above: the weir and sluice, or Déversoir, on the river Nère in the village of Aubigny-sur-Nère 

(Cher).  Note the public wash-house immediately behind the sluice gate.  From a postcard 

published by ‘Cim–Combier Imprimerie Mâcon’, postmarked 30th June 1954.
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accidentally imported from the U.S.A. in the 1850s.  But phylloxera was to 
prove much worse: thousands of vineyards were ruined, the export trade was 
threatened, and decades were to pass before effectual long-term solutions could 
be found.  The cause is generally agreed to have been the introduction of an 
aphid, phylloxera vastatrix, imported in 1862 on American rootstock acquired 
by propriétaire M Borty of Roquemaure (Gard).  Grafting French vines on to 
American rootstock had become a fashionable, if largely experimental method 
of keeping the much-feared oïdium at bay.

Borty planted his vines in Le Clos Borty, a small high-walled vineyard 
in rue Longe, Roquemaure, where they initially seemed to flourish.  In their 
third year, however, the plants withered and died.  Later in 1865 came an 
outbreak in neighbouring Pujaut; and what had become known as the ‘Pocket 
of Roquemaure’ (Le tache de Roquemaure) soon spread southward to threaten 
Villeneuve and Avignon.  Infestation of a vineyard in Le-Crau-Saint-Rémy, 
south of the confluence of the Rhône and Durance rivers, was a sign of what 
was to come.  A vineyard in Floirac, in the Gironde, was infected in 1866.  By 
the end of 1868, virtually the entire Rhône valley from Tournon south to the 

Below: Château Climens, in the Barsac wine-making region, typified the prosperous vineyards 

found throughout France before the ravages of phylloxera became evident.  Continual 

watering was suggested as a way of combating the disease, and wind-engines (including 

some of Bollée type) were often acquired.  The Climens machine, however, was a conventional 

single-rotor pattern.  From a picture postcard published prior to 1914.
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Mediterranean had been infected.  The Cognac district reported its first cases 
in 1872, and the first infestation was seen in Burgundy, in the commune of 
Mancey in Saône-et-Loire, on 15th June 1875.  By this time, phylloxera had also 
reached the Loire valley.  Within twenty years, it invaded virtually every wine-
making district in France.[6] 

Unfortunately, merely identifying the problem took several years.  And 
even once this had been done, the imprecise nature of the science of the day 
allowed protracted debates to rage.  In July 1874, the French government 
had announced a 300,000-franc prize for the first cure to demonstrate its 
effectiveness, but not until 1884 was the superiority of the grafters (who 
amalgamated French cuttings with American rootstock) acknowledged over 
those who favoured chemical treatment.

Many vineyards had been burned immediately infection became apparent, 
yet still the plague had spread.  Experimenters established that immersion in 
water was enough to kill the root-crawling aphids that transmitted infection.  
However, though some of the flat and low-lying vineyards in the southern 
Rhône and along the Gironde estuary could be treated by inundation, too 
many others were on hillsides.  Among alternative treatments were carbon 
bisulphide, which proved to be an effective insecticide when it was injected 
into vine roots by Piqueurs wielding cast-iron syringes.  Potassium carbonate 
worked well when in solution, but also required copious amount of water.

Consequently, there is little doubt that some of the wind engines—Bollée 
and others—erected in the Gironde, in Champagne, and in the Loire Valley 
were seen as a defence against phylloxera (even though others may have simply 
provided water for distilleries or bottling factories).  Several Éoliennes Bollée 
were sold to Négociants in Reims in 1874–82, and the threat from phylloxera  
proved to be sufficient to persuade the principal Champagne Maisons to band 
together in 1879.  Infestation did not actually reach Champagne until 1894.  
Other éoliennes went to the Gironde in 1875–95, including at least two Domaines 
operating today: Château le Pez (1882) and Château Larose-Trintaudon (1885).

Enthusiasm for water treatment had largely abated by the mid 1890s.  
Though French viticulture had been brought to the brink of destruction, 
the importation of resistant rootstock gradually repaired the damage and 
the harvest of 1893 exceeded pre-infection levels.  By 1901, production was 
outstripping consumption: a problem of an entirely different kind.  A series 

6.  A few vineyards escaped the predatory aphids, particularly if they were protected by barriers of gravel 
or sand; others escaped by nothing more than luck, to fuel a debate over the veracity of post-phylloxera 
French wines.  But just as the ravages of the aphids were being checked, however, mildew struck.  Phylloxera 
devastated production, but wine made from surviving vines was drinkable; mildew, however, ruined taste.
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of scandals, including the sale of ‘wines’ made without grapes, culminated in a 
rebellion in the Midi in the early 1900s.  French troops opened fire on protesters 
in Narbonne in June 1907, killing at least five men; and reservists serving the 
17th infantry regiment (who were all local men) promptly mutinied.  A decree 
passed on 3rd September 1907, ordering that wine should be nothing but the 
product of the fermentation of fresh grapes or grape juice, restored normality.  
For many, it had been a very hard time.

3.  Health

Development of the Éolienne Bollée had coincided with an ever-increasing 
need of water and a universal realisation that pollution could be linked directly 
to health issues.  When the First World War began in 1914, thousands of water-
pumping wind engines of a variety of designs had been installed throughout 
France.[7]

The French had been slow to combat water-borne pollution, and outbreaks 
of typhoid were common in rural districts in the first decades of the twentieth 
century.  The typhoid bacterium salmonella typhi caused septicaemia by entering 
the bloodstream through the intestinal wall, resulting in death in about one 
case in four.  Though bacteria could be spread on food, or even by an unwitting 
human carrier, the most common cause of infection was polluted water.

Most domestic wells were sunk no more than a few metres, and were 
readily contaminated by excrement or the run-off from agricultural land.  A link 
between water and typhoid had been demonstrated in France as early as 1854, 
but little had been done.  Pollution had become a threat in all industrialised 
countries: in Britain, the ‘Great Stink of London’ of 1858 had highlighted the 
need for better domestic water supplies and much more efficient disposal of 
sewage.[8]

The first Acts of Parliament governing public health and the public supply 
of water were passed in Britain in the 1840s, and, even though progress could 
be slow, few large British towns lacked water-pumping stations by 1874.  Yet 

7.  Virtually all Éoliennes Bollée drove water pumps, the only known exception (driving a dynamo) being a 
second-hand purchase from a communal water-pumping site—see page 123.  More than seventy per cent of 
known Bollée sites are to be found in the Départements of Sarthe and Indre-et-Loire.
8.  In Britain, attention was drawn to the link between cholera and sewerage pumped directly into drinking 
water by Dr John Snow (1813–58), whose analysis of deaths in 1855 in Broad Street, Soho, London, pinpointed 
one especially foul communal well.  Some years passed before Snow’s view prevailed, but one direct result was 
the construction of an impressive sewer system that still serves much of London. 
9.  Daniel Lapotre, writing in “L’éolienne de La Postolle”.  A No. 1 (2.5m-diameter) Éolienne Bollée erected in 
the village in 1898 was restored to working order to celebrate its 1998 centenary.
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the Royal Commissioners could still complain that ‘…twelve millions of the 
[English] country population derive their water almost exclusively from 
shallow wells, and these are…almost always horribly polluted by…matters of 
the most disgusting origin’.

In France, though running water was being supplied to a few rich districts, 
industry and the extensive gardens of palaces and châteaux, the first communal 
water-supply station was not erected until 1870 in an insignificant town in 
the Département de Gers.  The story of the village of La Postolle in Yonne 
(Bourgogne) is typical: ‘…the inhabitants obtained water from the communal 
wells, or in the ditches between adjoining properties.  Others built water-
butts, often contaminated by sluice water… various epidemics caused serious 
problems.  That of 1841 lasted from 8th August to 1st November causing 120 
illnesses and thirteen deaths amongst the 310 villagers…  Doctor Crou…blamed 
the bad quality of the water…’[9]

The situation changed radically in 1886, when the deaths of the daughters 
of the secretary of the Académie des Sciences in a Parisian typhoid outbreak 

Above: the pump serving the commune of Coutoure-d’Argenson (Deux-Sèvres) emphasises 

the primitive nature of many communal water supplies.  From an anonymous photo-postcard, 

with a postmark dated 13th September 1955, but probably published in the 1930s.
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inspired a search for better water supplies.   The typhoid mortality of 1895 was 
halved by 1908, but progress was slow and a major outbreak in Lyon as late as 
1928 claimed several hundred lives.

Change was resisted for many years, particularly in those parts of France 
where religion, superstition or folk-lore focused on the curative properties of 
local springs and wells.  The sources of these waters could be deep and pure, but 
they were rarely able to answer an ever-increasing public demand.  Among the 
many other attempts to provide supplies of eau potable were éoliennes.

It has often been suggested that the Éolienne Bollée was a direct result 
of the erection of American-style wind pumps in France.  However, though 
Halladay-type machines were exhibited in Paris in 1867, Durand self-regulating 
‘Moulins à vent pour irrigation’ had been at work for more than twenty years.  
Advertising material published in the summer of 1888 by Auguste-Sylvain 
Bollée indicated that merely six of 141 installations in France were satisfying 
communal needs.  The first Bollée wind-engine to be supplied specifically for 
communal use had been installed in 1879 in Saint-Germain-sur-Avre, but only 
to raise fountains and supply a few water troughs; the first specifically intended 
to supply a public wash-house (un Lavoir public) was erected in 1885 in Sorigny 
(Indre-et-Loire).  

When Édouard-Émile Lebert bought Bollée’s business in February 1898, 
he clearly had ideas of his own.  Communal enthusiasm grew as rapidly as the 
patronage of aristocrats and propriétaires declined, a trend that continued to 
1914 with sales of the No. 3 Éoliennes Bollée predominating.  Communal wind-
turbines were customarily accompanied by impressive-looking water tanks, 
often made of reinforced concrete (e.g., at Épuisay), and much of the supply 
was piped directly to public buildings and individual homes.

Reservoirs, public wash-houses, water troughs and drinking fountains were 
often included in each scheme, but there had been a subtle change in emphasis.  
Care was taken to limit waste, as the run-off from the ‘clean’ washing could be 
used for ‘dirty’ washing before being led away to a trough for animals.  Yet the 
spread of public water supplies was exceptionally slow, and only one French 
rural community in four had running water in 1960.

In addition, the mass production of simple American-style single rotor 
wind engines in Fance (and improvements in gas, oil and petrol engines) 

Right: women collecting water from the village pump could be seen in many French villages, 

even in the middle of the twentieth century.  This photograph of the combined well and 

Calvaire in the centre of Chaudes-Aigues (Cantal) probably dates from the 1920s.  From a 

picture-postcard published by “Éditions d’Art FLOR Marceau Carrière” of Niort.
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restricted the post-1918 market for the obsolescent Éoliennes Bollée to only 
the handful of machines known to have been erected in 1918–32.

Communal machines still often survive in good condition, largely because 
they represented the major source of water in the locality for many years.  For 
example, the Épuisay Éolienne Bollée No. 3 ceased work only in 1967, when it 
was replaced by a water-tower on a hillside above the town, and some of those 
in Yonne operated into the early 1970s.

Above: the commune of Cruzy-le-Châtel was one of only two (the other being Limours-en-

Hurepoix) known to have had two publicly-owned Éoliennes on the same site.  Two 5-metre 

machines were erected in rapid succession, next to each other.  It is assumed either that 

demand had been greatly under-assessed or, perhaps less likely, that changes in population 

led to the purchase of another wind engine.  From a picture-postcard dating from 1905, courtesy 

of M. Jean-Claude Pestel.
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The origins of the Bollée family were to be found in sixteenth-century 
Breuvannes, a town in Lorraine where itinerant maîtres-saintiers (the ‘master 
bell-founders’) habitually gathered to pass a quiet winter after a peripatetic 
season of casting and repairing bells.

Surviving contracts show that Jean-Baptiste Bollée (1715–85) was already 
working independently by the middle of the eighteenth century.  He was 
succeeded by his son Alexis-Nicolas (1744–1815), and then by a grandson who 
died intestate.  The Bollée bell-founding dynasty would have ended at this 
point, but for another grandson, Jean-Baptiste (1781–1820), who had become a 
doctor of medicine.  Though he died young—a chill caught visiting a patient in 
midwinter developed into fatal pneumonia—Jean-Baptiste had two sons who 
each chose to follow their grandfather’s calling.

Jean-Baptiste-Amédée Bollée (1812–1909) and his brother Ernest-Sylvain 
Bollée (1814–91) travelled together to Indre-et-Loire and Mayenne in the 
summer of 1838, choosing to settle for the winter in Mayet and collaborate 
with clockmaker Goudin.  The partnership was short-lived, as Jean-Baptiste-
Amédée preferred bell-founding to clocks.  He spent the winter of 1838/39 in 
the village of Oucques, then set out intending to spend no more than a season 
in Saint-Jean-de-Braye, a village close to the bustling city of Orléans.

Ernest-Sylvain Bollée stayed in La Flêche in 1839, intending to settle in 
Angers, but the destruction of his mills and furnaces (when the Loir flooded) 
persuaded him to move to Sainte-Croix, then a village three kilometres from 
the centre of Mans.  There he remained until the summer of 1842, when, well 
aware of the expansion of Sarthois textile and clog-making industries, and 
the importance of the rail link that had connected Brest and Paris, he built a 
small furnace in Mans in rue Saint-Hélène.  This was fired for the first time in 
November 1842.

Ernest-Sylvain Bollée had married Gené viève Félicité Dufeu earlier in 1842, 
and was keen to settle.  His business steadily grew in stature, until the creation 
of a furnace with a capacity of 22 tonnes allowed entire carillons of bells to be 
cast simultaneously from a single tapping of bronze, guaranteeing a regularity 
of timbre that could never be matched by multiple castings from differing 
material at differing times.

LA FAMILLE BOLLÉE
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The reputation of the Bollée family grew so greatly (and, indeed, so rapidly) that 
it is difficult to paraphrase.  Bell-founding continued successfully in the Saint-
Jean-de-Braye foundry, where Jean-Baptiste-Amédée was succeeded by his 
son Georges (1849–1930), his grandson Louis (1878–1954), his great-grandson 
Jean (b. 1908), and the current owner, his great-great-grandson Dominique (b. 
1939).  Founding also continued for some time in Mans, but Ernest-Sylvain had 
wider interests than bells and obtained a patent protecting an hydraulic ram 
(bélier hydraulique) in 1857. 

The ram was a French invention—the work of Joseph de Montgolfier 
(1740–1810), though the patents granted in 1797–8 often also bore the names 
of Étienne de Montgolfier (1745–99) and Ami Argand (1755–1803).[1]  The first 
ram was installed in the Montgolfier paper-making factory in Voiron (Ardèche), 
where, as Joseph de Montgolfier recorded in 1802, it had ‘raised water furnished 
by the stream to the height of my hollanders, profiting by a fall of 10 ft.; an 
operation which allowed me to dispense with water wheels, pumps and other 
hydraulic machines ordinarily employed’.

Montgolfier continued to refine the ram until his death, work thereafter 
being continued by his son Pierre François (1775–1856)—who, confusingly, 
subsequently also assumed the forename ‘Joseph’.  Rams were made in England 
from about 1822 onward by Josiah Easton, the assignee of Montgolfier’s 
patent, and in the U.S.A. from 1847 by Douglas & Company of Middletown, 
Connecticut.  It was against this background of enthusiasm for the hydraulic 
ram that Bollée began work on a design of his own.

The ram uses the flow of water to raise water to a greater height. It consists 
of a supply pipe, a stout receiver (or ‘air chamber’), two valves and a delivery 
pipe.  Water flowing down an inclined pipe generates sufficient pressure to open 

Below right: detailed drawings of the Bollée hydraulic ram, or ‘Bélier hydraulique’, taken 

from an engraved fold-out sheet accompanying an article in the fifth volume of Annales du 

Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers (Paris, 1864).  Courtesy of Francis Bonneteaud.

Right: this medium-size Bollée hydraulic ram, partially dismantled to show its construction, is 

preserved in the collection of the bell-founding museum in Saint-Jean-de-Braye, which also 

contains not only the decorative bell (above right), cast in 2000, but also a fascinating amount 

of material relevant to the history of the Bollée family.  Photographs taken by Dr Jonathan 

Minns and John Walter, April 2001.

1. Argand, inventor of the ‘Argand Lamp’, was friendly with Matthew Boulton of Boulton & Watt, and the 
English patent was granted in the name of Boulton alone. Unfortunately, the patent specification omitted to 
explain that the invention had been ‘communicated from abroad’ and credit has subsequently been given to 
Matthew Boulton or even James Watt!
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a valve in the base of the receiver.  A small portion of the water immediately 
diverts into the chamber, with enough force to compress the air.  When the 
pressure of the air has risen far enough to overcome the inrushing water, the 
inlet valve closes.

At this point, the pressure of the air is greater than the pressure exerted by 
the flow of water along the supply pipe and keeps the inlet valve firmly shut; the 
delivery valve then opens, allowing the air trapped in the receiver to expand.  
This action forces water up a delivery pipe and out into a reservoir.  Expelling 
the water, however, reduces the air pressure until it is no longer sufficient to 
oppose the flow in the supply pipe.  The delivery valve soon closes, the inlet 
valve opens, and the inrushing water compresses the air again—an action that 
recurs many times each minute to deliver a pulsing outflow into the reservoir.

The ram proved to be simple, sturdy, and an effective way of raising 
water.  The quantity raised can only be a small part of the flow: the four-belier 
installation in Châtellerault, dating from 1867–8, raised 16 litres per second 
from a total flow of 229, an efficiency of merely 5∙5 per cent.  But this was of no 
consequence if water was being provided by a stream or river.

In addition to the hydraulic ram and a wind-engine protected by French 
Patent 79985 of 30th March 1868, Ernest-Sylvain Bollée designed locomotives 
for branch-lines and tramways (les chemins de fer départmentaux), a railway 

Barbée (Château de La), Bazouges-sur-le-Loir, Sarthe; 1877.
Bonneterie (Château de), Indre-et-Loire, ‘près Neuillé’; 1885.

Broglie (Château de), Eure; pumps installed, 1880.
Château-du-Loir, Sarthe; 1878.

Château-la-Vallière, Sarthe; pumps to supply water for local commune, 1871.
Claignes  or ‘Glaignes’ (Château de), Oise, Crépy-en-Valois; 1883.

Combourg (Château de), Ille-Et-Villaine; 1879.
Couture (Château de), Sarthe, ‘à Saint-Michel-de-Chavaignes’; 1889.

Dampont (Château de) Seine-Et-Oise, ‘à Ws-Marines’ [sic]; 1883.
Mesnil-Glaise (Château de) Orne, ‘par Écouché’; 1882.

Montifray (Château de), Indre-et-Loire, Beaumont-la-Ronce; 1886.
Orbec-en-Auge, Calvados; six pumps for public water supply, 1883.

Perrais (Château de[s]), Sarthe, ‘à Parigné-le-Pôlin’; 1885.
Reignac (Château de), Indre-et-Loire, Reignac[-sur-Indre]; 1887.

Saint-Calais, Sarthe; pumps for the abattoir and the local commune, 1885.
Saint-Quentin-des-Isles (Château de), Eure, Saint-Quentin; 1882.

Theil (Château du), Vienne, ‘par Chauvigny’; 1889.

TABLE ONE
OTHER AUGUSTE-SYLVAIN BOLLÉE INSTALLATIONS
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ticket printer, and a pigeon-arrival detector.  However, he fell seriously ill in the 
1860s and was forced to delegate the day-to-day running of his businesses to 
his sons.  The eldest, Amédée-Ernest Bollée (known after 1867 as ‘Amédée père’ 
to distinguish him from his similarly named son), was born on 10th January 
1844 in Sainte-Croix and had married Marie-Elisabeth-Célina-Sophie Claude 
in Paris in April 1866.[2]  He had an inventive mind, and is credited not only 
with a system of analysing harmonics graphically, patented in 1867, but also 
with a mechanically-operated machine-gun which was offered to the French 
government during the Franco-Prussian War of 1870–1.  A few of these guns 
may have been made in Mans for the Army of the Loire, but do not seem to 
have seen combat—no records of service survive—and it is assumed that the 
output of the foundry was confined largely to muzzle-loading cannon.

The Mans bell foundry was gradually overshadowed by the exploits of 
the uncles and cousins working in Saint-Jean-de-Braye, and Amédée-Ernest 
Bollée became better-known for his steam carriages: L’Obéïssante (1872–3); La 
Mancelle (1878); La Nouvelle (for Ernest-Sylvain Bollée, 1880); La Rapide, capable 
2. His wife died comparatively young, allowing Amédée-Ernest to marry her sister Célina-Ernestine-Léonie Claude.

Above: this Amedée Bollée fils mail coach, with coachwork by La Carosserie Muhlbacher,  was 

made for the Marquis de Broc in 1885.  Capable of 16km/hr with 16 people aboard, it had rubber 

shock-absorbers and weighed 7 tonnes.  Musée National de la Voiture collection, Compiègne.
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of 60km/hr; and the 20-tonne six-wheeled tractor La Marie-Anne, which could 
pull four large wagons.  A Chevalier of the Légion d’Honneur, Amédée père died 
on 19th January 1917 in his home in Le Mans, avenue Léon-Bollée 104.

Ernest-Jules Bollée (1846–1917) supervised the hydraulic rams from new 
premises in rue des Vignes, eventually gaining a gold medal from the 1889 Paris 
exposition in the name of ‘Ernest Bollée Fils, Sucr, Chevalier du Mérite Agricole 
et Officier d’Academie, Constructeur-Hydraulicien’.

Output was substantial, though it is not yet known how many Bollée-type 
hydraulic rams were made nor if the family enjoyed a monopoly in Sarthe. 
However, an order placed in January 1894 by Léon Boudet, a ‘Propriétaire’ of 
the ‘Domaines de Beausen, Villaine et Chantermerle à Pruillé-le-Chétif ’, living 
in Avenue de Paris in Mans, was duly fulfilled with ‘small’ Bélier no. 0.0594, and 
accompanying literature noted that there were ‘more than 850 installations in 
France and abroad’ at this particular time.  Ernest-Jules Bollée was claiming to 
have made 1800 when the First World War began in the summer of 1914.

In addition to the Château de Bonnetable example, rams may still be 
found, for example, in the grounds of the Château de la Ménardière, near the 
commune of Maziéres en Gâtine (installed in 1877); in the grounds of Le Tapis 
Vert, a late nineteenth-century mansion in Les Alpes Mancelles; and in the 
grounds of the Château de la Fontaine.

Below: the Château de Bonnétable had an ornamental lake, and an Éolienne Bolleé to serve 

the neighbouring jardin potager (vegetable garden).  From a ‘true colour’ picture-postcard 

published in the 1960s by “CIM”, Combier Imprimeur Mâcon’.
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The youngest son, Auguste-Sylvain (1847–1906), took sole control of the wind-
engine manufactory when his father, whose hearing had deteriorated, was run 
down and fatally injured by a horse-drawn tram in 1891.  However, perhaps 
suffering health problems, he eventually lost interest in the Éolienne, sold 
the business in February 1898 to Édouard-Émile Lebert,[3] and retired to an 
apartment in the rue de Lutèce in Paris[4] to become a painter.  Auguste was 
largely disowned by his family, which regarded him for many years as the ‘Black 
Sheep’.  Consequently, little is known about the last decade of his life.

Auguste-Sylvain Bollée occasionally used a hydraulic ram in conjunction 
with an Éolienne.  Parts of a composite site of this type survive in the Château 
de Breuil in Indre-et-Loire, where a No. 3 (5-metre) Éolienne Bollée was erected 
in 1891 for Albert Dauprat.  Dauprat, who like his father had been Secretary to 
Ferdinand de Lesseps, inherited enough money to establish a country estate 

3.  The son of one of Auguste-Sylvain Bollée’s clients; the 1888 list and its successors note that an Éolienne had 
been sold in 1884 to ‘M Lebert, Château du Hameau près Saint-Saturnin’.  See pages 64–5. 
4.  It could be found in a newly-built block sited in a prosperous area between Montmartre and Montparnasse.

Above: this sylvan view of Château Mesnil-Glaise emphasises its position on a rocky outcrop, 

sufficiently high above the river to complicate the supply of water.  However, flow in the river 

was more than strong enough to allow a Bollée hydraulic ram to lift water to a storage tank.  

Consequently,  there was little need of an expensive wind turbine.
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from not only the Suez Canal project but also his father’s most propitious 
marriage.[5]  He duly bought a large château with fourteenth-century origins.  His 
wind-engine raised water from a tributary of the Indre to a tank with a capacity 
of thirty cubic metres, placed atop a tower which was said (apocryphally) to 
have been designed by Gustave Eiffel.  This tank provided sufficient head to 
operate a hydraulic ram, which not only raised water an additional 25 metres to 
supply the mansion, but also fed four small reservoirs for the Jardins Potager 

Above: an advertisement for the three-wheel Bollée Voiturette, the ‘Mother-in-law killer’, 

dating from either the late 1890s or the early 1900s.  Note how the passenger sat ahead of the 

driver: a most vulnerable position in the event of a crash!  John Walter collection.

Right: the perfected Bollée mechanical calculating machine was claimed to be capable of 

registering billionths to trillions!  The drawing is taken from U.S. Patent 556720, granted on 

17th March 1896; the original French patent, 201033, had been granted in September 1889, but 

application for protection in the U.S.A. was delayed until November 1895.  By courtesy of the 

U.S. Government Patent Office, Washington D.C.

5. De Lesseps was the principal promoter of the Suez Canal, which made him a fortune.  He was also ultimately 
embroiled in a serious financial scandal.
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and eight hundred sheep.  Excess water could be run off when required to 
supply the neighbouring village.

The Château de Bonnétable (Sarthe) also still possesses a hydraulic ram, 
which forms part of an integrated water-supply system which includes a water-
turbine and a pre-1898 No. 3 Éolienne Bollée.  The Bollée family also installed 
conventional pumps on a few sites where alternative sources of power were 
already available.  These are assumed to have included windmills, wind engines 
and possibly water wheels, but few details are known.  The catalogues produced 
by Auguste-Sylvain Bollée prior to February 1894 simply list “élévations d’eau 
par roues hydrauliques ou autres moteurs avec pompes (Système Bollée)”.

Amédée-Ernest-Marie, known as ‘Amédée Bollee fils’ to distinguish him 
from his father (‘père’), was born in Mans on 30th January 1867.   There he 
was joined on 2nd April 1870 by Léon-Auguste-Antoine, and then by Camille 
(1873–1940).  Camille had notably artistic sensibilities, becoming a talented 
photographer, but Amédée fils and Léon inherited their father’s enthusiasm for 
vehicles.  However, both eschewed steam power in favour of the new internal-
combustion engine.

Léon Bollée, the more precocious of the pair, patented a mechanical 
calculator in 1889, gaining a gold medal from the Exposition Universelle in 
Paris.  This machine and its successors displayed the attention to detail and 
standards of manufacture that reflected Bollée bell-founding traditions, but 
Léon soon tired of calculators.  He then produced a three-wheeled Voiturette[6] 
and became fascinated by aviation; indeed, the first European demonstration 
of the Wright biplane was made at Léon Bollée’s invitation and a short flight 
was made in August 1908 at Les Hunaudières, near Le Mans.  Unfortunately, 
Léon was badly injured in an air crash in the summer of 1911 and never entirely 
recovered his health.  Worn out by stress and overwork, he died of a heart 
attack in Neuilly-sur-Seine on 19th December 1913, aged only 43.

No children survived from his marriage to Charlotte Georges Messinesi 
in Ægion, Greece, in April 1901—a union that does not appear to have been 

Right: the statue erected in Le Mans in 1920, in what is what is now avenue du Général Leclerc, 

to honour Leon Bollée.  The bronze group at the base of the plinth was removed during the 

Second World War and scrapped to help the German war effort.  From a coloured postcard 

published by ‘Imp. Photo A. Delbeau – Le Mans’, with a 1923-dated postmark.

6. The ‘mother-in-law killer’ (Tue Belle-mère), named because of the position of the passenger in front of the 
driver, the motor tricycle introduced commercially in 1897 was very successful.  It cost only 1250 Fr, compared 
with 5850 Fr for an Amedee Bollee ‘Type 1’ and had a range of 120km; maximum speed was about 50km/hr.  It 
was the first motor vehicle to be offered with pneumatic Michelin tyres.
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favoured by his family, which regarded the new Madame Bollée as a tyrant 
interested only in spending her husband’s fortune.  But Léon Bollée had left an 
indelible mark on the city of his birth. An impressive statue was dedicated to 
his memory in October 1920, in a three-day celebration that included a variety 
of motor-car and motor-cycle rallies.[7]

He had been a vigorous promoter of auto-sport, including the precursor of 
the Le Mans 24-hour race, and had been the founding president of the Union 
Auto-Cycliste de la Sarthe as well as the Aéro-Club de Sarthe.  His reputation is 
evident from a list of patrons of the Bollée monument published in La Sarthe 
on Monday 25th October 1920: ‘…les Sénateurs et Députés du département 
de la Sarthe, du Conseil général de la Sarthe, de la Municipalite du Mans, de 
l’Automobile-Club de France, de l’Aéro-Club de France, de la Chambre syndicale 
des Constructeurs d’automobiles, de l’Automobile-Club de l’Ouest de la  France, 
de l’Union Auto-Cycliste de la Sarthe, et de nombreuses personnalités…’[8]

The car-making business begun by Léon Bollée struggled gamely through 
the barren years that followed the First World War, entering an unsuccessful 
partnership with Morris Motors Ltd (1924–31) and finally closing the gates of 
the factory in Sablons in 1933.  Yet Léon Bollée’s reputation has persisted, and 
a poll undertaken in the region in 1999 confirmed his position as the ‘greatest 
Sarthois’ of the twentieth century.

Amédée Bollée fils produced the Torpilleur in 1896, but concentrated on 
the production of large, high-quality machines instead of the inexpensive 
Voiturettes; annual production averaged only thirty, compared with Léon 
Bollée’s output of five hundred chassis in 1908 alone.  Much greater success lay 
in the specialist manufacture of piston rings, based on a patent granted in 1912 
to protect a segmental design. 

Amédée fils was also responsible during the First World War for the 
design of a motorised sound-locator to detect the approach of aircraft, and 
an automatic aim-compensating bomb sight.  He died on 14th December 1926 
in his home, avenue Léon-Bollée 50, survived by his wife Madeleine-Marthe-
Marie (née Beldent) and his three children: Pierre (1894–1980), Marcel (1896–
1985) and Marguerite.  The male line was continued by his grandsons Jacques 
(b. 1925), Gérard (b. 1928) and François (b. 1931), and by their descendants.

7. The statue still stands in avenue du Général Leclerc (known in 1920 as ‘avenue Thiers’), though the 
accompanying bronze, showing a founder and his assistant, was melted for scrap during the Second World War.
8. ‘...The senators and the deputies [and representatives] of the Département of Sarthe, of the council-general 
of Sarthe, of the municipal authorities of [Le] Mans, of the automobile club of France, of the aero-club of 
France, of the amalgamated society of motor-car manufacturers, of the automobile club of Western France, 
of the motor-cycle union of Sarthe, and... numerous dignitaries...’
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The first self-regulating wind pump is customarily said to have resulted from 
the work of a young mechanic, Daniel Halladay of Ellington, Connecticut, 
U.S.A., who had been commissioned to improve the pylon-mounted cloth-sail 
windmills built by German immigrants in Iowa.  Halladay had soon perfected 
his ‘Self Regulating Wind Mill’, relying on weighted blades that pivoted out of 
operation if the wind blew too strongly.

The success of Halladay type wind-engines inspired rival designs, among 
the best-known being the 1867-patent ‘Eclipse’ designed by the Reverend 
Laurence Wheeler of Beloit, Wisconsin.  Wheeler’s design relied on a small 
fixed fantail, projecting laterally from behind the rotor disc, which pivoted the 
assembly through ninety degrees if the wind blew too strongly.  Weights were 
used to return the rotor to its original position when the wind abated.

POWER AND WIND

Below: the windmill of Batz-sur-Mer is typical of many erected in France in post-mediaeval 

times.  A surprisingly sophisticated tower is combined with exceptionally primitive stocks for 

canvas sails.   From a photo-postcard published by ‘C.A.P., 44, rue Letellier, Paris (15e)’.
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Huge quantities of these single-rotor machines were made in North America, 
where the United States Wind Engine & Pump Company of Batavia, Illinois, 
made Halladay Standards until 1929.  Among the most efficient designs was the 
Aermotor, patented in the U.S.A. in 1883 by Thomas Perry, which had curved 
sheet-metal blades and an all-metal tower.  Consequently, it was not only 
known as the ‘mathematical mill’ but was claimed to develop greater efficiency 
than its rivals.

The first of these machines came to Europe immediately after the American 
Civil War ended in 1865, and it is believed that a Halladay example was 
displayed at the Paris exhibition of 1867.  Huge numbers of imported American 
wind engines (and copies made with or without the benefit of a licence) were 
subsequently sold throughout Continental Europe.  So many were sold and 
erected by distributors and agricultural suppliers, however, that the origins of 
individual machines can be difficult to determine.

It is has been claimed that the genesis of the Éolienne Bollée lies in these 
American designs.  It is reasonable to suppose that Ernest-Sylvain Bollée 
visited the Paris exhibition—his son Ernest certainly did—and saw many wind 

Left and above: two versions of the so-called ‘Pananémone’, a simple wind engine relying on 

horizontal blades and a vertical shaft.  Note that the multi-rotor Les Verneries machine (left) is 

described as an ’ancien moulin hydraulique’.  From collotype postcards, pre-1914.
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engines (which included one French-made pananémone[1]) demonstrating their 
capabilities in Billancourt, a site then on the margins of Paris which is still 
protected by the French government as an historic monument.   Equally, it 
takes no great stretch of the imagination to see Ernest-Sylvain Bollée returning 
to Le Mans keen to develop a comparable machine of his own.

The Bollée family would have known that the Beauce was often starved of 
water during the summer, and that the success of harvests hung on a few days’ 
rain.  In addition, the growth of the bell-founding business had brought fame, 

Right: a detailed engraving of the pioneering Durand wind turbine—‘Moulin a Vent de A. 

Durand’—from a series of engineering drawings, Portfeuille des Elèves, published for the École 

Polytechnique in Paris.  Undated, but probably c. 1855.  Authors’ collection.

1.  A mill with a vertical shaft, relying on the wind to catch multiple horizontal vanes attached to the shaft-top.  
Simple to make, but limited in size by the difficulties of supporting the vanes, they rarely offered anything 
other than minimal power.

Above: a photograph of Laroche tower mill, typical of French practice with a rotating cap.  

Note the extended Berton-type sails. The second picture shows how these sails are ‘stacked’, 

using a system of rods controlled by a central ‘spider’ to move each blade outward to catch 

more of the wind.  They are not, however, self-regulating in the manner of Cubbitt spring-sails; 

Laroche mill retains a manually operated tail-pole to turn the sail-disc to the wind.
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fortune and contact with the aristocracy, and a ready market for water-raisers 
could be found in the meteoric rise in enthusiasm for the jardins paysager 
(landscaped English-style parks) that were steadily replacing the traditional 
formal terraces.  Water was needed not only for the new ornamental lakes, 
grottoes and fountains, but also by the agricultural land on which the income 
of many estates depended.

Attempts had already been made in France to improve the windmill.  The 
most obvious candidates for recognition are members of the Berton family, 
developers of the longitudinally slatted sweeps that can still be seen on many 
French mills.[2]  But there were others who sought more radical solutions, and 
can be seen to have been the real inspiration for Éolienne Bollée.  Amedée 
Durand (1789–1873) began work in the 1820s, and by the end of the following 
decade had already designed his first wind engines.[3]   An article in the Gazette 
du Village, in January 1864,[4] illustrates a machine of this type.  It also claims 
that the machines had been invented ‘more than twenty years previously’ (i.e., 
prior to 1844) by Durand, ‘membre de la Société impériale et centrale de France’.

One wind engine, sited on the roof of the Hôtel de Ville, had been raising 
water to supply the commune of Verberoy (Oise) for fifteen years; and another 
was erected in Montbron in the Gironde in 1850.[5]  Durand wind-engines were 
distinguished by canvas sails spread over wooden frames, giving an appearance 
similar to many mills that can be seen working in southern Europe from 
Portugal to Crete.  However, the blade disk ‘trailed’ behind the main vertical 
pivot and a system of levers attached to the sails allowed them to rotate axially 
to shed the wind.  A weight-and-chain mechanism returned the sails to their 
original position when the gusts abated—a very similar proposition to the 
Papillon of the Éolienne Bollée, though the Durand design did not have a 
separate self-acting winding mechanism.[6]

Right: a drawing of a Durand wind turbine on the front page of Gazette du Village, 17th 

January 1864.  Note the way in which the blades are adjusted by a system of rods to vary the 

surface area presented to the wind, controlling the generation of power.  Authors’ collection.

2.  The Berton sails were protected by a variety of French Patents ranging from no. 9984 (1839) to no. 40348 
(1860).  See Christian Porcher, ‘Berton Sails: Their Inventors and Designing Process’, in Papers to be presented..., 
The International Molinological Society, 9th Symposium, Budapest, 1997.
3.  Renowned as a sculptor in addition to his skills as an engineer, Durand became the President of the Société 
nationale d’agriculture de France.  He invented printing presses and agricultural machinery, and prepared the 
Note sur un Moulin à vent s’orientant et se réglant de lui-même par M. Amédée Durand (published c. 1836).
4.  Victor Borie (publisher/director): ‘Un Moteur à Vent’, in Gazette du Village, No. 3, 17th January 1864.
5.  See an engraving of ‘Moulin à vent pour irrigation’ and the text of ‘Rapport de M. Tourneur’, in the ‘Partie 
Agricole’ of the Annales Agricoles et Littéraires [de la Dordogne], Tôme XIIe, 6. Livon, pp. 193–202, 1851. 
6.  Durand believed that the ‘trailing’ blade-disc promoted a self-regulating effect as the sails were luffed.
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Machines of this type were built in small numbers in the 1840s and 1850s and, 
though made almost entirely of wood (and not particularly durable), probably 
gave good service.  An improved variant now credited to Prosper Dellon, with 
backward-pivoting blades and a frame made largely of metal, was erected in 
quantity in the departments of Aude, Gard and Hérault in the 1870s and 1880s.

Amedée Durand is also sometimes credited with being the first to combine 
a spiral staircase with a central vertical support, though the evidence remains 
unconvincing.  The Gazette du Village article shows the power head mounted 
on a pyramid made of four stout wooden beams, with vertical pump-rodding 
running down through a central vertical post.  Access to the control mechanism 
is reached with the assistance of a series of horizontal bars (probably nothing 
but wrought-iron rods) running through one of the supports.  The writer 
concludes that ‘The wind-engine of Mr Durand is, in our opinion, the simplest 
and most perfect of the engines of this type; it is self-regulating, and it is a 
time-saver which…is a supreme recommendation.’ 

Another pioneer was a little-known engineer, Jassenne, who exhibited a 
wind engine in Paris in 1855.[7]  Its principal novelty lay in the position of the 
disc of eight blades, which was not only comparatively small, but also at the 
base of an open-ended truncated cone or ‘frustrum’.  Wind was to be funnelled 
into the cone, effectively concentrating its effect on the blades.

These power units were winded by a fantail in the form of a winged beast, 
and built on a conventional open-frame wooden pylon with a balustraded 
platform.  Jassenne is said to have made his machines with rotor diameters 
of 1.75m, 2.5m and 3.5m; he also claimed a phenomenal ‘70 per cent’ efficiency 
(at a time when windmills customarily struggled to exceed 20 per cent) and 
outputs of 0.33cv, 0.5cv and 1.25cv from his éoliennes in a wind of 6 m/sec.  
Contemporary commentators treated Jassenne’s remarks that as much as 
3cv–12cv could be produced in a 21 m/sec wind with justifiable scepticism, yet 
it is likely not only that some of these machines were made, but also that they 
operated successfully for some time.

Bollée’s first steps

It is possible that Ernest-Sylvain Bollée visited the 1855 Paris exhibition, and 
that he saw the Durand and Jassenne wind engines.  However, if this is true, his 
reaction was delayed for many years: the patent granted in France to Ernest-

7.  According to J.-A. Grandvoinnet, ’Les Moulins à Vent’, in Eugène Lacroix, Études sur l’exposition de 1867, 
8eme série, pp 36 and 41 (1869).
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Sylvain Bollée, engineer and ‘Constructeur hydraulicien’ dated from May 1868.  
The conventional fantail behind the power-head soon proved to be a failure, 
as efficient ‘winding’ was probably prevented by the funnelling effect of the 
stator on the wind and the small size of the central void.  It is interesting to 
note that the British Clarkson wind turbine, dating from the First World War 
and broadly comparable with the Éolienne Bollée, had a much narrower rotor 
annulus and a larger central void than its French prototype to allow a fantail to 
be used efficiently.

No 1868-pattern Bollée machines survive, and it seems likely that only a 
prototype (possibly only a large model) was made in Le Mans in the late 1860s.  
A better method of control was clearly needed, ultimately found in the form of 
a small auxiliary fan-head, mounted in front of the turbine, which drove onto 
the curb ring by way of shafts and gear trains.

This allowed the Éolienne Bollée to ‘wind’ itself automatically, and also 
luffed the disc if the wind speed rose too far.  In the latter case, the orientating 
fan was effectively blown through ninety degrees until it could be retained by a 
spring latch. The power head then revolved until its edge was presented to the 
wind, and the machine stopped pumping until the latch was released manually.

Replacing the ineffective fan-tail with a small fan-head proved to be a 
great improvement.  The fan is now customarily known among enthusiasts 
as Papillon à mise au vent or Papillon orienteur, but the origins of the name 
have been debated and it is even claimed to derive from a translation of a 
traditional Dutch term.  Advertising literature published by Bollée’s successor 
Lebert customarily termed it ‘la petite roue spéciale’, whilst other sources have 
employed terms such as ‘Moulinet orienteur’, ‘Rose des vents’ (‘wind-rose’), 
‘Orienteur’ or ‘Turbine auxiliare’ indis criminately.

The vertical drive-shaft and its bevel gearing were sensibly contained in 
the supporting column instead of exposed to the elements down one side; the 
multi-part cast-iron column was strengthened by the attachment of a spiral 
staircase, giving ready access to the cap; and the unique construction of the 
turbine was greatly refined before limited production began in the early 1870s.

No trace has yet been found of a patent of improvement other than 
Auguste-Sylvain Bollée’s 1885 Entonnoir or ‘wind deflector’ (‘augmenter’ in 
modern parlance), but this may simply be due to the quirky nature of French 
patent law—regarded as a source of revenue on a pay-per-claim basis—and 
also to the fact that the 1868 patent would still have had eleven years to run 
when production of Éoliennes Bollée began.

Though the change to the winding system was probably enough of a novelty, 
there is no evidence that Bollée ever protected it separately and a possibility 
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that the control gear was the work of someone else (e.g., an employee) should 
always be considered.  Attempts have even been made to credit the winding fan 
to Lebert, but his entry onto the scene in 1898 is far too late to be credible and 
the fan is clearly pictured in the 1885 Bollée patent drawing! 

René Champly, in Les Moteurs à Vent (1933), implied that the Bollée family 
adapted an idea that was already in the public domain, suggesting not only that 
the rose des vents was a ‘moulinet orienteur Delamolère’ but also that a model 
of the latter could be found in the collection of the Conservatoire national des 
arts et métiers in Paris.  This model is still on the museum inventory, catalogued 
as ‘Moulin à vent de Delamolère’, no. 07553–0000, but examination shows that 
the links between the two systems are tenuous.

The Delamolère model does rely on a bevel gears and a rod to transfer 
the rotary movement of the fan to the curb-ring, and the orientation of the 
drive—downward at an angle of about thirty degrees is echoed in the ‘Modèle 
Primitif ’ Éoliennes Bollée to be seen in Saint-Jean-de-Braye and, once, in the 
Parc du Hutreau.  However, Delamolère’s fantail is fixed conventionally at 90 
degrees to the blade disc and the impression is more of attempting to compete 
with British windmill designs than providing Ernest-Sylvain Bollée with a 
prototype.[8]  The most important feature of the Bollée Papillon is its ability to 
pivot around a vertical axis until it is parallel with the rotor disc.

The model was apparently acquired in 1876 but had been owned (perhaps  
for several years) by the Société d’Encouragement pour l’Industrie Nationale.  
Though not beyond the realms of reason to propose Delamolère as one of 
the inspirations behind the perfected Éolienne Bollée, much more research 
is needed in archives in France before a satisfactory judgement can be made.  
However, for the suggestion to be tenable, Bollée must have seen the model 
several years before it reached the Conservatoire national; fan-controlled 
Éoliennes had already been supplied to 24 clients by the beginning of 1876.

The genesis of the Éolienne Bollée, therefore, is still difficult to unravel.  
What is undoubtedly a prototype, initially erected in Le Mans in 1872, survives 
in the Bollée bell-foundry in St-Jean-de-Braye—another site that is crammed 
with industrial history.  Though this claim seems to be undermined by the 

Left: a drawing of the original Bollée design of 1868, from the French patent.  There is no 

evidence that any full-scale éoliennes of this type were ever erected, and it is suspected that 

creating a working model showed that the basic design was inefficient.

8. It is also worth considering if Champly was an unbiased witness. He seems to have had an unfavourable 
impression of the Éolienne Bollée, and his books suggest a concerted attempt to discredit claims to not only 
efficiency but also ingenuity.  
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list of clients published by Auguste-Sylvain Bollée in August 1888, which says 
simply ‘Bollée, Amédée, propriétaire à Orléans, 1874, [no.] 2’, archival material 
retrieved from the Château de Mazères indicates that the first ‘No. 2’ was still 
standing in Le Mans in 1873.

The most obvious features of the St-Jean-de-Braye machine are the drive 
from the fan-head (Papillon) to the curb ring, which is angled downward at 
about 45 degrees; the stair treads, which are simple wrought-iron rods; the 
‘knuckles’ of the column; and the overhead take-off to the pump.  Excepting 
the knuckles, this design is duplicated in the Éolienne that served the Château 
du Hutreau (1874) and at least partly in the Château de Piolant example (also 
dating from 1874).  Yet all these distinctive features had soon been changed.  
Diagonal drive from the Papillon to the curb became horizontal, the staircase 
acquired segmental treads instead of rods, and the knuckles were simplified. 

A chain pump with a high-level drive is clearly shown on Ernest-Sylvain 
Bollée’s original 1868 French patent, and it was once assumed that the earliest 
wind-turbines were supplied with pumps of this type.  There is no doubting 
that the earliest pump houses—e.g., at St-Jean-de-Braye, Hutreau, Piolant—
were tall and slender, occupying minimal ground area, but they probably 
contained ‘A’-frame pumps of the type still to be seen in St Jean-de-Braye, with 
a two-throw overhead crank that lacked a flywheel.  The power take-off was 
subsequently moved down to ground level once the three-throw or ‘overhung’ 
pump appeared.

However, prior to 1885 at least, chain pumps were sometimes installed 
where the source of water was near the surface or other circumstances 
prevailed.  Remnants of three chain pumps survive, one installed in Maison 
Maître in Saint-Germain-de-Grave (BN 23) in 1875, one erected in 1878 in the 
grounds of the Chateau de Puyraveau, Pouans (bn 50), and another built in 
1882 to serve Château Gâche (BN 82).  It is possible that both sites exploited 
existing wells, which was cheaper than erecting a new pump-house.

Excepting the orientator/curb drive, none of the changes seem to be more 
than the result of experience and, perhaps, complaints voiced by purchasers.  
Examination of the St-Jean-de-Braye machine at close quarters, contrasted with 
more recent installations, confirms that the rod-type treads are uncomfortable 
and difficult to climb, that enlargement of the knuckle gives much better access 
to the bearings housed within them, and that the new ‘low-level’ take-off 
associated with the perfected pump is much easier to reach for maintenance.

The 1888 list indicates that at least three installations preceded the move 
of the prototype from Le Mans to Saint-Jean-de-Braye: one in 1872 and two 
in 1873.  It is also notable that there was then a sudden spurt in production— 
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AN INVOICE SENT IN 1876 TO THE PROPRIETOR OF
THE CHÂTEAU DE MAZÈRES, AFTER THE PURCHASE OF AN ÉOLIENNE BOLLÉE

HAD BEEN AGREED
By courtesy of M. de Fortenioux, Château de Mazères.
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AN ORIGINAL BOLLÈE PLAN OF THE PUMP-HOUSE
ACCOMPANYING THE NO. 3 ÈOLIENNE ERECTED IN THE GROUNDS OF

THE CHÂTEAU DE MAZÈRES, 1876
By courtesy of M. de Fortenioux, Château de Mazères.
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eight in 1874, thirteen in 1875.  Could this indicate a new confidence arising 
from the perfection of the design?

Before the identification of ‘prototype features’ can be justified, of course, 
it is vital to confirm details of the Éolienne erected for Vicomte de Rougé in the 
grounds of the “Château des Rues, près de Lion-d’Angers” in Maine-et-Loire 
(1872); a second in Montsurs in Mayenne (1873), and a third in the grounds of 
Château de Rochères near Meslay in Mayenne (1873).  It is suspected that they 
would all have been virtually identical with the Saint-Jean-de-Braye example, 
although it is very difficult to determine exactly when the diagonal drive to the 
Papillon was replaced by the better-known horizontal design.   

The Bollée era

By the time series production began, the wind-turbine manufacturing business 
was effectively in the hands of Auguste-Sylvain, confusingly known as ‘Auguste 
fils’ (perhaps simply to allow clients to distinguish between father and son) as 
long as Ernest-Sylvain was alive; when the latter died in 1891, the ‘fils’ suffix 
was abandoned.

When the Franco–Prussian War finished in 1871, much of the French 
national wealth was still in the hands of the aristocracy and newly-emergent 
négociants or propriétaires.  The prominence of aristocratic families in post-
Revolutionary France may seem surprising, but the effects of the Terror had 
not been all-embracing.  Many estates survived comparatively unscathed, even 
though only about a third of the families of the pre-1789 hereditary nobility 
lasted into the twentieth century.  The old order had been given fresh impetus 
by the ennoblement of soldiers, politicians and courtiers by Napoléon I. 

Though titles were abolished in 1848, Napoléon III subsequently allowed 
the use of any that could be proved to be genuine.  A law penalising the use of 
false titles was passed in 1858, even though compromised by ‘rectification’ of 
birth certificates.  The insertion of a particule (‘de’, ‘de la’, du’) or the addition 
of a place-name as a distinguishing mark was officially permitted, and while 
neither method conferred nobility, each at least suggested it.

The process was scarcely new; many pre-Revolutionary kings had often sold 
titles to the bourgeoisie to generate revenue, and even the noblest families could 
still proffer titles to which they had no legitimate claims.  A survey undertaken 
in 1938 suggested that whereas more than half of all ‘noble’ families could trace 
their origins back to the seventeenth century or earlier, about a fifth owed their 
status either to Napoléon I (8 per cent) or to 1814–70 (12 per cent).
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The spread of railways and the rise of industrialism during the Second Empire 
of Napoléon III made many a fortune for canny entrepreneurs, allowing them 
financial parity—if not social status—with the aristocracy.  Men such as 
Gustave Eiffel and Ferdinand de Lesseps became stupendously wealthy, even 
though the early years of the Third Republic and the devastation of French 
wine-making by disease ruined many well-established businesses.

One consequence of the burgeoning economy was the creation of impressive 
mansions in the ‘Second Empire’ style, comparable in effect (though rarely in 
detail) with the Victorian era in Britain.  Alterations to the Château du Breuil, 
near Chédigny, and the construction of Château Moc-Baril (now known as 
‘Bouvet-Ladubay), erected in 1878 in Saint-Hilaire–Saint-Florent, typify the 
genre.  Both were the residences of successful men.  The former was owned by 
Albert Dauprat, secretary to Ferdinand de Lesseps, whose father had made a 
fortune during the building of the Suez Canal; the latter was built for Étienne 
Bouvet, creator of ‘Moc-Baril’, once the largest bottler of sparkling wine in the 
world and still active today.

Dauprat and Bouvet typified the first purchasers of Éoliennes Bollée, who 
saw the turbines à vent as an up-to-date way of supplying their properties 
with water.  This view was greatly boosted by exhibitions and the award of 
medals.  The 1888 Bollée client-list, for example, claims that the ‘Récompenses 
industrielles’ of the ‘Ancienne Maison Bollée’ included “13 Medailles, 2 Medailles 
d’Honneur, Diplome d’Honneur, Légion d’Honneur”, and a letterhead used by 
Ernest Bollée fils drew attention to honours granted to his father (‘Chevalier de 
la Légion d’Honneur’) as well as himself (‘Chevalier du Mérite Agricole’).  A No. 
3 ‘Grand Modèle’ Éolienne was exhibited at the Paris exhibition of 1878; a No. 
2 ‘received the highest award in its class’ (‘La plus haute Récompense accordée 
aux Moteurs à Vent’ in Classe 52 Groupe 6) at the 1889 Exposition Universelle; 
and two machines, including a No. 3, were shown by Lebert in 1900.

A list published by Auguste Bollée in March 1891 gave ‘all in’ prices as 3300 
francs for a No. 1 Éolienne, 4400 francs for a No. 2 and 6000 francs for a No. 
3, complete with four-unit columns and the appropriate pumps.  The height of 
the installation could be altered by purchasing additional full- or half-columns, 
for sums of 200 francs and 100 francs respectively, with extra charges for pump 
rods and pipework.

Consequently, the Éolienne Bollée was too expensive and too sophisticated 
to appeal to the heart or the pocket of the rural farmer.  But it did attract 
the interest of a few forward-looking villages and railway companies keen to 
provide clean drinking water (Eau potable) for people and animals, facilitate 
the washing of clothes, or replenish the water-tanks of the steam locomotives 
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Now topped by the remains of a Wallut 
‘Steel Star’ single-rotor wind engine, 
the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected in 
1875 in the grounds of Château de la 
Motte, near Saint-Lyé-la-Forêt, is among 
the oldest survivors.  Despite near-relic 
condition, it retains the rod treads and 
overhead drive of the first machines.  
Unfortunately, the design of the pump 
is not known and the loss of the Bollée 
head gear leaves no clue to the design 
of the orientator mechanism.  It is 
assumed that the turbine had been 
replaced prior to the1930s.

Photograph taken by Régis Girard
in June 2006.
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THE MARCH 1891 ISSUE OF
AUGUSTE-SYLAIN BOLLÉE’S ADVERTISING LEAFLET WAS ACCOMPANIED BY

A DETAILED LISTS OF PURCHASERS
Authors’ collection.
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working across the arid Beauce plain.  When ‘Auguste Bollée fils’ published his 
catalogue in August 1888, he could note that 141 Éoliennes had been erected 
in France, two in Britain, one in Belgium and another in Spain.  However, 
only five of them were raising public fountains; two others were serving the 
army’s fortresses, two were replenishing water tanks in railway stations, and 
only one—erected at Sorigny in Indre-et-Loire in 1885—was supplying a public 
wash-house (Lavoir).

The first communal Éoliennes Bollée had been erected in Saint-Germain-
sur-Avre (Eure-et-Loir) in 1879, to provide water for public fountains, but 
most Éoliennes Bollée stood in the gardens and estates of the rich.  Yet, by 
1900, aristocratic patronage was coming to an end.  Wind-turbines no longer 
represented cutting-edge technology, and the enthusiasm of the châteaux-
owning classes was rapidly turning to electricity-generating equipment.

Yet just as this individual patronage dwindled, so interest in communal 
water supplies rose and the Éoliennes spread more widely; Auguste-Sylvain 
Bollée’s lineal successors—Édouard-Émile Lebert, Georges Duplay, La Société 
Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée—continued erecting them until the early 1930s.  
This change in emphasis is particularly evident prior to 1914 in the Département 
de l’Yonne, south-east of Paris in the province of Bourgogne (Burgundy), which 
experienced many of the water-supply problems that plagued the Beauce plain.  
A few Éoliennes Bollée also reached the Pas-de-Calais district after 1918.

Table Two suggests that more than two hundred wind engines had 
been erected by the end of 1893.  If it can be legitimately assumed that the 
average annual output of about ten machines suggested in the August 1888, 
March 1891 and February 1894 lists had been maintained, then as many as 
two hundred more Éoliennes could have been made from 1894 until the First 
World War began.  However, the decline in individual purchases in favour of 
large communal machines may indicate that the number of Éoliennes being 
erected annually was diminishing, even though income remained constant.  
Projecting an ever-reducing output into the post-1918 era (when competition 
from alternative sources of power reduced demand considerably) allows total 
production to be estimated as about 370.

PRIVATE PURCHASES.  Five of the first six Eoliennes Bollee to be erected were 
purchased by members of the aristocracy.  The first, acquired in 1872 by Vicomte 
Jacques de Rougé (1841–1923), was erected in the jardin potager of the Château 
des Rues, Chenillé-Changé.  In addition to presidency of the Société française 
de numismatique, de Rougé was also passionately interested in horticulture.  
But his house, like so many others, stood on top of a low hill.  Though a river 
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was only a few hundred metres away, supplying sufficient water to the jardin 
potager would have presented problems had not the wind-turbine been erected.

The installation was a great success: picture-postcards were produced in 
celebration. Few of these cards showed the construction of the head in detail, 
but it was clearly much like that of the 1872 prototype.  The éolienne itself 
survived for eighty years, until damaged beyond repair in a gale.  It was replaced 
by a single-rotor wind engine, but this lasted less than two decades.

The third Éolienne Bollée to be sold went to the estate of Pauline-Anne-
Marie du Rocher, Comtesse Gabriel de Viennay (1814–88).  It is believed to 
have been installed close to the Château de Rochères.  Next came the fourth 
machine, erected to serve the Chateau de Charnizay and grounds owned by 
Comte Thierry de Montesquiou.

 The sixth served the Château du Hutreau, built in Saint-Gemmes-sur-Loire 
to the demand of Armand-François-Rupert Laity (1812–89), a personal friend 

TOTALS: ANNUAL  CUMULATIVE No. 1 No. 2 No.3

1872  2 2 - 2 -
1873    2 4 1 1 -
1874    7 11 - 4 3
1875    13 24 1 5 7
1876    10 34 5 3 2
1877    8 42 1 5 2
1878    8 50 3 3 2
1879    10 60 2 6 2
1880    7 67 1 3 3
1881    10 77 1 8 1
1882    11 88 3 4 4
1883    7 95 2 4 1
1884    9 104 4 4 1
1885    12 116 4 6 2
1886    10 126 2 3 5
1887    11 137 3 4 4
1888    12 149 1 7 4
1889  6 155 1 3 2
1890  11 166 4 4 3
1891  19 185 4 10 5
1892  14 199 3 7 4
1893  13 212 5 4 4

Total production of Éoliennes, 1st January 1872 to 31st December 1893: 212
Production by type to end December 1893: No. 1, 51 (24.0%), No. 2, 100 (47.2%), No. 3, 61 (28.8%)

TABLE TWO
EARLY ÉOLIENNE SALES, 1872–93
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of Napoléon III and prefect of the department of Basses-Pyrénées.  Built in 
1872–4, the neo-renaissance house was the work of architect Charles Roques.  
The outbuildings included a laundry (buanderie) and a large green house.  Owing 
to the position of the site on a rocky outcrop, water was scarce.  Consequently, 
Laity acquired an Éolienne Bollée which still survives.[9]

The seventh Éolienne Bollée was acquired by Réné-Gustave de Cassin (1827–
95), Baron de Kainlis, of the Château de Piolant.  It, too, served the house, the 
gardens and an ornamental park.  An Éolienne Bollée was acquired in 1875 by 
the Comte de Cobra of the Château de la Motte; and another, in much the same 
period, by the Marquis de Quinnemont of the Château de Paviers.  The Cobra 
family claimed descent from a Spanish aristocrat, Fernándes de Cordóba, who 
had settled in France in the sixteenth century.  Arthur-Marie-Pierre (1808–83), 
the fourth Marquis de Quinnemont, elected senator for Indre-et-Loire shortly 
after the end of the Franco–Prussian War and Chevalier du Légion d’Honneur, 
had Scottish blood; the family name was originally ‘Kinmond’.

Above: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected to serve the Château des Rues stood on a shallow 

rise some distance from the house.  This view suggests that it would catch the wind admirably.  

From an anonymous collotype card sent from Chambellay, Maine-et-Loire, in August 1906.

9.  The éolienne was dismantled in the 1990s and placed in care of the Angers municipal council.  It remained 
in store until recent tines, when it was apparently moved into the care of the Musée d’Eau, Le Mans, where 
restoration is to be attempted.  More information is awaited.
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Among many other purchasers were the Comtesse de Chanaleilles (1877) and 
Madame Veuve [‘widow’] Guérineau (1889).

Marie-Louise-Napoléone-Ofrésie de las Cases married Adolphe-Gustave, 
Comte de Chanaleilles, in 1855; the count, an army officer promoted général 
de brigade in August 1865, commanded two sub-divisions of 15eme division 
militaire during the Franco–Prussian War, but had died by the time his widow 
purchased the éolienne for the Château de Soupisau in Picardie.

The ‘Widow Guérineau’ was the daughter-in-law of Françoise Guérineau 
(1794–1872, also known as ‘Madame Veuve’), sister of the explorer-naturalist 
Pierre Delalande and a generous patron of the arts after the death of her 
husband Jean-Louis-Stanislaus Guérineau in the 1860s.  She also purchased 
an éolienne to serve her estate near Ruillé-sur-Loir.  The Delalande family 
had money and land.  The name is now best-known by association with wine: 
Virginie Pichon-Longueville, who had inherited a share in her father’s estates, 
became Comtesse Delalande by marriage and installed an Éolienne Bollée in 
1879 to serve the Château de Tarnos—her ‘town house’ in Bordeaux.

Alfred Dauprat (1847–1921) came from another class: entrepreneurs, often 
with impeccable lineage and connections, who had made their fortunes in 
commerce.  Dauprat’s father had been secretary to Ferdinand de Lesseps in 

Above: the Baron de Kainlis was another early purchaser of an Éolienne Bollée, installed in the 

grounds of the Château de Piolant in 1874.  From a collotype picture-postcard posted in 1905.
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the middle of the nineteenth century, when the construction of the Suez canal 
was beginning; his son fulfilled an identical role when a canal cut through the 
isthmus of Panama was being promoted.[10]  Alfred Dauprat not only inherited 
his father’s fortune, built partly on shareholding in the Suez Canal, but also the 
money brought to the marriage by his mother.

Dauprat purchased the Château du Breuil, a mansion close to Chédigny in 
Indre-et-Loire which dated back to the fourteenth century.  Though no longer 
in its original condition, owing to the supersession of the original pump by an 
electric motor in 1941, the Château du Breuil Éolienne Bollée is particularly 
interesting.  Erected in 1891, it raised water from river-level to an intermediate 
tank designed (according to local folklore) ‘by Gustave Eiffel’.  The water then 
ran back to operate a Bollée hydraulic ram, a bélier hydraulique, which lifted a 
portion of the run-off an additional 25 metres to serve the needs of the château 
overlooking the Indre valley, four small reservoirs for the vegetable gardens, 
and the hillside sheep-pastures.  The installation cost twelve thousand gold 
francs (francs d’or), estimated at the time to have been one-twelfth of the value 
of Dauprat’s entire estate.

Waste-water from the hydraulic ram installed on the Château du Breuil 
estate irrigated the pastures that lay farther down the hillside, and any surplus 
from the Éolienne pump was supplied to the neighbouring village.

Fernand Raoul-Duval (1833–92) was a member of a family renowned for 
its success in a business founded in Havre in 1826, not only as the merchants 
of coffee and rubber, but later also as industrialists.  Several individuals found 
lasting success in politics, but Fernand, ‘ingenieur des Mines’, president of the 
Compagnie parisienne du Gaz and a director of the Banque du France, was also 
committed to improving agriculture in Indre-et-Loire.  He was responsible for 
transforming a modest ‘ferme-école’ founded in the 1850s near Genillé into the 
‘Grande Ferme de Marolles’, which was important enough to have been opened 
in September 1877 by the president of France, Marshal Mac Mahon.  Raoul-
Duval also purchased three Éoliennes Bollée: one, it is assumed, for the house 
and two for the farm.  The farm installations are both still near-complete.

The riches of Étienne-François Bouvet (1828–1908)—so great, that it 
was said that he had found the fabled ‘Trésoir des Moines’[11]—came from a 

10.  The success of the Suez canal persuaded de Lesseps to investigate the isthmus of Panama, where a canal 
would prevent the arduous (and hazardous) journey south around Cape Horn to reach the west coast of the 
Americas.  A start was made in the 1880s, but the work proved to be more difficult that predicted and a financial 
scandal brought work to an inglorious end.  The incomplete project was eventually finished by the U.S.A. 
11.  ‘Le Trésoir des Moines’ was a lost hoard of gold, silver and precious stones said to have been hidden by 
monks during one of the many periods of mediaeval persecution.  Anyone of considerable standing, especially 
if the sources of wealth were not obvious, was said to have ‘found the treasure’. 
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comparatively prosaic source.  ‘Moc-Baril’ in Saint-Hilaire–Saint-Florent, now a 
suburb of Saumur, was the largest wine-bottling factory in the world operating 
prior to 1900.  The profits from each bottle may have seemed insignificant; 
but when multiplied millions of times annually they assured a colossal sum for 
Bouvet-Ladubay, as he had become after marrying Celestine Ladubé in 1852.

He could have erected a vast mansion in any fashionable part of France, 
but chose to build a substantial house within hailing distance of the factory.  
Château Moc-Baril, as it was known until comparatively recent times, was 
begun in 1878 to the designs of Saumurois architect Ernest Piètte.  Set in an 
English-style park, parc à l’anglais, the house had a grand ornamental canopy 
above the steps to the main door and a large iron-frame conservatory, heated 
by underground water pipes, to protect the winter garden (jardin d’hiver).

The factory buildings and the manager’s house, a chateau in miniature 
also customarily credited to Piètte, reflected Bouvet’s desire for quality; an 
Éolienne Bollée equipped with a generator and an engine house with two large 
tandem-compound steam engines testified to his quest for efficiency; and a 
small, but efficient wharf allowed ready access to the Loire.  Apartment blocks 

Above: Château Bouvet-Ladubay or ‘Moc-Baril’ in Saint-Hilaire–Saint-Florent, now a suburb of 

Saumur.  The house was built in 1879–81 for one of the area’s leading vintners and an Éolienne 

Bollée was installed in 1882.  The site has undergone several changes of fortune, but is now 

owned by Saumur municipal council.  Photograph taken by John Walter, May 2002. 
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The owner of the Château des Barres (above) bought a No. 3 Éolienne Bollée in 1891, siting 

it some distance away to serve the estate farm.  The 1892-vintage No. 2 of the Chateau de la 

Gidonnière (below) can be seen on the ridge behind the house.  From an aerial photograph 

dating from the 1950s and a pre-1939 postcard in the authors’ collection.
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The No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected in 1879 to serve the Château de Bourron-Marlotte (above) 

can be seen above the diagonal wall in the upper left of the picture, while the 1886 No. 3 of 

the Château de Trilbardou (below) can just be seen above the trees to the right of house.  

From postcards dating from the early 1950s and the late 1930s, courtesy of M. Jean-Claude Pestel.
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for managers and rows of small workers houses, each with a vegetable garden, 
were also built early in the twentieth century.

A large part of the original Moc-Baril factory and ‘Château Bouvet-Ladubay’ 
are now protected as historic monuments.  The No. 2 Éolienne Bollée (retaining 
vestiges of the generator mount) still occupies its original position in the château 
gardens, hidden by trees.  The principal casualty was the original pump-house, 
mistakenly demolished in the 1980s.  A modern facsimile demonstrates how 
the site would once have looked, but the original may have been substantially 
taller to accommodate the drive shaft to the long-lost pumps. 

PURCHASES BY RELIGIOUS ORGANISATIONS.  The advent of the Éolienne Bollée 
coincided with the end of the Franco–Prussian War, which, in France, had 
substituted the Third Republic for the Second Empire.  However, the egalitarian 
principles of the new regime did not, at least initially, affect the influence of 
the Catholic church.  The importance of the clergy could be seen in the size 
of rural churches, greatly out of proportion to their humbler surroundings, 
and in the proliferation of monasteries, convents, seminaries and schools.  In 

Below: la Chapelle du Chêne, the ‘Chapel of the Oak’, was erected to shelter a fragment of 

the True Cross.  Its 1875-vintage Éolienne Bollée can be seen in the jardin potager behind the 

priory building.  From a picture-postcard published in the 1930s.
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many provincial towns and particularly in rural districts, the church and the 
provision of education were synonymous.  The religious orders were often rich, 
and could afford the best equipment that money could buy.  For a period of 
about twenty years, this included Éoliennes Bollée.

Among the purchasers were the Communauté de La Chapelle-du-Chêne 
‘près Sablé’ (bn 16, 1875); le Petit Séminaire de Montmorillon (bn 40, 1877); the 
Communauté du Bon-Pasteur, for the Monastère de Notre Dame de Charité 
in Le Mans (bn 79, 1882); the hospitals of the Petites Sœurs des Pauvres in 
Alençon (bn 138, 1888) and Rennes (bn 206, 1893); the Grand Séminaire à 
Vannes (bn 185, 1891); the Pensionnat de la Vierge Fidèle, La Délivrande (bn 
200, 1893); and the Pensionnat Saint Gabriel in Saint-Laurent-sur-Sèvre (bn 
207), built for the Sœurs de la Sagesse.  Some of these sites were erected for 
educational purposes, some to help orphans or the poorest groups of society, 
and others—La Chapelle-du-Chêne, for example—to minister to the needs of 
pilgrims making their way to Santiago de Compostela.

However, the republican nature of post-1871 French governance did not 
always take kindly to the effect of religious doctrine on politics.  Attempts 

Above: the Couvent de la Vierge Fidèle, La Délivrande.  The Éolienne Bollée stood in the jardin 

potager, possibly in the walled enclosure shown at the top right of the picture.  From a picture-

postcard published by ‘Gaby’ in the 1950s.

12.  For example, the architect of the monastery created in Shermanbury, in England, was Clovis Normand.
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were made to restrict this influence; the Carthusians, for example, were to be 
effectively expelled.  Charterhouses had already been created in Britain and in 
Spain, so the community of the monastery Notre-Dame des Près in Neuville 
sous Montreuil departed for St Hugh’s Monastery in Shermanbury, Sussex, 
England, on 1st October 1901.  Éoliennes Bollée had already been erected on 
this site (bn 57 of 1879, and bn 74 of 1881), and at the sister-site in Tarragona 
(bn 147 of 1888).  This was due to the employment of French architects.[12] 

Communal purchases.  The first of these, sanctioned in 1879 by the council 
of Saint-Germain-sur-Avre, was used simply to supply drinking water to 
bornes-fontaines, to provide the needs of the public wash-house or Lavoir, and 
(by using the run-off from washing) to water the livestock.  Communal interest 
grew slowly in the 1880s, partly because the large éoliennes were expensive—
the Bollée design especially—and partly because of the innate conservatism of 
rural France.  However, periodic droughts and the realisation that typhus was 
often caused by polluted water gradually forced a change in public opinion.

Éoliennes had been bought in the 1880s and 1890s by a scattering of 
communities on the superficially arid Beauce plain and along the Loire valley, 

Below: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected in 1894 in the commune of Marcilly-sur-Eure, also 

known as ‘La Motteuse’, supplied ‘fontaines publiques’. From a coloured textured-finish card 

with a postmark date of 6th July 1908, courtesy of Jean-Claude Pestel.
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where water was plentiful but often needed to be lifted out of the river gorge,  
Communal purchases were initially few and far between, as most Éoliennes 
Bollée were still being sold privately, but the area centred on Dreux, a market 
town in the Eure valley, typified the growth of the post 1890 ‘mixed market’.

Three of the thirteen Bollée-type wind engines standing within a fifteen-
kilometre radius of Dreux were acquired privately: one for the Ferme de la 
Mesangère in Chérisy (bn 204, 1893), one for M. Couvreux of the farm of the 
Château de la Mancelière in Mezières-en-Drouais (bn 192, 1892), and another 
for the Château de Nogent-le-Roi (bn 247, 1898?).  The éolienne in Nonancourt, 
bn 145, was purchased in 1888 by the Chemins de Fer de l’Ouest to supply the 
local railway station.  The sites in Le Boullay Mivoye (bn 278, 1902), Le Boullay 
Thierry (bn 279, 1920s?), Marcilly-sur-Eure (‘La Motteuse’, bn 215, 1894), Mesnil 
sur l’Estrée (bn 216, 1894), La Poterie (bn 165, 1890, also known as ‘Saint-
Lubin-des-Joncherets’), Saint-Germain-sur-Avre (bn 58, 1879), Toisley (bn 
265, 1897?) and probably also Marsauceux (bn 242, 1894) were all communal, 
supplying bornes-fontaines and the public Lavoirs.

Surprisingly, most of the communities were small.  According to the 1901 
census, the population of Marcilly-sur-Eure was only 564.  Marsauceux was part 
of Mezières-en-Drouias (661 inhabitants), and few of the other villages were 

Above: the No. 1 Éolienne Bollée purchased by the commune of Saint-Branchs was erected by 

Lebert to supply the Lavoir.  From a picture-postcard published prior to 1914.
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large: Le Boullay-Mivoye, 286; Chérisy, 765; Mesnil sur l’Estrée, 576; and Saint-
Germain-sur-Avre, 599.  Only Saint-Lubin-des-Joncherets, with 1643 people in 
1901, could be classed as a substantial settlement.  Yet funding could still be 
found through the generosity of individuals; from the commune, department 
or state; or even by raising loans. 

The thirteenth Éolienne Bollée purchase in the Dreux area was among the 
most interesting: a No. 2 erected in the tiny village of Escorpain (population 
merely 205 in 1901), in a walled enclosure adjacent to the church.  The sales-lists 
indicate that this was acquired in 1892 by ‘M Firmin-Didot’—well-known in 
the world of printing.  The family had many interests, including paper-making 
factories in Essonne and Mesnil sur l’Estrée, and had built several mansions.  
One of these large houses could be found in the centre of Escorpain, and it is 
assumed that though the éolienne undoubtedly supplied the house, it was also 
an act of charity through which the village could obtain fresh water. 

The heyday of communal sales began almost as soon as Lebert had 
purchased the business in 1898, ending with the outbreak of the First World 
War in 1914.  Several explanations have been offered.  It is possible that the 
aristocracy and propriétaires (who had bought a majority of the Éoliennes 
Bollée commissioned prior to 1898) had moved away from capricious wind 

Below: the commune of Brannay, in the department of Yonne, purchased a No. 2 Éolienne 

Bollée from Lebert c. 1905.  The wind-engine and pump house can be seen at the top of the 

picture, above the left-hand end of the church.  From a photo-postcard dating from the 1950s.
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power to ‘new technology’ in the form of the internal-combustion engine and 
the electric motor.  It is also probable that Lebert was not as comfortable with 
high-ranking purchasers as the Bollée family had been, and, therefore, that he 
preferred to negotiate with the men of the communal councils.

The Lebert era

According to his family, Auguste-Sylvain Bollée had such strong artistic 
sensibilities that he was never greatly interested in engineering.  Though he 
supervised the successful construction of Éoliennes for more than twenty years, 
Auguste then took the chance to sell the business.  His reasons are unclear, but 
there had undoubtedly been a shift away from the aristocratic patronage of the 
1870s and 1880s to the municipal interest of the 1890s: perhaps Auguste Bollée 
the aesthete no longer felt at ease with his new civil-servant clientele.  But it is 
equally possibly that his health was failing.

The éolienne-making business, its assets, liabilities and goodwill, the Saint-
Hélène premises and rights to the 1885 patent (with just two years to run) were 
transferred to Édouard[-Émile] Lebert, ‘Ingénieur civil des mines’.  A notarised 
entry in the daybook of Le Mans council, dated 10th March 1898, records that 
the sale had taken effect on 1st February.

Despite extensive enquiries, and much research in French departmental 
archives, no post-1900 lists of clients have ever been found.  Lebert himself 
remained something of an enigma, even though the 1888-vintage client lists 
recorded that a No. 2 Éolienne Bollée had been sold in 1884 to ‘M Lebert, 
château du Hameau à Saint-Saturnin près Le Mans’.

Genealogical archives revealed that Édouard-Émile Lebert had been born in 
Le Mans in 1863, son of Théophile-Arthur Lebert and grandson of Jean-Octave 
Lebert.[13]  Théophile-Arthur, better known simply as ‘Arthur’, was customarily 
listed as a négociant and rose to become president of the Le Mans chamber 
of commerce and industry in 1885–9.  It is clear that the Lebert family had 
substance, therefore, and that the purchase of the Bollée wind-engine business 
in 1898 was probably just another commercial venture.

Édouard-Émile Lebert married Jeanne-Thérèse Duplay (1870–1957) in 1898, 
soon after the wind-engine business had been acquired, and had a son named 
Jean.[14]  Édouard-Émile was also made president of the chamber of commerce 
and industry in 1920, remaining in office until he died in 1930.  By the time of 
his death, the éolienne-making business had been passed to Georges Duplay.  It 
is assumed that Duplay was Lebert’s brother-in-law.
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Lebert literature dating from 1899 reveals his terms of sale to have been one-
third of the total value on placement of the order, one-third on despatch of 
the Éolienne from the Le Mans factory, and the remainder within the month 
in which the installation began to run successfully.  A two per cent discount 
was offered if the final payment was sufficiently prompt.  Tarif No. 2 (1900) and 
Tarif No. 5 (1902) also reveal that Lebert priced things very differently to Bollée, 
which was probably due to the ever-increasing options.

The heads cost 1300 francs (2∙5m No. 1), 1500 francs (3∙5m No. 2) or 2500 
francs (5m No. 3), but mounts were charged separately.  The prices show that 
there was then little difference between the columns and quadrangular pylons 

Above: an aerial view of Épuisay, in the department of Loir-et-Cher.  The 5m-diameter No. 3 

Éolienne Bollée and the accompanying reinforced-concrete water tank erected in 1911 can be 

clearly seen to the left of the church.  Both were still standing in 2012.  From a ‘pseudo-colour’ 

picture-postcard published in the 1950s by “CIM”, Combier Imprimeur Mâcon.

13  Jean-Octave Lebert and his wife Louise Saché were married c. 1827.  They had had at least one son prior to 
1830, but Émile-Arthur died in 1833 at the age of five (according to Affices, Annonces Judiciaires, Avis Divers du 
Mans et du Département de la Sarthe, 64e Annee, January 1834).  Théophile-Arthur owed his anglicised forename 
to his dead brother.
14.  Jean-Édouard-Louis Lebert, born on 17th February 1899, married Jeanne Raoulx in July 1922 and died on 
13th March 1978.  There were four children of the marriage: Georgette (b. 1923), François (b. 1925), Maurice (b. 
1926) and Madeleine (b. 1928).  It is believed that these two boys were the playmates remembered by François 
Bollée from the 1930s. Only the children of François Lebert now perpetuate the lineage, as both Georgette and 
Maurice followed religious callings.
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of comparable height.  A four-unit column cost 1500–2500 francs, depending 
on the size of the power head, and the mécanismes et pompes de trois corps cost 
730–800 francs (No. 1), 1180–1225 francs (No. 2) or 1780–1980 francs (No. 3), 
depending on the bore diameter of the pumps.  Additions were made for pipes 
and guidage, according to the position of reservoirs or tanks and the depth of 
the well.  An auxiliary 2cv oil engine was optional, and a small pulsometer[15] 
could be installed for lifts of less than seven metres.

Attempting to calculate production during the period of Lebert control is 
complicated by an absence of installation data and by the habitual re-plating of 
earlier Bollée wind-engines when they were repaired.

In addition, unknown commitments of time and manufacturing facilities 
to single-rotor machines of the so-called ‘Modèle 1906’—at least five had been 
constructed by 1914—may also have restricted efforts spent promoting and 

Above: a view of the gardens of the Manoir de la Touche in Indre-et-Loire, showing the 

No. 3 Éolienne Bollée, standing on a short pylon on top of the water tower, and one of the 

impressive glasshouses.  Photograph taken by Regis Girard in May 2007.

15.  Patented in 1876 by an engineer named Hall, the pulsometer pump was an automated adaptation of the 
Savery engine of 1698, using steam and two chambers to raise water with surprising efficiency.
16. ‘General water-raising and distribution business; Bollée-type Éoliennes; gas- and petrol engines; 
pulsometer-type pumps; piston-type plunger pumps; continuous-supply pumps; distribution networks for 
towns and individual properties; plumbing, tap-making; water fountains, sprinkler nozzles; sheet-metal and 
reinforced-concrete reservoirs; low-pressure steam plant; complete installations for towns and properties’.
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erecting Bollée-type machines.  Yet the survival of many early twentieth-
century ‘Lebert-Bollée’ wind engines suggests that trade was still buoyant 
when the First World War began.

A letter sent to the managers of the Courville asylum on 13th March 
1902 confirmed that Édouard-Émile Lebert was involved with: “…Entréprise 
Générale d’Élévations et Distributions d’Eau; Éoliennes Augte Bollée; Moteurs 
à Gaz et à Pétrole; Pulsomètres; Pompes à piston plongeur; Pompes à courant 
continu; Canalisations de Ville et Particulières; Plomberie, Robinetterie; 
Bornes-Fontaines, Bouches d’Arrosage; Réservoirs en Tole et en ciment 
armé; Fonçage des Puits, Forages; Chauffage à Vapeur à très basse Pression; 
Installations complètes pour Villes et Propriétés…”[16]

Even the letterhead paper of La Société Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée 
(‘SAEB’) continued to advertise ‘Moulins à vent système Lebert’, and it is widely 
assumed that Lebert had been involved in the manufacture of windmills prior 
to acquiring rights to the Éolienne Bollée.  This case is not yet proven, as the 

Below: the Château de Luynes had a Lebert-type No. 3 Éolienne Bollée.  Though this is not 

now acknowledged by the proprietors, the wind-engine can be seen clearly in many postcards 

marketed prior to 1939.  It is visible on the left margin of this ‘false colour’ photographic card 

published by ‘Les Editions d’Art YVON, Paris, 15, r. Martel’.  However, most of the cards available 

in the 1950s show that it had been removed by then.  Authors’ collection.
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business of Stanislas Fessard of Angers—another of the Lebert purchases—is 
now known to have been involved in plumbing and the erection of fountains 
instead of windmills.[17]

The introduction of a pylon mount for the Éolienne Bollée probably also 
influenced communal sales.  The original column, undeniably elegant, required 
stays to be anchored at a considerable distance from the base; the ‘footprint’, 
therefore, was a large-diameter circle; and the higher the column, the broader 
the circle became.  The pylons were undoubtedly simpler to erect, could be 
made much higher without any loss of rigidity, and—even at their highest—
had a small footprint within which the pump-house could be built.  Unlike the 
columns, pylons could be erected at the intersection of roads, or in a yard at the 
back of the Mairie (town hall).

Lebert continued to market the Éoliennes Bollée successfully, though his 
tenure of operations was marked by a marked change in business practice.  The 
aristocratic patronage that had been the cornerstone of the business built so 
successfully by Ernest-Sylvain and Auguste-Sylvain Bollée soon gave way to 
the sale of wind-turbines to communes scattered across central France.  It is 

Below: thousands of single rotor American-style wind engines were erected throughout 

France prior to the First World War, including this Eclipse-type machine erected to serve the 

public wash-house (Lavoir) of a small commune near Paris.  From a collotype picture-postcard 

published prior to 1914.
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possible that the change had already begun by the late 1890s, and that it was a 
contributory factor in the sale of the business to Lebert; equally, the shifting 
emphasis could have been entirely due to Lebert’s own marketing strategy.

Exactly how many éoliennes were erected by Lebert remains unclear, but 
virtually all those built after 1902 embodied pylons[18] and at least two-thirds 
of them were sold to communes.  Among the most interesting are the sites 
in Bourgogne (Burgundy), where the department of Yonne was particularly 
attracted to large-scale wind engines.  The geography of Yonne is essentially 
that the Beauce plain and the Loire valley in miniature, with river valleys 
cutting through limestone plateaux.  Grain crops in the north-west give way 
to stock-rearing in the east, and the Chablis district has always been renowned 
for its vineyards.

Only a handful of column-mounted éoliennes were erected in Bourgogne 
in the Bollée era: Prégilbert (bn 123, 1886), Ferme le Bouchet (bn 150, 1889), 
Courgis (bn 189, 1892), Villevallier (bn 211, 1893), Maligny (bn 241, 1894) 
and La Postolle (bn 253, 1898).  Lebert contributed only a few column-type 
machines—Arthonnay (bn 219, 1899), Vaumort (bn 266, 1899) and possibly 
Dyé (bn 233, 1898/9?)—before progressing to the pylons in 1901–17.

Cruzy-le-Châtel had two Éoliennes Bollée of this type (bn 290 and 291, 
1902/3?); the commune of Champlay bought two (bn 283 and 301), erecting 
one in the nearby hamlet of Le Grand Longueron; and Bazarnes (bn 272), Béru 
(bn 274, 1908?), Brannay (bn 281, c. 1905), Saint-Maurice-aux-Riches-Hommes 
(erected in the hamlet of Mauny, bn 314, pre-1908), Milly (bn 316, 1912?), Paroy-
en-Othe (bn 321, 1910/11), Passy (bn 322, 1902), Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne (bn 
331, 1901?), Saint-Cyr-les-Colons (bn 333, 1910?) and Vignol (bn 343, 1910/11) 
each had one.  The machines in Préhy (bn 326, 1925), Val de Mercy (bn 341, 
1920s) and Vaudeurs (bn 342, 1923) were the work of Georges Duplay; a ‘No. 4’ 
was erected in Chéroy (bn 285, 1929/20?) by SAEB[19]; and a No. 3 appeared in 
Égriselles-le-Bocage (bn 294) as late as 1932.  The work of Leroux & Gatineau, 
this may have been the last of its type to be built.

One group in the Yonne valley was clustered to the south and east of 
Auxerre, another near Joigny and a third close to Sens.  Three éoliennes were 

17. Stanislas Fessard, born in Rouperroux (Sarthe), was 62 at the time of the 1896 census.  Surviving directories 
for Maine-et-Loire list him as a plumber and ‘fontainier’, trading in the rue de la Madeleine from 1877 until 
1899/1900.  Married to Augustine Chevallier, he died in 14 rue Michelet on 17th September 1900.  
18.  There is as yet no evidence that Lebert erected any column-mounted Éoliennes Bollée after 1902/3, which 
may indicate simply that supplies of the major components (e.g., column-sections) had been exhausted.  The 
pylons, aesthetics excepted, conferred so many advantages that it would scarcely have been worth casting new 
pieces for a design already judged to be obsolete.
19.  Postcards published prior to 1914 show clearly that Chéroy originally had a large Eclipse-type single rotor 
machine.  This is assumed to have failed by the 1920s, as the Bollée head was mounted on the original pylon. 
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erected in the Armançon valley, near Tonnère; and the Val de Mercy site could 
be found in the valley of the Genotte, a small tributary of the Yonne.

Bolleé machines may have been popular in some parts of Yonne, but they 
were not universally acceptable.  Among the most important rivals was Araou 
of Narbonne, a maker of single-rotor American-style wind engines. Though 
many of the Éoliennes Araou were modest, with a rotor diameter scarcely 
larger than the No. 3 Bollée, the largest were huge by comparison.

Yet none of the enormous Araou wind engines survive.  Evidence suggests 
that they were troublesome; when the commune of Vaudeurs considered a 
purchase in the early 1920s, quotations submitted by Établissements Caruelles 
of Paris and Établissements Chêne of Saint-Quentin were rejected on the 
grounds that single-rotor American designs had proved to be too fragile to 
survive protracted use—and that the large examples erected elsewhere in Yonne 
had ‘not given service as good as had been anticipated’.  The Dévis submitted 
by Georges Duplay, ‘Ingenieur du Mans’, was eventually approved; and a No. 3 
Éolienne Bollée on an eighteen-metre pylon, accompanied by a small internal-
combustion engine, began work in the summer of 1923.

Éoliennes and the associated infrastructure (wash-house, pump house, 
reservoir, pipework) were expensive, but this did not prevent them serving 
communities which were often small and far from rich.  Excepting the wine-
making areas, and even they had suffered ravages of phylloxera and mildew, 
very little money was to be found in the economy of rural Yonne.

Like the settlements clustering around Dreux (see page 63), the yonnais 
éolienne-purchasing communes were usually very small. Vaumort had a 
population of merely 172 in 1911, and Préhy (184), La Postolle (191) and 
Béru (197) were scarcely larger; of the bigger villages, Cruzy-le-Châtel had 
669 inhabitants, Chéroy had 719, Maligny had 828, and Égriselles-le-Bocage, 
possibly the last to acquire an Éolienne Bollée, had exactly 1000.[20]

There is little doubt that Éoliennes Bollée were expensive, but the greatest 
limitation was probably the comparatively meagre dimensions of the rotor.  A 

Left: the wind-engine serving the community of Guignonville, part of Greneville-en-Beauce 

(Loiret) since 1972, is believed to be one of the ’Type Lebert’ single-rotor machines erected 

on tall pylons prior to 1914.  Another view shows the fan-tail at right-angles to the axis of 

the rotor, showing it to be capable of pivoting laterally to luff the rotor disc.  From a picture-

postcard from a photograph by ‘Combier, Macon’ probably dating from about 1910.

20.  Population figures taken from the 1911 census typified those of the communes at a time when the wind-
engines were being acquired in quantity.  Those for 1921 can be substantially lower: partly due to the dreadful 
losses of men during the First World War and partly to a continuing decline in rural population.
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well-regulated Bollée machine was probably more efficient than many of its 
simple single-rotor rivals, but a maximum power of about four chevaux vapeur 
placed it at a disadvantage against the machines with blade-discs that could 
have a diameter of ten metres or more and an output (claimed if not necessarily 
delivered) of 10–15cv.[21]

Surviving picture-postcards often testify to the impressive dimensions 
of non-Bollée installations, and testimonials produced by Araou of Narbonne 
contain details of wind-engines with blade-disc diameters of twelve metres.  
One of these had been erected to serve the commune of Sergines, in Yonne, 
before the First World War began, and Lebert may well have been conscious of 
this particular problem as it undoubtedly inhibited sales to larger communes.  
At least two sites (Cruzy-le-Châtel, Limours-en-Hurepoix) had two Éoliennes 
Bollée placed virtually side-by-side, but this was an expensive answer to a 
question that could probably have been solved with the assistance of a single 
large American-style machine.

Above: the Orphelinat de Giel purchased a pylon-mounted No. 1 Éolienne Bollée shortly 

before the First World War began.  This was mounted on top of a concrete water tower (top 

left), but had been removed by the time this photograph was taken in the early 1950s.  From 

a picture-postcard published by ‘CIM–Combier Imprimeur Mâcon’.

21.  It seems that very little scientific testing was undertaken with single-rotor wind engines prior to the 
1920s.  The results that were published  were almost always very poor, often showing that the power-generating 
capabilities of even the largest single-rotor wind engines  were customarily over-stated.
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A LETTER EXPLAINING THE CHANGE IN STRUCTURE OF
THE BUSINESS FORMERLY RUN BY GEORGES DUPLAY, WHICH HAD BECOME

‘SOCIÉTÉ ANONYME DES ÉOLIENNES BOLLÉE’
Authors’ collection
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A conventional ‘Système Lebert’ wind engine is said to have appeared in 1906, 
with blade-disc diameters of 7∙1m or 8∙6m.  Practically nothing was known of 
these until information about sites in Guignonville (Loiret),[22] Rugles (Eure), 
Parigné-l’Évêque (Sarthe), Montfaucon d’Argonne (Meuse) and La Maison-
Dieu (Nièvre) were found.  Each showed a wind engine with a distinctive rotor-
type fantail; and  pictures of Guignonville proved conclusively that the fantail 
could be rotated perpendicularly to the blade disk to ‘lock out’ in a manner 
similar to the Bollée Papillon.  However, though this strongly suggests that 
the machines could only have been installed by Lebert, no confirmation of the 
design of a ‘Type Lebert’ éolienne has ever been found.

The Rapport sur la situation économique de la Sarthe, compiled in 1907 by M 
Hedin (who may also have once purchased an Éolienne Bollée for the Forge 
de l’Aune), reported that Lebert was employing fifteen skilled workers, six 
plumbers and fifty labourers. The Rue Sainte-Hélène workshop contained 
a producer-gas engine, but a workforce of even this magnitude is unlikely 
to have raised output of Éoliennes (in addition to ‘taps, water-fountains “et 
un matériel hydraulique”…’) much above what Auguste-Sylvain Bollée was 
achieving twenty years earlier.

When war began in 1914, progress was halted partly by the impressment 
of skilled men into the army and partly by concentration on other matters.  
Amédée Bollée père died in 1917, bringing Le Mans bell-casting to an end, 
and the Lebert manufactory had also ceased operating.  A report made in 
this period to the Chambre de Commerce du Sarthe reflected that ‘Éoliennes 
[Bollée] are much bigger and much more solid than the types made in the 
U.S.A., and do not have the same purpose.   This industry, which normally 
employed 15–20 workers, has stopped entirely since the war began, owing to 
shortage of [skilled] personnel…’  The factory was making war matériel in small 
quantities, perhaps as a feeder for the nearby Bollée car-making shops.  These 
also made parts for fuzes and shells, and tripod mounts for the Saint-Étienne 
and Hotchkiss machine-guns that served the French army.

Édouard-Émile Lebert undoubtedly erected a substantial number of 
Éoliennes Bollée of his own, mainly on pylon mounts, and continued to 
maintain the machines erected by the Bollée family.  If the alterations were 
substantial, Lebert also took the opportunity to exchange maker’s plates; 
the Éoliennes in Berchères-les-Pierres, Brezolles and the Grande Ferme de 
Marolles (the 1888-vintage No. 3 only) were all treated in this way, and there 

22.  None of several cards examined identified the site in terms anything other than “Guignonville – Le Château 
d’eau”.  There is a tiny hamlet of ‘Guignonville’ in Eure-et-Loir, though the postmark on one card suggests that 
the commune in Loiret is much more likely to have had a wind-engine and a Lavoir.
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were undoubtedly others.  Another source of confusion is provided by the use 
of old pylons or tanks as a mounting point for new Bollée-type power heads.

How many sites were so treated is not yet known, though a change was 
undoubtedly made in Loudéac (Côtes-du-Nord).  Picture-postcards dating prior 
to 1914 show that this site originally had an Eclipse-type engine on a three-
stage pylon atop a coursed-rubble tower set in a walled compound.  By 1917, 
however, it had been replaced with a No. 3 Bollée head on a five-stage pylon. 

After Lebert

A letter from the asylum in Courville, dated 29th July 1917, is addressed to 
Édouard-Émile Lebert; but another, almost exactly a year later, names a new 

Above: the No. 2 (2.5m) erected in the jardin potager of the Château de la Fredonnière in 

1926/7, a project begun by Duplay and completed by SAEB.  The other picture shows the No. 

4 (7m) éolienne in Frémicourt.  Photograph taken by J. Kenneth Major in 1973; picture-postcard 

of Frémicourt, dating from the late 1920s/early 1930s, by courtesy of M Jean-Claude Pestel.
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proprietor—Georges Duplay.  The papers concerning the transfer of business 
to La Société Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée, mentioned below, suggest that 
Duplay had been ‘operating’ the business for twelve years (i.e., from 1914 
onward).  He was probably not only originally Lebert’s general manager, but 
also his brother-in-law.

A threat to the Bollée turbines was posed by the First World War, when 
the business run by Lebert had ceased working on anything other than war 
matériel.  His skilled staff had been dispersed, some never to return from the 
Western Front, and the stock of parts dwindled virtually to nothing.  When 
the Éolienne Bollée in Courville-sur-Eure gave great trouble in 1917–18, 
Lebert and Duplay found great difficulty in effecting repairs.  Georges Duplay 
wrote in August 1918 that: “…j’ai réclamé à mon fournisseur un lot de Cable 
d’Orienteur en Acier dont je lui ai, depuis longtemps déjà passé commande. 
Mais cette marchandise est rare et il faut longtemps pour la fabriquer bien 
conforme au type exigé par le sensibilité de l’appareil. Dès que j’en aurai reiçu, 
je m’empresserai de vous en addresser le métrage voulu…”[23]

When the war ended, and life had returned to near-normal in the early 
1920s, many of the Éoliennes Bollée needed urgent repairs.  Few details of this 

Below: the Éolienne Bollée serving the Breton commune of Loudéac shortly before 1917 

replaced a single-rotor wind engine, which had presumably failed after only a few years of 

service.  The new pylon was erected on the existing water tower  From a picture-postcard.
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work have yet been found, though Duplay is said to have extensively rebuilt 
the Channay machine in 1924 and was involved from August 1924 with the La 
Fredonnière site, though most of the construction work was undertaken by 
saeb.  But it is now suspected that most of the machines that had been erected 
prior to 1914 still stood in 1930, to be joined only by a handful of post-war 
Éoliennes Bollée erected by Duplay and his successors.

Duplay remained in sole control until, with effect from 1st January 1926, 
operations passed to La Société Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée.  A circular letter 
distributed by the new proprietors, dated 28th February 1926, indicates that 
they had also acquired Maine et Cavat, formerly trading at 38 rue de Port-de-
l’Abbesse in Le Mans.  The purchase of this boiler-making, vehicle repairing and 
mechanical-engineering business suggests an attempt to consolidate work that 
was declining in the face of competition from internal-combustion engines and 
electric motors.

La Société Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée (‘SAEB’), claiming to have a 
capital of 450,000 Francs, advertised itself as ‘Anciens Établissements G. 
Duplay, successeur de E. Lebert et d’Auguste Bollée’. Among its specialties were 
‘Éoliennes Augte Bollée’, ‘Moulins à Vent système Lebert’, and ‘Moteurs à Gaz et 
à Petrole’.   The President was Paul Carel, a well-known engineer, with Georges 
Duplay and Paul Fresney ranking as ‘Administrateurs-Délégués’.

Neither Duplay nor SaEB were renowned as manufacturers, and it had 
long been assumed that they concentrated on maintaining existing pre-1914 
Bollée and Lebert-made Éoliennes.  However, this perspective was challenged 
by the discovery in 2001 that the No. 2 machine in the grounds of Château la 
Fredonnière, near Le Temple in Loir-et-Cher, was erected by Saeb in 1926/7 
on the basis of a 1911-vintage pylon.  In addition, there were also a few ‘super 
éoliennes’, with 7m-diameter rotors.

These ‘Modèle 1927’ machines are believed to have been developed by Paul 
Fresney on the basis of the existing 5-metre No. 3, with changes in the design of 
the orientator.  The popularity of these ‘No. 4’ éoliennes remains unclear.  René 
Champly gives details of two examples, erected c. 1927–9 in Frémicourt and 
Marquion in the Pas-de-Calais, and the 1933 edition of his book Les Moteurs à 
vent actually pictures one of these large machines.

They were once thought to have been ‘simplified’ single-rotor designs, but 
the photograph shows not only that the pylon had been mounted on a water 

23. “I have reclaimed from my supplier a batch of ‘steel orientater cable’, from an order I placed with him a long 
time ago. But these goods are rare and it will be a long time before they are made well enough to conform with 
the type required by the sensitivity of the mechanism [of the Papillon]. As soon as I receive it, I will send you 
the appropriate length…” 
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tower—reminiscent of some pre-1914 sites—but also that the turbine is nothing 
but an enlarged 5-metre No. 3.  The only major change in construction concerns 
the cap-platform, doubtless owing to the dimensions of the power head, which 
had become square with rounded corners instead of circular.[24]  Another 
7-metre machine was erected in Chéroy, in Yonne, to replace a conventional 
American type single-rotor design, but the actual date of construction is no 
longer clear.  Most or all of the original pylon was retained.[25]

There may be other Duplay/SAEB wind-turbine sites awaiting discovery, 
but the advent of 7-metre diameter Éoliennes could not restore the fortunes 
of a business that was so clearly in decline; raising water with the assistance 
of electric motors or petrol engines was proving much more acceptable.  The 
demise of the new promoter may have been rapid, and may even have occurred 
prior to the last of Réné Champly’s tests, held on 26th August 1930.  It is 
assumed that the economic depression caused Saeb to fail, and that promotion 
of the Éolienne Bollée was assumed by Leroux & Gatinois[26] of Argenteuil, near 
Paris, who had been making the castings for Saeb.  An advertisement published 
in 1931 names ‘Établissements Leroux et Gatinois, Paris’ as the manufacturers, 
and Paul Fresey as Concessionaire exclusif pour la vente (‘sole agent for sales’).  
This is confirmed by a letter sent by Fresney on 23rd June 1931 to the Courville 
Asylum management, from 17 rue de Ballon, Le Mans, claiming to be the 
‘représentant exclusif des Éoliennes et Pompes Bollée’.  A similar letter, dated 
29th April 1933 (sent from ‘17 rue du Docteur H. Delagénière’), even bore a logo 
in the form of a reduction of one of the pylon-mount engravings that Lebert 
had been using in 1900!

Leroux & Gatinois also enjoyed a short tenure.  The reminiscences of Jean 
Couet suggest that control of the Éolienne Bollée had been handed as early 
as 1931/2 to ‘Les Ateliers de Constructions de Paimbœuf’.[27]  The memoir also 
suggests that the new owner ordered an immediate feasibility study to decide if 

24.  Interestingly, this is a style that seems to duplicate the platforms found on what may be Lebert-type single-
rotor engines in Guignonville, Montfaucon d’Argonne, Le Maison-Dier, Parigné-l’Évêque and Rugles.
25.  A reference to this machine was made in an interview by Bernard Sauldubois of Jean Couet, who joined 
SAEB in 1929 as assistant to the principal erector, M Garray, and remained until 1935. The interview appeared 
in November 2003 in Éoliennes anciennes (no. 2), published under the auspices of the Fédération Française des 
Amis des Moulins (FFAM). In 1932, after finishing military service, Couet was apparently given the task of 
putting the Bollée-type machine back into production (my italics), and made a detailed study of the Chéroy 
installation. But there is no evidence that any new machines were ever erected.
26.  This partnership was created either in 1919 or 1922 (sources differ) by Jules Leroux (1856–1926) and Léon-
Félix Gatinois (1861–1927), perhaps as a successor to Société Anonyme des Établissements Joly of Argenteuil.
27.  Les Ateliers de Construction de Paimbœuf were formed in 1916, during the First World War, to make 
castings, particularly metal girders, and subsequently became involved in the construction of large metal-
frame buildings.  Trading continued until 1994 when, having become part of what is now the FAYAT group, ‘CM 
Paimbœuf’ moved to Colombelles in Brittany.
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Below: the Éolienne Bollée shown in this 1930s advertisement (though the proportions have 

been subjected to artist’s licence) is clearly a No. 4, with the 7m-diameter head and a squared 

cap platform.  Interestingly, attention has been drawn to the use of these machines ‘for water 

and electricity’, though very few have ever been linked with the generation of electricity on 

anything other than a purely personal scale.  By courtesy of M. Jean-Claude Pestel.
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production of the obsolescent Éoliennes Bollée should recommence.[28]   Work 
had clearly been stopped, perhaps by the worldwide depression that had begun 
in 1929, and the Saint-Hélène premises in Mans had been sold. 

The prolonged hostilities of the Second World War created difficulties 
which mirrored those of the earlier conflict.  Time could rarely be spared to 
repair Éoliennes Bollée, and the failure of SAEB had undoubtedly restricted the 
availability of parts.   This was particularly true of column-type installations, but 
several comparatively modern machines (including the tank-top installation in 
La-Barre-en-Ouche), overtaken by progress, had already disappeared by 1939.

Above: the unique cast-iron maker’s plate associated with the original prototype Éolienne 

Bollée, now standing in the grounds of the bell-founding museum in Saint-Jean-de-Braye, 

Orléans.  It is similar to the plate found on one of Bollee’s earliest steam carriages, L’Obéïssante, 

now in the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers, but no others of the type are known to have 

been fitted to wind engines.  Photograph taken by John Walter in April 2001.

28.  The article is accompanied by photographs showing the erection of a No. 4 wind-engine ‘montée dans 
les Ateliers de Constructions Mécaniques de Paimbœuf’, but it is not clear whether these post-date 1931 or 
had been taken during SAEB or Leroux et Gatinois days.  M. Couet also suggests that the involvement of 
Paimbœuf began in the period immediately after he rejoined SAEB from military service in 1931.  At least one 
source suggests that Leroux & Gatinois were reorganised to create Société Générale de Construction of Paris-
Argenteuil c. 1932, which could indicate the point at which the partnership’s involvement with the Éolienne 
Bollée ceased. 
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Some Éoliennes Bollée ceased work during hostilities, though the concentration 
of machines in central France ensured that most of them were not at great 
risk.  The exceptions were those in Nord–Pas-de-Calais, which were particularly 
vulnerable.  Others may have been stripped of their bronze; and a few had been 
abandoned owing to breakages that could not be repaired.  The 1891-vintage 
No. 3 machine serving the Château du Breuil, for example, is said to have ceased 
work after the frame of the pump-head gear cracked during the exceptionally 
harsh winter of 1940.  Replaced by an electric motor, it was never repaired.[29]

Once peace had been restored in 1945, Paimbœuf reassumed responsibility 
for surviving machines.  There is nothing to suggest that anything other 
than maintenance and repair was ever undertaken, but the erectors initially 
had plenty of work.  On 3rd April 1946, the director of the company wrote to 
the mayor of Dolus-le-Sec (Indre-et-Loire): ‘…In response to your letter…, we 
have the honour of informing you that, by the same post, we have given the 
instructions to one of our erectors to visit your site as soon as possible. We ask 
you to remain patient for several weeks, because, on account of the absence of 
maintenance on the Éoliennes during the [German] occupation, our erection 
service is working overtime…’

Yet work on Éoliennes Bollée had become so insignificant that it no longer 
merited a mention in Paimbœuf literature.[30]  Surviving machines gradually 
fell into disrepair, or were replaced.  Even the communal éoliennes, which 
were usually well-maintained by their ‘guardians’, gave way to electric pumps.  
An exception to the rule was provided by the oldest of the Éoliennes Bollée, 
installed in 1872 in the grounds of the Château des Rues, Chenillé-Changé, 
which was replaced by a new wind engine only after suffering storm damage in 
the early 1950s.  The single-rotor replacement lasted only until the early 1970s. 

The problems were worst on privately-owned estates where the expense 
of maintaining the old machines could no longer be justified at a time when 
profitability was declining; they were least obvious in the rural communes, 
where time and trouble could usually be spared to keep the Éoliennes well 
greased.  Though the columnar No. 1 in Dolus-le-Sec ceased operating in the 
early 1950s, the pylon-mounted No. 3 in Épuisay was taken out of service in 
1967 only because it had been replaced by a water-tower on a nearby hill, and 
some of the machines in Yonne were still working normally in the early 1970s.

29.  This, once accepted as fact, has recently been disputed.  It seems as though the rotor continued to turn into 
the 1990s, even though the drive-shaft had been disconnected; in addition, the motor may have been replaced 
on several occasions since 1941.
30.  The letterheading recorded Paimboeuf as makers of ‘Charpentes, Ponts, Chaudronnerie, Serrurerie’; 
‘Hangars industriels et agricoles’; ‘Maisons coloniales’; ‘Fonderie de fonte’; ‘Mécanique’; and ‘Entréprises 
générales industriels’.
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Above: these makers’ plates found on the Éoliennes Bollée include (top left) the double plate 

on the No. 2 of Maison Maître in Saint-Germain-de-Grave, 1875; and the single plates found 

on the 1881-vintage No. 1 formerly owned by St Hugh Charterhouse, Shermanbury, England 

(top centre); the 1882 No. 1 of Château Gache (top right); and the Château de la Villaine No. 

3 in Esvres-sur-Indre (bottom left), completed by Lebert in 1898.  Note the different shaping 

of the second-to-last line of the St Hugh and Gache plates, and the addition of ‘Auguste’ on 

the Villaine plate.  However, too few examples have been seen to allow changes to be dated 

satisfactorily.  The inclusion of Lebert’s name on plates attached to the 1888-vintage éoliennes 

of the Château de Seillac in Onzain (bottom centre) and in Brezolles (bottom right) suggest  

extensive repairs.  Photographs by John Walter, Francis Bonneteaud and Jean-Claude Pestel.

Right: the pump house and concentric-tiered base of the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée erected to 

serve the estate of the Château de Perreux, in Indre-et-Loire, now stand in sylvan surroundings.  

They are believed to have been erected between 1895 and 1898, as the column still has an 

original Auguste Bollée plate.  Photograph taken by Régis Girard in April 2007.
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The Éolienne Bollée was not the only wind-engine working in France in the 
last quarter of the nineteenth century.  Though it was made in surprisingly 
large quantities, owing to the incorporation of so many standard parts, the 
Bollée design was restricted to a broad swathe of central France represented, in 
particular, by Sarthe, Indre-et-Loire and Yonne.  Distribution maps reveal that 
forty per cent of sites were concentrated in these three departments.

The French periodical Le Génie Civil, in an article published in the August 
1890 issue, focusing on exhibits in l’Exposition Universelle held in Paris in 
1889, highlighted indigenous designs including the ‘Moteur à vent H. Rossin’.  
This had fixed sails, and thus ran at a speed determined by the wind.  A 
handbrake operated by a flywheel was used to stop the machine manually, but 
the mechanism included a mechanical governor to luff the rotor by moving 
it parallel with the fantail.  A few Rossin wind engines were installed in the 
Rhône valley, proving sturdy enough to withstand the assault of the mistral for 
many years.  One stood near Colleville railway station of the Chemin der fer de 
l’Ouest, filling a water tank, and another, owned by the Chemin de fer de Grand 
Ceinture de Paris, stood at Valentin près la Gare de Villeneuve-Saint-Georges.

Another exhibit, the ‘Turbine atmosphérique System A. Dumont’, was 
based on a series of helical vanes which were protected in the perfected version 
by a cylindrical sheet-metal shroud.  One Dumont machine was installed by 
the commune of Orgelet (Jura), and a survivor in Bourgogne has been given 
the status of a historic monument. The article in Le Génie Civil claimed that a 
1∙5-metre diameter Dumont turbine could raise 200 litres of water daily from a 
depth of ten metres, and that the 6-metre version could raise six cubic metres 
(6000 litres) under the same conditions.

Pre-1939 picture postcards often contribute information.  Manufacturers 
and distributors were usually keen to promote their own wind engines, and the 
generously proportioned fantails provided an ideal background for brand- or 
company names.  Typical are picture-postcard views of a machine in the Camp 
de Mailly (Aude) and another in Noyers (Yonne), clearly marked Zephyr and 
araou fres. narbonne respectively.

However, though some of the French inventions attained local notoriety, 
few were able to challenge the Éolienne Bollée—made in hundreds, whereas 

OTHER DESIGNS
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many indigenous rival designs were made in handfuls.  Yet the widespread 
distribution of simple wind engines did not normally touch the lives of 
windmillers; the new machines were almost exclusively devoted to raising 
water, whereas windmills (and water mills, for that matter) concentrated on 
grinding cereals, crushing olives or driving sawmills.  Though wind-engine 
promoters were often keen to advertise the suitability of their equipment for 

Below: distribution of Éoliennes Bollée by individual Départments.  Below left, departments 

with at least one machine; below right, those with ten or more; bottom left, twenty or more; 

and bottom right, forty or more.  Note how the majority of the sites lies above a line drawn 

diagonally through France from the  western extremity of the Franco–Spanish border to the 

north-east corner of Lorraine.
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light industrial tasks, the uncertainty of the wind meant that the generation 
of power was too erratic to be useful unless some auxiliary power source was 
provided.

The rapid advance of the portable steam engine, the gas engine, the oil 
engine and the electric motor soon put paid to any hopes that flexibility would 
be found in the wind engines.  Excepting the Rose des Vents machine that 
exclusively drove a dynamo from 1933 onward, and installations such as Château 
Bouvet-Ladubay and Château La Fredonnière (which did so only occasionally), 
few Éolienne Bollées were used for anything other than the supply of water.  
Water could be raised when the wind blew sufficiently hard and stored in large 
tanks, and though much the same could be said of electricity (the ‘containers’ 
would have been large batteries), the generating potential of the wind engines 
was not great enough—nor were the storage media sufficiently leak-proof—to 
be of real value to something as large as a commune.

Once efficient internal-combustion engines became available in quantity, 
Auguste Bollée and Édouard-Émile Lebert offered them as a way of raising water 
when there was too little wind to drive the Éoliennes.  This was particularly 
true of wind-engines erected for communal use, owing to the constancy of 
demand and an ability to pay the additional costs from public funds; those on 
private estates, where the water requirements were rarely as pressing, were 
often ‘stand-alone’ installations.

There were undoubtedly a few occasions when wind-engines replaced 
old windmills that had been adapted to drive water pumps, and there were 
probably a few where part of the fabric of redundant windmills was recycled to 
save costs.  For example, a large multi-blade rotor was installed on a wooden 
pylon on top of the cut-down Moulin Massez in Renaix; the Éolienne Bollée in 
the distillery in Pons-Gemozac was erected on a tower cannibalised from those 
of two old windmills, and the Château de Maugué No. 3 turbine (among the 
oldest pylon-mounted Lebert/Bollée examples) may also have been erected on 
an older base.

Bollée turbines replaced old single-rotor designs at La Fredonnière in Loir-
et-Cher (1911 Pilter) and in the commune of Loudéac in Côtes-du-Nord (date 
unknown, Établissments Durey-Sohy); and their longevity usually ensured 
that they continued to work until either rendered redundant by changes in 

Left: this advertisement was typical of many published in France prior to 1914 not only in 

technical journals but also in newspapers and periodicals intended for general circulation.  

The three-throw semi-submersible pumps are operated either by a horse-gin (left) or by an 

American-style wind engine (right).  Authors’ collection.
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water supply—erection of giant mains-fed water towers, for example—or the 
installation of pumps driven by petrol engines or electric motors.

Currently, only two instances are known of Bollée wind turbines giving way 
to a competing design.  The 1872-vintage No. 2 turbine of the Château des Rues 
(the first to be installed commercially) was damaged beyond repair in the early 
1950s and replaced by a conventional ‘Mistral’ machine; and the 1875 No. 2 of 
Château de la Motte was superseded in the 1930s by a Wallut ‘Steel Star’.

Sarthois origins may have been enough to account for the restricted spread 
of Éoliennes Bollée, especially once the era of aristocratic patronage had passed, 
but it is more likely that the inhibitors were high price, restricted production 
capacity and differences in agriculture amongst individual regions.  The Beauce 
plain, which incorporated the Départements of what is now the Centre region, 
was best known for its cereal crops and cattle, but less for viticulture or sheep.  
Its needs for water, therefore, were specific.

Yonne, where a burst of enthusiasm for communal Éoliennes began in the 
1890s, shared topographical attributes with the Beauce, and it is no surprise 
that these were answered Bollée-type turbines.  Yet it should never be assumed 
that Éoliennes Bollée dominated any of the areas—Sarthe included—in which 

Above: Riva Bella, used by many families to escape the oppressive heat of a Paris summer, had 

many large houses erected as close to the beach as possible.  Several relied on wind engines 

to supply water and electricity.  From a picture-postcard published prior to 1914.
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they were marketed. Many rival designs were promoted, and though many of 
the most interesting designs were distributed on nothing other than a local 
basis, those that were based on North American single-rotor designs prospered.

Lebert was able to sell many of his pylon-mounted Éoliennes prior to 
1914, often to municipal and communal authorities in Yonne and elsewhere, 
but the quantities were far from sufficient to ensure exclusivity.  For example, 
a catalogue published in the early 1930s by René Araou of Narbonne (Aude), 
pictured several large Araou single-rotor installations in Yonne, in Grange-la-
Bocage (1931), Sergines (1914) and Thorigny-sur-Oreuse (1930).

Many of the ‘Bollée rivals’ were large and impressive machines, and were 
often accompanied by equally spectacular-looking water-tanks.  A visitor 
to Miramas (Bouches-du-Rhône) could not fail to notice the Halladay-type 

Below: an American-style éolienne (left) was erected in the late nineteenth century to serve 

the military establishment in Chalons, where infantry weapons were tested before gaining 

approval for service.  The machine by Plissonier of Lyon (right), erected to serve the commune 

of Augers, was typical of the large single-rotor wind engines erected throughout France.  From 

picture-postcards, published prior to 1914, in the authors’ collections.
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engine alongside its cylindrical sheet-metal tank; Villeveyrac (Hérault) had an 
enormous Eclipse-type machine on a compact tower only a short distance from 
the Calvaire; and the commune of Jons (Isère) was dominated by a huge ‘Itor’ 
machine with a rotor which was virtually as large in diameter as its stumpy 
tower was high.

The wind-engine installed by Araou to serve the community of Sergines, 
with a rotor diameter of twelve metres, was the largest installed by the company 
prior to the First World War; and the similar machine in Noyers, near Auxerre, 
though not as large as the Sergines example, stood on top of a lofty thirteen-
stage pylon.  It mattered little whether the mechanical efficiency of large single-

Below: the wind-engine installed in Pargue by Henri David of Orléans (left) stood on what 

was, perhaps, the most impressive of all the towers of its type.  However, the original Eclipse-

type head did not last very long; it was replaced by smaller rotor, which completely ruined the 

elegant proportions of the ensemble.  The wind-engine erected in Sergines by Araou Frères 

(right) was remarkable chiefly for its 12m-diameter rotor.  It was not an outstanding success; 

continual problems with overheating bearings contributed to a short working life.  From 

picture-postcards, published prior to 1914, in the authors’ collections.
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rotor machines was poorer than an Éolienne Bollée: they were simple, cheap to 
install, and easy to run.  Even though their construction was much more basic, 
there is no evidence that they were any more prone to fail than a Bollée rival 
unless the rotor dimensions grew too large—few if any of the gigantic Araou 
and comparable wind engines survive in France.

One of the most impressive survivals was erected to serve the commune of 
Pargues, in Aude.  Made by Henri David of Orléans, in an area often thought 
to have been dominated by Bollée machines, this installation originally had a 
hugely impressive Eclipse-type rotor mounted on one of the most substantial 
and decorative wind-engine towers ever built.  David claimed to have patented 
his system in France in 1878, but was responsible in reality for little more than 
‘improvements’ to established North American practice.

Étienne Rogier, writing in L’électricité éolienne de la Belle Epoque à EDF has 
recorded that: ‘…most [wind engines] were imported from the USA, though 
French industrialists also promoted products of their own, either made 
under licence or original designs like the Éolienne Bollée… The majority were 
provided by businesses like Schabaver of Castres (Tarn), with a ‘Halladay’ mill 

Above: Castelnaudary was remarkable for a group of windmills sited near the St.-Roch bridge.  

These were all originally of simple canvas-sail type, but improvements made over the years 

led to the substitution of metal-frame wind engines for two of them.  This picture shows how 

one of the replacements was sited on an old tower.  From a pre-1914 picture-postcard.
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of American origin, but perfected [in Castres].  Bonnet in Toulouse, Araou 
in Narbonne, Péra in Florensac (Hérault) all offered ‘Eureka’ mills.  Bompard 
of Nîmes sold the ‘Steel Star’, then made ‘Série CA’ and ‘Série A’ machines.  
The large agricultural-goods wholesalers also included wind engines in their 
catalogues, like, for example, Pilter with the ‘Samson’ mill and Wallut with the 
‘Star’.  There were also much more modest outputs such as those of Fafeur and 
Durand-Roger in Carcassonne…’[1]

Among many other French manufacturers were les Ateliers Mécaniques 
du Languedoc (‘Auster’ brand) of Narbonne in Aude; La Société CEMA of 
Belleville-sur-Saone in Rhône (‘Idéale’); Établissements Couppez of Paris 
(“l’Aiglon”); Maurice Ledoux & Co. of Paris, Bordeaux and Lille (‘Ledoux’); and 
Établissements Plissonier of Oullins près Lyon.

The major distributors included Anciens Établissements Vidal-Beaume, 
‘R. Henry Successeur’, a maker of pumps and béliers hydrauliques founded 
in Boulogne-près-Paris in 1860; Leclerc et Jarre of Paris, who sold US-made 
‘Aermotors’; Etablissements Durey-Sohy of Paris; and Th. Pilter of Paris, among 
the largest of the French agricultural-goods suppliers, who sold American-
made wind engines in competition with rival businesses throughout rural 
France.  Many of these machines still dot the landscape, though almost always 
of modest dimensions.

1.  Accessed from <http://www.ame-lr.org/ publications/energie/...> in June 2001.
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The essence of an Éolienne Bollée, the power head, consisted of an annulus of 
fixed blades (the roue directrice) designed to direct the wind-flow onto a rotating 
disc (roue motrice).  The rotor had fewer blades than the stator to prevent the 
unwanted immobility that could have resulted if all the blades aligned just 
as the machine was supposed to start—the wind-engine equivalent of ‘dead 
centre’ in a steam or internal-combustion engine.

The design of the power-head had been perfected by 1871/2, when the 
a prototype was installed to supply water to the family vegetable garden 
(‘jardin potager’) in Le Mans.  Ernest-Sylvain Bollée understood the value of 
standardisation, and elected from the beginning to offer rotor diameters of 2∙5 
metres (‘No. 1’), 3∙5 metres (‘No. 2’) and 5 metres (‘No. 3’).  These proportions 
were chosen to give a surface area of 1:2:4, so that each size generated twice 
the power of its predecessor, but the easiest way of identifying the machines 
at a distance (where Nos. 2 and 3 may be difficult to distinguish) is to count the 
blades.  The No. 1 has 18 rotor and 26 stator blades, comparable figures for the 
larger designs being 24/34 for No. 2, 32/44 for No. 3, and possibly 48/60 for the 
later ‘No. 4’.  Figures published by Auguste Bollée in March 1891 indicated that 
complete No. 1 and No. 3 Éoliennes weighed about 5∙5 tonnes and 9∙5 tonnes 
respectively, including pumps and accessories. 

Practically every post-1885 Bollée power-head, regardless of its size, was 
fitted with an augmenter or Entonnoir.  A flared skirt attached to the leading 
edge of the stator casing was intended to ‘augment’ power by directing into the 
rotor air that would otherwise have passed outside the power head.  Though 
the gains were so small that they scarcely justified the extra complication, the 
patented accessory proved to be universally popular.  The Entonnoir was used 
until c. 1902, suggesting that any appropriately fitted pylon-mounted Éolienne 
Bollée dates no later than the beginning of the Lebert era.

Writing in Les moteurs à vent (1933), René Champly confirmed that 7-metre 
turbines had been erected in Frémicourt and Blairville in Pas-de-Calais.  These 
were introduced by La Société des Éoliennes Bollée in 1927, but only three sites 
of this type are known to have existed.

The list of clients published by Auguste Bollée ‘fils’ in August 1888 shows 
that the first No. 1 was sold in 1873, the first No. 2 in 1872 and the first No. 

IN DETAIL
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3 in 1874.  Virtually one in every two purchasers had opted for the No. 2 in 
1888, a proportion that is also evident in the March 1891 and February 1894 
lists.  By the end of 1874, sales amounted to eleven and many more orders had 
been taken.  However, it is not known how many machines of the ‘early type’ 
were made.  None of the Bollée wind-engines erected in 1872–3 survive, and no 
illustrations of them have yet been traced other than picture-postcards of the 
Château des Rues machine in Le Lion-d’Angers.

There is little doubt that the Saint-Jean-de-Braye example is the oldest 
survivor.  Though it was moved to its present site only in 1874, documents 
retrieved from the Château de Mazères indicate that the Éolienne was originally 
erected in Le Mans some time prior to 1873.  The most likely date is  1872, in the 

Above: the No. 2 in Saint-Jean-de-Braye (left) is the oldest of all the Éoliennes Bollée, showing 

many features marking it as a prototype.  These include diagonal drive from the Papillon, 

which had been abandoned long before the 1882-vintage No. 1 (rotor diameter merely 2.5 

metres) was erected to serve Château Gâche in 1882.  Note the design of the cap-rail balusters. 

which turn out and then back to meet the stringer and have a recurved tip.  Photographs taken 

by John Walter in May 2002 and by Francis Bonneteaud in the summer of 2005.
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aftermath of the Franco–Prussian War, which agrees with the ‘date plate’ on 
the column.  Though it shares rod treads, high-level take-off to the pump and 
diagonal Papillon/curb drive with the Château du Hutreau No. 2 of 1874, the 
prototype has distinctively flanged knuckles; the Hutreau knuckles, conversely, 
take the plain-sided form associated with later column-mounted Éoliennes 
Bollée.  In addition, the balusters of the staircase at Saint-Jean-de-Braye have 
decoration at their mid-point, whereas the Hutreau balusters are plain rods.

Only one other 1874-vintage machine (erected in the grounds of the Château 
de Piolant) survived into the 1990s, but it, the Château de la Motte Éolienne 
(1875) and the 1876 installation in the grounds of the Château des Mazères in 
Azay-le-Rideau all had horizontal orientator drives.  A report of the exhibition 
held in Paris in 1900, where two Bollée wind-turbines were shown, remarked 

Below: the 3.5-metre No. 2 head—the Château de Salvert machine of 1881 (left)—doubled 

the water-lifting capability of the 2.5m version, but lacked the weight of the 5m type.  

Consequently, no changes were necessary in the column or the stays.  The No. 3 power head 

of the Rose des Vents Éolienne (right) offered twice the performance of the No. 2, but required 

additional stays.  A ladder on the stator side of the head made greasing the bearings easier.  

Photographs taken by John Walter in May 2002, and by Rose and Keith Andrews in 2005.
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that the ‘Modèle Primitif ’ locked-out once the wind rose even momentarily 
above a pre-determined speed.  This has been taken to mean that there was 
an older version of the perfected Bollée design, but the French text makes it 
clear that the two Lebert exhibits differed.  The larger, a No. 3 head on a tall 
quadrangular pylon, was of a ‘new type’; the smaller columnar éolienne, which 
was probably a No. 1 (though the report is not specific) was a ‘Primitif ’.

The descriptor has less significance in French than it does in English.  The 
true ‘primitive model’ is exemplified by the Saint-Jean-de-Braye No. 2 of 1872, 
with the angled orientator drive.  How many of these Éoliennes Bollée were 
made remains unclear, though there were at least five: the 1872 prototype, 
three delivered to clients in 1872/3, and the Parc d’Hutreau No. 2 of 1874.

The horizontal drive and a drop-weight controlling the radial movement 
of the fan-axis had certainly appeared by the beginning of 1876.  The weight 
permitted the mechanism to absorb winds of 7–9∙5 metres per second as long as 
the gusts were comparatively short.  The effect was to partially luff the power-
head, as the breeze attempted to rotate the axis of the fan towards the lock-out 
position, but the weight then pulled the fan back to its outboard position once 
the wind subsided.  Only if the wind velocity persistently exceeded 9.5 metres 
per second did the lock engage.  This allowed the machine to work far more 
effectively by recovering automatically and continuing to pump under all but 
the most extreme conditions.

The improved Lebert system (which was apparently touted as the ‘Model 
1902’) relied on a radially-moving rod along which a cylindrical weight could be 
slid to facilitate adjustments.  The goal seems to have been perpetual operation 
by eliminating the locking catch, but there is no evidence that the idea was 
successful.  Though a radial rod was incorporated in the drive-train of the Passy 
No. 3 of 1902, later éoliennes reverted to the drop weight.

CAP-PLATFORm
Apart from that of the few 7-metre ‘No. 4’ eoliennes (which were square with 
rounded corners), this is always circular with, at least on the earliest columns, 
a one-piece trapdoor hinged on its inner edge.  The balusters are generally 
iron rods, forged into curved half-height ribands above the platform edge and 
bent back on themselves beneath the platform in a way that is now habitually 
labelled ‘serpentine’.

Some, but by no means all of the éoliennes had cardinal points bolted to 
appropriate balusters.  These were clearly optional.  One side originally had a 
prominent central rib, but the other was essentially flat; later examples may 
have been cut out of plate and would be flat on both sides.
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The near-complete turbine head of the 
1885 No. 2 Éolienne Bollée serving the 
Domaine de la Philberdière is lacking 
only the Papillon blade-disc.

Photograph taken by Régis Girard
in 2009.
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The restored 
turbine head of 
No. 1 Éolienne 
Bollée erected 
in 1900 to serve 
the Château 
Stephen-Liégeard 
in Brochon,
Côte d’Or.

Photograph 
taken in 2012, 
by courtesy of 
François Decup, 
Brochon.
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mOUNTS AND SUPPORTS
The oldest or ‘fan-tail’ form of Éoliennes Bollée, if any were actually made in 
accordance with the 1868 patent, would have had a slender central cast-iron 
column, made in one or more parts, with the drive-shaft mounted externally.  
The column would have been placed sufficiently close to the chain pump to 
enable the foot bolts to be anchored in the brick lining of the well, additional 
stability being provided by six or eight stays anchored in cubical brick (or 
masonry) outliers set flush with the ground. 

This system was abandoned when the design of the power head was 
changed to accommodate the winding fan, bringing with it a need for constant 
re-setting that could be answered only by fitting a ladder.  The result was an 
elegant multi-part cast iron column encircled by a spiral staircase, for many 
enthusiasts the most abiding characteristic of Éoliennes Bollée even though 

Below: this Éolienne Bollée No. 2 still stands in Bagneux, a suburb of Saumur, where it was 

erected in 1877 to serve the nearby château of M Jarry, ‘Propriétaire’. Note the ornate pump 

house, with a hand-wheel on the outside wall to operate the pump when the Éolienne was 

either unable to function owing to a lack of wind, or not required.  Photograph taken by Régis 

Girard in the summer of 2005.
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most post-1903 machines were mounted on the lattice-type towers or Pylônes 
introduced as the machines became progressively taller.

Though the columns needed to be stayed in a way that the lattice towers did 
not and could not be raised much above 20m, they had advantages: the treads 
of the spiral stairs could be bolted directly to the column—a compact and 
aesthetically pleasing solution—and height could be adjusted simply by adding 
another 2.8m full-length or 1.4m half-length flanged section.  And, unlike the 
towers, they protected the drive shaft and its bearings from wind or rain.

The origins of the pylon are still open to debate.  There is no evidence in 
surviving Bollée ephemera to show that any had been introduced prior to 1894, 
and, as the business was sold to Lebert at the beginning of 1898, it seems much 
more likely that the first pylon dates no earlier than 1899.  The introduction 
made sense economically, enhancing the appeal of an Éolienne Bollée amongst 
impecunious communes.  Though the price was only slightly reduced compared 
with the columnar design, the pylons raised the head to far greater heights and 
had smaller footprints.  Consequently, it is possible that Lebert only erected 
a few of the column-type machines in 1898–1903, using parts that were being 
stored when the transfer of business occurred in 1898.  The re-plating of so 
many rebuilt or repaired Bollée-made machines, however, obscures the total. 

Lebert’s 1902 catalogue offered Éoliennes Bollée on 4-, 4½- or 5-unit 
columns (giving heights of 13·4 metres to 16·2 metres to the platform); on 
quadrangular pylons (9–27 metres high); or on triangular pylons (10–15 metres), 
now unknown, which could only accommodate No. 1 and No. 2 turbines.[1]

There is clearly a progression in the construction of the pylons, though 
very little attention has been paid to them in the past.  Illustrations provided 
by Lebert during the discussions that led to the construction of the Courville 
asylum machine (1902) clearly show that the cap-platform was supported on a 
grid of four beams, two of which would have to have been slotted vertically to 

Left.  Édouard-Émile Lebert gave this catalogue page to the directors of the Courville asylum 

in 1902, at a time when the erection of an Éolienne Bollée was under consideration.  Though 

the illustration is accurate in many respects (note the overhung crank of the pump), the details 

of the pylon are sketchy—particularly the attachment of the bracing and the way in which 

the girders comprising the legs were joined.   The construction of the girders supporting the 

cap-platform is noteworthy, but the ‘evidence’ provided by the drawing cannot necessarily be 

taken as proof.  By courtesy of the late J. Kenneth Major.

1. It has been claimed that a triangular column was erected in Montcorbon prior to 1908, but the ‘evidence’ for 
this claim relied on a poor-quality picture postcard: this particular power-head was actually an American-style 
single-rotor type.
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allow the assembly to lie flush with the underside of the platform.  Unfortunately, 
though reasonably accurate in some respects, the engravings do not mirror 
precisely how the pylons were constructed: only a few of the bolts are shown, 
and the legs were actually made in several pieces.  Consequently, the apparent 
‘interweave’ arrangement of the supporting beams may be nothing other than 
artist’s licence.  Examining photographs of the éoliennes in the grounds of the 
Chateau de Maugué (said to be surviving in 2011) and serving the commune 
of Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne (scrapped in 1994) suggest that two of the platform 
beams may have been bent to cross the two above them.  Consequently, they 
support the platform only at their tips—an unsatisfactory ‘cradle’ method that 
would be inferior to the interwoven version but much easier to make.

The Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne and Maugué installations, believed to date 
from 1901, would have been among the first pylon-mounted éoliennes to be 
made.  The engravings accompanying Tarif No. 3 of 1900 and Tarif No. 5 of 1902 

Below: the No. 3 Éolienne Bollée owned by the commune of Fontaine-Macon.  The photograph 

was taken after the machine had been erected, but before the Lavoir had been completed.  It 

gives an idea of how wind-engines were assembled.  From a postcard in the authors’ collection.

Left.  This close-up of the underside of the cap platform of the Épuisay No. 3 of 1911 shows 

the perfected pre-1914 construction with diagonal bracing to each pylon-stage.  The skeletal 

supporting brackets extending radially from the top of each leg appear to be characteristic 

of Éoliennes Bollée erected after 1902.  Photograph taken by the late J. Kenneth Major, c. 1990.
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The Le Clône No. 3 Éolienne 
Bollée was erected by 
Lebert in 1902 to serve the 
Laroche-Thiriet cognac 
distillery (still trading in 
Pons).  A unique survivor, 
originally capable of 
driving a single-throw 
submersible pump in 
the well and a belt-drive 
Audemar pump to lift 
water from the reservoir to 
the storage tank, the wind 
engine has been restored 
to near-working order.  
It is still accompanied 
by much of the original 
infrastructure.

Photograph by courtesy of 
Jeremy Evans, Pons.
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could suggest that the interweave design replaced the cradle; alternatively, they 
may simply be approximations which suggest that two differing constructions 
existed when only one was actually used.[2]

By the time the Courville machine was installed in 1902, however, the 
perfected radial or ‘compass-arm’ of skeletal triangular brackets had appeared. 
Bolting a bracket to the top of each leg remained standard practice for the 
remainder of the production life of the Éolienne Bollée.

2.  Éoliennes may still await discovery—an exciting prospect—but on-site evidence must be gathered carefully 
enough to ensure that information is not lost simply through lack of time and care.  It is vital that the recorders 
look carefully not only at the construction of the Éolienne Bollée power head, but also at the way in which 
the columns or pylons are made.  A production life of about seventy years suggest that changes will be found.

Above: two of tank-mounted Éoliennes Bollée, a space-saving style favoured prior to 1914 

and again in the 1920s and 1930s.  The No. 3 in the gardens of the Manoir de la Touche in 

Mazières-en-Touraine (left) is believed to date from c. 1902 and may have been built on a 

pylon which once supported a single-rotor machine.  The No. 3 erected in 1903 to serve the 

commune of La-Barre-en-Ouche was justly famous in its day, and the subject of countless 

postcards.  Photograph taken by Régis Girard; picture-postcard from the authors’ collection.
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A detailed examination of a variety of photographs—some showing survivors, 
others of machines which have been scrapped—suggests that several attempts 
were made to perfect the basic construction of the pylon.  It seems likely that 
the weight of the No. 3 head, in particular, taxed the rigidity of the pylons to 
their limits.  Unfortunately, so little attention has been paid to this particular 
part of the Éolienne Bollée story that only an educated guess is possible at this 
moment.

The earliest type of pylon is probably the style shown in Tarif No. 3, which 
is judged to date from 1900, the third year of Lebert’s tenure of the business.  
The drawing indicates that the four legs extended into a ‘half-stage’ above 

Above: two more ‘water-tank’ Éoliennes Bollée.  The No. 1 (left) to be found in the commune 

of Asnois in the department of Vienne was built during the First World War, apparently in 1916 

or 1917 to supply water to the property of M. Senelier.  The No. 1 (right) erected in Luplanté  

in Eure-et-Loir, probably by Georges Duplay c. 1923/4, has an unusually slender concrete 

tower which contrasts with the much more traditionally constructed Lavoir compound.  The 

additional height was probably necessary to catch the wind effectively.  Photograph taken at 

Christmas 2008, by courtesy of  Mme Anne-Marie Boguki; postcard from the authors’ collection.
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the platform, where they were bound together by cross-braces to support 
the crown.  The curb ring was attached to a square frame made of four short 
inverted-‘L’ section girders riveted to the crown.  In addition, the brackets 
bolted to the pylon legs to accept the braces were comparatively narrow.  Each 
of these brackets received the horizontal strut, made of wrought iron, which 
may originally have been a simple bar but rapidly became inverted-‘L’ section 
with the flange pointing inward from the top surface; the bars were originally 
attached to the inner face of the bracket.  The brackets also anchored diagonal 
struts, top and bottom, which were originally flat bars held at their mid point 
by a single bolt.

The No. 3 Éolienne Bollée erected to serve Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne sometime 
in 1901 and dismantled for scrap in 1994, seems to have been of this type.  The 
badly damaged survivor in rue de la Chauvellerie, Loches, yet to be identified 
conclusively, shares many of the same characteristics.  However, the horizontal 
struts are attached to the brackets externally, with the flange projecting from 
the top outer edge, and the diagonals are of similar flanged design.

The Chateau de Maugué No. 3, once suspected to be among the oldest 
of the pylons, is probably marginally newer than the Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne 
éolienne.  Though it appears to retain the cross-braced half-stage above the 
platform and the ‘bolted girder’ method of retaining the curb ring (and has 
double-crossbeam platform support), it shares the stage-bracing and bracket 
design associated with the later Courville installation. 

By the time the Courville No. 3 was completed, in 1902, the design of the 
pylon had been radically overhauled.  The most obvious changes concerned 
the half-stage above the platform, which was strengthened with two sets of 
short horizontal iron girders bolted to the legs (instead of cross-braces), and 
the method by which the curb ring was attached to the crown: a special casting 
with arms formed radially to support the spokes of the curb was bolted directly 
to the legs.  The éoliennes in Denée, Les Clerbaudières and La Bourdaisière all 
take this general form.  There can be little doubt that these pylons would resist 
torsional strain much more effectively than the preceding design.

Construction of Lebert-type Éolienne Bollée pylons seems to have remained 
unchanged until about 1909/10, when mild steel was substituted for wrought 
iron.  Weight could to be reduced without compromising strength, allowing the 
bracing system to be reduced to diagonal struts.  Consequently, each bracket 
received only one of these struts instead of two.

A pylon of this type can be seen in Épuisay (No. 3, 1911), though shortages 
of material persuaded Georges Duplay to revert to the wrought-iron cross-
brace design when work resumed after the end of the First World War.
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ACCESS
Virtually all Bollée-era Éoliennes were mounted on multi-unit columns.  Each 
comprised a short tubular spine and a knuckle, or inspection box, to which ten 
and two steps respectively were attached.  Steps were attached at the outer end 
to a stringer that supported the balusters and a handrail.

One of the best identification features is provided by the design of the step 
treads.  The earliest machines relied on rods, but these had been superseded by 
segmental treads by 1875/6.  The earliest treads were solid castings, relying on 
grooves formed integrally to provide grip, but these would have been slippery: 
there was no way (other than evaporation) in which water trapped in the 
grooves could escape, and steps often iced-over in winter.  Then came treads 
that were pierced as well as grooved, allowing rainwater to run away.

Above: a contrast between the construction of the No. 2 Éoliennes in Saint-Jean-de-Braye 

(originally erected in Le Mans in 1871/2) and Brezolles (1889).  The prototype has distinctive 

flanged joints between the seperate sections of the column, unique hatches giving access to 

the bearings and the joints of the vertical drive shaft, rod-type treads, comparatively narrow 

staircase stringers, and integrally-cast ornaments placed centrally on each staircase baluster.  

The later version has flat treads with drainage holes, thicker stringers, a perfected form of 

access hatch in the ‘knuckles’ between the column sections, and plain staircase balusters.  

Both photographs taken by John Walter in April 2001.
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Pre-1884 machines had solid treads, such as the No. 1 erected in the Grande 
Ferme de Marolles, whereas the survivor in Bois des Hâtes (1885) has pierced 
treads.  Circumstantial evidence suggests that the pierced treads were originally 
made simply by drilling through solid examples that may have been held in 
store, resulting in a random pattern of holes, but the improvements were soon 
embodied in the castings and betrayed by much more precise positioning.

Little variety may be seen in the staircase balusters, which are usually 
plain forged rods, though the Saint-Jean-de-Braye prototype has decorative 
mouldings midway between the stringer and the staircase rail.  Newel posts 
range from the earliest, with a pineapple-shape finial, to later forms topped 
with balls.  Variety may yet be found in the circumferential ribs and mouldings 
that decorate these posts, but investigation has not been undertaken.

BASE AND mOUNTINGS
Most of the installations had a circular base, either a single disc or built in 
tiers, though the design varies considerably.  This is largely due to the way in 
which Auguste-Sylvain Bollée (and possibly also his father) sold the machines, 

Below: the ground anchors of the Saint-Jean-de-Braye No. 2 (left)  take the unique form seen 

here, with both main and intermediate stays sunk into a concrete block with only minimal 

scope for adjustment.  The perfected form of anchor is shown (right) on the Berchères-les-

Pierres No. 2 Éolienne of 1896.  Note the short chain attaching the main stay to the shackle, 

which could be lengthened by adding links if needed, and the threaded adjuster and angle 

bracket of the intermediate stay.  Both photographs taken by John Walter in April 2001.
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requiring the masonry anchors for the stays, the base of the column, and the 
pump house to be erected by the client.  Consequently, bases may be made of 
bricks, rubble, dressed stone or even concrete.  However, owing to the precise 
relationship required between the height of the base and the positioning of 
the anchors, it is assumed that Bollée (and Lebert, in due course) must have 
supplied instructions to his clients.  None of these have yet been found.

ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS
Among the greatest attractions of the buildings associated with the Éolienne 
Bollée is their diversity, which was due largely to Auguste-Sylvain Bollee’s 

Below: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée and brick-built rectangular pump house serving the Château 

de Beauséjour (left).  This particular machine is on a low column—too low, perhaps, to catch 

the wind effectively.  Cylindrical brick-built pump houses (right), with conical roofs of slate 

over wood rafters, were comparatively common.  This example was built for the owners of the 

Château de la Villaine in Esvres-sur-Indre.  It is shown under restoration in the winter of 2005.  

Photographs taken by Régis Girard and Jean-Claude Pestel.
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insistence that the wind-engine base, the masonry or brick anchor blocks, and 
the pump house should all be the responsibility of the client.  Consequently, 
buildings erected to serve châteaux and estates could be highly decorative,  
often matching the style of the mansions, though this was not as true of 
communal Éoliennes—particularly the pylon-mounted machines—unless 
they had been installed in public parks.

Pump-houses can simply be like the modest ‘Type Normand’ roundhouse 
on the Château du Breuil site, built of coursed brick on a rendered brick base, 
with two windows and a two-part folding wooden door set in arches.  A conical 
roof of eighteen visible slate courses rises to flashing and a sheet-metal finial.  
An opposite extreme may be seen in the style of the decorative pump house 
accompanying the wind engine erected to serve the Château du Hutreau in 
Sainte-Gemmes-sur-Loire, which is rectangular, built of rendered brick, and 
has quoined corners alternately of ashlar and three exposed courses of bricks.  
Above a string course are arcades of bricks (now filled with pierced sheet-steel 

Above: the impressive water tower supplying the Château de la Bruyère, one of the largest 

of the private-estate installations.  Pylon-mounted Éoliennes were often accompanied by 

plain water-towers.  This cylindrical example (right), serving the commune of Lyre, is more 

decorative than many.   Photograph by Regis Girard, 2006; postcard from the authors’ collection. 
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ventilation plates), and, on the long sides, keystones that are stepped outward 
to form part of the base of the crenellated parapet.  The corners are similarly 
carried outward.  Each face of the building displays a decorative carved-stone 
BL medallion (for the owner, Baron Laity and his second wife, née Bonnet).  
Access to the pump was originally through an arched doorway, similar to the 
arcading, but this is now bricked-up.

The castellated near-folly enclosing a columnar Éolienne at Le Clône à 
Pons was supposedly made from remnants of two windmill towers, and the 
No. 1 at La Houdière (Eure-et-Loir) was originally enclosed in a roundhouse.  
The pylons could be accompanied by simple open-frame structures roofed in 
corrugated iron (e.g., at Channay in Indre-et-Loire), or the base of the pylon 
could simply be boarded or bricked-in to protect the gearbox.

The No. 2 machine at La Fredonnière in Loir-et-Cher was unexpectedly 
found to be one of the few Saeb installations to survive, dating from 1926–7.  It 

Below: the remains of the decorative pump house built in 1887 to serve the estate of Auguste-

Sylvain Bollée in Arnage, then a small village outside Le Mans.  Note the glazed tiles set in the 

frieze around the walls; this building also once had a thatched roof.   Photograph taken by the 

late J. Kenneth Major in 2003.
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is mounted on the pylon of a conventional wind engine—perhaps with North 
American origins—that had been erected in 1911 by the Parisian agricultural-
equipment supplier Th. Pilter.  The original pump house was placed between 
the pylon legs, the front bracing bars of the lowest stage being formed in the 
shape of an arch to give access to the pump-house door.

Water towers came in similar variety, ranging from simple sheet-metal 
(tôle) tanks raised on brick or timber plinths to spectacular-looking brick, 
stone or mass-concrete creations doubling as supports for the Éolienne.  The 
latter group includes several communal pylon-type machines dating from the 
early twentieth century, but sufficient evidence remains to show that there had 
already been some interesting compromises.

A surprising amount of information can often be gleaned from the most 
unprepossessing site.  Épuisay’s water tower (erected in 1911) may not look 
particularly attractive, but it is an excellent example of pre-1914 ferro-concrete 
construction.  Indeed, the association of Éolienne Bollée sites and ferro-
concrete in the accompanying water towers (e.g., La-Barre-en-Ouche, Épuisay 
or Saint-Gervais-la-Forêt) opens another avenue of research.[3]

The father of ferro-concrete construction is now generally regarded as 
Parisian gardener Joseph Monier (1823–1906).  After making an orange-tree 
tub by casting concrete onto iron mesh, in 1849, Monier continued to develop 
methods of reinforcing concrete until a patent was granted in France in 1867; 
he subsequently perfected an efficient supporting beam (1877).  The first to 
exploit Monier’s ideas commercially were his fellow Frenchmen—François and 
Edmond Coignet, François Hennebique—in addition to the German licensee of 
the Monier patents, Wayss & Freitag of Frankfurt am Main.  Edmond Coignet 
eventually persuaded the Parisian civic authorities to build sewers of ferro-
concrete as early as 1892, and it is no surprise that, prior to 1914, there was 
more enthusiasm for this material in France than elsewhere in Europe.  The 
success of metal-framed skyscrapers soon eclipsed ferro-concrete in the U.S.A, 
but the survival of so many old French structures (including many public wash-

3. The invention in Britain of ‘Portland cement’, patented in 1824 by Joseph Aspdin, renewed interest in 
concrete and improved the safety of so-called ‘fireproof’ buildings.  The iron (later steel) columns that 
supported the floors and roofs became progressively slimmer as manufacturing techniques were refined, 
making them increasingly likely to fail in the heat of conflagration, and so the mid-nineteenth century 
promoters of concrete initially saw their material as an insulator.  Concrete—with poor tensile strength—
could serve equally as a column-shroud and a means of providing seamless flooring.  A French architect, J.G. 
Soufflot, had tried burying wrought-iron rods in the joint-planes of masonry blocks in the 1760s, but moisture-
promoted corrosion had been excessive.  But when a large factory to make near-waterproof Portland Cement 
was built in Boulogne-sur-Mer in the early 1840s, Soufflot’s ideas were revived and Jean-Louis Lambot built a 
small boat of concete (c. 1848).  The vessel was exhibited in Paris in 1855, but, though patents were sought in 
France and Britain, Lambot had soon drifted back into obscurity.
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houses or Lavoirs and the pump houses) testify not only to the skill with which 
they were built but also to ingenuity.

TRANSmISSION AND PUmPS
The sophistication of design and delicacy of construction of the components 
of the Éolienne Bollée reflect the lengthy bell-founding heritage of the Bollée 
family.  Consequently, not only is the transmission difficult to dismiss in a few 
words, but the parlous state of current knowledge also hinders reliable dating 
of changes in individual components.  The drive originally comprised a pair of 
bevel gears at the top of a multi-part rod that ran vertically downward, through 
guides projecting from the side of the hollow supporting column, to a second 
set of gears that turned the drive back to horizontal.  The horizontal shaft 
served as the axis for a large sprocket and was anchored in a short cast-iron 
column carrying the leat or trough.

Buckets attached to an endless chain, driven by the sprocket, were to be 
raised continuously to deliver water to the leat.  The drawings that accompany 

Above: the Château Gâche Éolienne of 1882 is one of only two still to retain a chain pump.  

The endless chain originally delivered water to a small tank (or ‘leat) from which it ran away 

through the pipe visible beneath the pulleys in the main picture.  The drive, entering from the 

right level with the parapet of the well, is geared-down considerably to drive the bucket chain.  

Photograph by courtesy of Francis Bonneteaud, taken in the summer of 2005.
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the patent granted to Ernest-Sylvain Bollee in 1868, if they can be trusted, 
suggest that the system was ‘geared down’ at a ratio of approximately 1:4.

Chain pumps were noisy, messy and inefficient extractors of deep-well 
water; and if the chain broke, the parts could be very difficult to retrieve if 
the well was tens of metres deep.  Though pumps of this type are associated 
with the first Bollée patent, it is doubtful if they were ever standardised.  Only 
three are currently known to have existed—one surviving in Saint-Germain-
de-Grave (BN 23), another in the grounds of the Château de Puyraveau (bn 50), 
and a third serving Château Gâche (BN 82), installed in 1875, 1878 and 1882 
respectively.  It is assumed that they enabled existing wells to be used as a cost-
cutting exercise.  A photograph taken on Ernest-Sylvain’s estate in the early 
1870s[4] shows a tall and slender pump house, and those that survive in Saint-

Below: the Château Gâche Éolienne chain-pump descending into the well (left); and the 

restored pump (right) installed in 1888 to serve the Château de Beauval.  Note not only that 

the pump flywheel has straight spokes, but also that a pinion has been attached to accept 

the bevel gear of the vertical drive-shaft.  In addition, the foot bearing for the shaft has been 

combined with one of the gothic-style pump head-gear frames, presaging a style that is 

usually associated with Lebert’s pylons.  Photographs by courtesy of Francis Bonneteaud, 2005.

4. See ‘Les Bollée.  Des machines et des hommes’, in Cénomane no. 11 (Autumn/winter 1983), p. 9.
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Jean-de-Braye, the Château du Hutreau (dating from 1874) and the Château de 
la Motte near St-Lyé-la-Forêt (1875) take similar form.  These are best suited to 
a chain pump or a crank-drive pump of the type that can still be seen in Saint-
Jean-de-Braye, with a horizontal shaft in the eaves. This particular pump, 
presumably a prototype, lacks a flywheel and would have had a jerky action.

The introduction of the immersible plunger-piston force pump, which 
accompanied virtually every pre-1900 Éoliennes Bollée, is still difficult to date 
precisely.  However, the Château de Mazères No. 3, erected in 1876, combines 
high-level drive with a two sets of pumps driven by belts from an overhead 
shaft instead of directly from the gearbox.  The original documents, though 
far from conclusive, suggest that the design of the pumps was changed after 
construction of the pump house had begun.  This may signal that the plunger-
piston pump was developed in 1875/6.

The earliest pumps may have had two-throw cranks, but none of these 
survive (other than the St-Jean-de-Braye example) and the perfected design 
was a three-throw pattern.  This was achieved by extending the shaft through 
the frame, allowing a third pump-barrel to be driven from an ‘overhung’ crank.   
This simple adaptation enabled Bollée to retain existing casting patterns while 
simultaneously increasing yield by fifty per cent.

The standard three-throw pump has low-level drive, a gothic-style frame, 
and a crankshaft-mounted flywheel to ensure smooth running.  The earliest 
flywheels had six straight spokes (e.g., Parkminster, 1881), but later versions—
the survivors in the Grand Ferme de Marolles (1884) and Les Hâtes (1885) for 
example—were recurved or ‘serpentine’.  The pumps originally had horizontal 
tie bars to increase rigidity, but these were subsequently replaced by separately 
cast brackets inserted into each corner where the frames met the bed plate.  An 
interesting constructional feature of all these pumps was the way in which the 
solid wheels were ‘threaded’ onto the crankshafts.

The new pumps were made in a variety of sizes, matched to the diameter of 
the Éolienne and the characteristics of an individual site.  A catalogue published 
by Lebert in 1902 lists three pump-heads and no less than seven piston-
diameter options.  The No. 1 pump-head unit could be accompanied by pistons 

Left: the advent of alternative methods of generating power dealt the prosperity of the 

Éolienne Bollée a severe blow, though they could also be used to offset lack of wind.  This 

view shows the layout of the auxiliary drive associated with the 1888-vintage No. 3 Éolienne of 

the Grande Ferme de Marolles, with the Bollée pump-head to the right and a small oil engine 

to the left.  It has been speculated that this particular installation—now displaying a Lebert 

plate—has been greatly altered during its life.  Photograph taken by John Walter in May 2002. 
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with diameters of 33mm, 42mm or 52mm; the No. 2 by pistons of 52mm, 65mm 
or 80mm; and the No. 3 by pistons of 100mm or 120mm.  The three machines 
tested by René Champly in 1928–30[5] all had conventional Bollée-type plunger 
pumps, though, owing to the great depth of two of the wells, it is not known if 
they were two- or three-unit installations.  Situated in the Pas-de-Calais, these 
measured 350×100mm (Blairville), 400×85mm (Frémicourt) and 320×80mm 
(Marquion).[6]

Most of the wind engines installed prior to 1900 relied on bevel gears set in 
a large housing at the foot of the column to drive a pump by way of an extension 
shaft, allowing the well to be sunk some distance from the base of the Éolienne.  
Many post-1900 pylon-type sites, conversely, had the well directly beneath the 
pylon, ‘over-well’ systems often being distinguished by bricked-in pylon bases 
or walls of wood or corrugated iron within the legs.

A few pumps had one of the frames cast integrally with a foot bracket for 
the drive shaft.  A pump of this general type was installed in 1888 to serve 
the Château de Beauval, a comparable drawing was included in the illustrated 
promotional material supplied by Lebert to the Courville authorities (1902), 
and another example was still surviving in Passy in the 1990s.

Later Lebert-made pylon machines had a different (perhaps cheaper) 
method of mounting the flywheel and pump-head gear, relying on two parallel 
dwarf walls of brick or concrete, but much detective work remains to be done 
before the entire story can be told.

AUxILIARY DRIVE SYSTEmS
The availability of alternative methods of driving water pumps is a fascinating 
subject in itself.   Auguste-Sylvain Bollée sometime used his father’s hydraulic-
ram designs to supplement the output of Éoliennes, and Lebert offered a small 
pulsometer for lifts of less than seven metres.

The introduction of the Éolienne Bollée in the early 1870s all but coincided 
with the successful advent of the French-designed Lenoir gas engine, and a 
suitable power source—‘Moteur à pétrole ordinaire (Type Pilon) de la force de 2 
chevaux effectifs’—was being offered by Lebert in 1900.  Some of the surviving 
sites are known to have been equipped with hot air-, gas- or petrol engines (for 
example, Épuisay had a single-cylinder 2cv Guéret), but few installations have 
been examined in detail and information is customarily lacking.  However, the 
surviving No. 3 Éolienne Bollée serving the Manoir de la Touche in Mazières-
en-Touraine is still accompanied by a vertical single-cylinder ‘Modèle 11.E’ 

5.  Les moteurs à vent, Paris, 1933, pp. 64–8 and 201–2.
6.  These are all stroke × bore dimensions.
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petrol engine made by Japy Frères et Cie of Beaucourt; serial number 6518, it is 
frustrating difficult to date precisely.  Undoubtedly installed prior to 1914, the 
engine could be a clue either to the erection of an older single-rotor machine or 
to the date on which this was replaced by the Bollée head.  The original pumps 
still supply water to the Manoir estate, but are now driven by an electric motor. 

The Pilter wind-engine installed in 1911 in the grounds of the Château 
La Fredonnière was coupled to American-made General Electric dynamo no. 
38942, retained when the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée power-head was substituted for 
the original ‘type américain’ single-rotor unit in the winter of 1926–7.

Many other sites, such as the Château du Breuil, came to rely on electric 
motors which had been substituted for the Éolienne, even though the wind-
engine was often left in place.

Above: the Château de Purnon No. 2 Éolienne Bollée of c. 1900 shows how the gearbox usually 

stands on a base of concentric tiers (made here with additional steps), allowing the horizontal 

drive shaft to enter the cylindrical pump house at the level of the head-gear crank axle.  This 

particular pump house has a tiled roof with a terra-cotta finial, typical of those erected in the 

southern parts of France; northern sites tend to use slate and sheet metal.  Photograph taken 

by Régis Girard in June 2005.
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The Éolienne Bollée was in most respects a sturdy and exceptionally well-made 
machine, incorporating good-quality material and finely detailed castings.  It 
was intended to last, and proved to be capable of outliving many of its simpler, 
less sophisticated rivals.  These were often designed with an eye to economy 
and were not always as sturdy as they looked.

Yet the design did have weaknesses, and required regular maintenance 
to perform reliably.  This was not always forthcoming after 1914. Sufficient 
evidence is available from the archives of Dolus-le-Sec (where an éolienne 
had been erected in 1898), Courville-sur-Eure (1902) and Épuisay (1911/12) to 
highlight some of the problems.  The Papillon and its carriage were delicate 
and surprisingly complicated, but the control-weight and associated cable gave 
most trouble.

The Courville No. 3 was disabled when the weight-cable parted at the end of 
July 1918 and then, a year later almost to the day, in July 1919.  The Dolus No. 
1 stripped the pinions in the base gear-box in 1902, when less than four years 
old, and the same happened to the rotor/vertical shaft gears of the Courville 
machine in September 1918.  One side of the horizontal frame that supported 
the drive from the Papillon to the curb-ring fractured at Courville in April 1921, 
and the worn-out pumps were replaced in 1923.  SAEB subsequently quoted for 
a wholesale refurbishment of the Courville Éolienne in 1928, including renewal 
of all the gearing, but no work was undertaken for five years.

Virtually all of the problems, excepting general wear-and-tear, were caused 
by the inability of the Papillon and the drop-weight system to react quickly 
enough to unusually violent gusts.  But it is fair to claim that most conventional 
wind-engines, not to mention the traditionally-constructed French windmills 
that were turned manually into the wind, would have suffered at least as badly.

Many writers have noted that the Éolienne Bollée was too big, too heavy 
and too expensive to justify its meagre output.  Unfortunately, reliable trial 
results are rare, and, therefore, it is now difficult to draw valid conclusions.  
Statistics were often included in Bollée and Lebert literature, but they are 
impossible to equate with reality; unlike the claims made by so many of the 
commercial enterprises of the day, which were apt to be gross overstatements, 
the Bollée/Lebert figures seem to be very low.

PERFORMANCE
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Details published in August 1888, for example, credited the large No. 3 (5-metre 
diameter) Éolienne with a 24-hour output of only 130,000 litres raised to a 
five-metre head; 65,333 litres to fifteen metres; 42,500 litres to 25 metres; and 
13,500 to 50 metres.[1]  By 1900, Lebert was claiming that the No. 3 would lift 
8500 litres hourly from a depth of five metres; 5500 litres from fifteen metres; 
3600 litres from 25 metres; and 1400 litres from 50 metres.  These figures were 
substantially greater than those offered by Bollée in 1891—the fifty-metre 
performance is roughly twice that of the original—but undoubtedly allowed a 
more realistic calculation of output. The unreliability of the wind would clearly 
prevent an Éolienne operating consistently throughout an entire day. 

At a wind speed of six metres per second, however, even Lebert’s figures 
equate only to 0∙16cv, 0∙31cv, 0∙33cv and 0∙26cv respectively.  The theoretical 
output of the turbine in this wind would be about 4940 Watts, or 6∙7cv, so 
efficiency seems very low: from a miserable 2∙3 per cent to just 4∙9 per cent!  
Comparable figures for 25-metre lifts by the No. 1 and No. 2 machines (650 and 
1500 litres per hour according to Lebert) seem to give merely 0∙06cv and 0∙14cv.  
Performance of this meagre magnitude, even though still being guaranteed to 

Water Mean wind speed Actual   Power available at Efficiency %
Raised, m³/hr m/sec (mph) power, cv turbine-head, Watts (cv) 

 

Blairville, Pas-de-Calais (5m diameter, 55m lift)
3.58 4.38 (9.8) 0.73 1917 (2.61) 28.0
9.87 6.33 (14.2) 2.01 5788 (7.87) 25.5
5.94 5.44 (12.2) 1.21 3674 (4.99) 24.2
3.58 4.34 (9.7) 0.73 1865 (2.54) 28.7

marquion, Pas-de-Calais (7m diameter, 29m lift)
14.30 5.05 (11.3) 1.48 5749 (7.81) 19.0
3.26 3.15 (7.1) 0.34 1396 (1.90) 17.9
21.00 5.76 (12.9) 2.18 8547 (11.62) 18.8

Frémicourt, Pas-de-Calais (7m diameter, 44m lift)
8.30 4.32 (9.7) 1.35 3602 (4.90) 27.6
10.30 4.86 (10.9) 1.68 5127 (6.97) 24.1
10.88 4.93 (11.0) 1.77 5353 (7.28) 24.3
12.6 5.43 (12.1) 2.05 7152 (9.72) 21.1

TABLE THREE
POWER OF THE ÉOLIENNE BOLLÉE

1. Strangely, in literature dating from March 1891, without explanation, the totals had been raised to 180,000, 
70,333, 45,500 and 18,500 litres respectively.
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The restored No. 2 Éolienne Bollée of the 
Prieuré de Saint-Louans, close to Chinon, 
stands on a high bank above the river Vienne.  
Though the trees have grown much higher (and  
possibly even replaced) since the wind engine 
was installed, this view shows how vital a lofty 
and unobstructed wind-path was to success.

Photograph taken by John Walter in May 2002.
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the management of the Courville asylum in 1902, must surely have represented 
a minimum.  Nothing in the leaflets says how the data were obtained, and it 
can only be concluded that purchasers would have been well satisfied with their 
Éoliennes Bollée.  There can be no doubt that the machines performed much 
better than their owners were expecting.

Two Éoliennes were shown at the Paris exhibition of 1900, a 5-metre 
No. 3 on a nineteen-metre quadrangular pylon and a small column-mounted 
example, though it is not clear if the latter was a No. 1 or a No. 2.  The compiler 
of the official report credited the machines with an output of 4cv and 1∙5cv in 
wind of ten metres per second, which would equate to efficiencies of about 
14∙9 per cent for the No. 3, and 11∙8 per cent if the smaller machine was a No. 
2 or 23∙6 per cent if it had been a No. 1.  Once again, however, there is nothing 
to show how these figures were obtained—and, as the ‘lock-out’ velocity was 
judged to be 9∙5 metres per second, it is hard to see how they can be regarded 
as justifiable when the power was being generated at a wind-speed beyond the 
theoretical operating limit of the turbine.

One of the few to give performance details was Réné Champly, writing in 
Les Moteurs à Vent (1933), who—though sceptical of claims made by La Société 
Anonyme des Éoliennes Bollée (SAEB) that its machines offered an efficiency 
of ‘40 per cent at the pumps’—at least offered the results of trials undertaken 
with the 5-metre and 7-metre diameter turbines.  Though Champly gave neither 
deduced horsepower nor derived assessments of efficiency, the material allows 
the calculation of the results in Table Three.  None of these approach the claims 
made by SAEB.  However, the turbines were not operating at their maximum 
permissible wind speed of 12 metres per second, and power was clearly rising 
as the strength of the wind grew.

One of the interesting implications in the performance figures is that 
the Éolienne Bollée may have run most efficiently at low speeds, causing the 
improvement in yield to decline as wind-speed rose above about 5 metres per 
second.  However, there is no way of knowing how the average wind speed 
quoted by Champly was recorded, even though it is clear that the ‘mean’ value 
was not simply provided by crude averaging.

Superficially, power does not seem to be great and efficiency is little better 
than an ordinary windmill.  In mitigation, the water was being raised from 
considerable depths (even the shallowest of the three wells, 29m, equates to 
95ft); the pumps may not have been properly matched to the tasks set for 
them, and the restricted dimensions of a delivery pipe, for example, may have 
compromised efficiency.  The Marquion Éolienne Bollée was clearly not working 
as satisfactorily as those in Blairville and Frémicourt.
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It is also worth remembering that the turbine is more of an annulus than a 
disc, and that the wind-catching area, disregarding the minimal effects of the 
Entonnoir (where fitted), is appreciably smaller than surface calculated on the 
simple basis of nominal rotor diameter.  Though this has no effect in the power 
calculations given in Table Four, it does have an effect on relative efficiency.

Accurate figures are difficult to determine, but measurements taken from 
a blueprint supplied by Édouard-Émile Lebert to the Asile de Courville in 1902 
suggests that the effective surface area presented to the wind by the No. 3 
(5-metre) machine was about 85 per cent of the disc.  Applied to the Champly 
efficiency figures, therefore, this would raise efficiencies of 20 per cent to 23∙5 
per cent, and those of 28 per cent to 33 per cent—much more in keeping with 
the claims made by SAEB.

It seems likely, therefore, that an optimal-lift Éolienne Bollée on a low 
mount, running steadily at low speed in a wind which remained constant, would 
indeed achieve efficiencies approaching forty per cent.  Maximum output for 
a 5-metre machine would probably be about 4–5cv, but it seems that, for all its 
greater size, the 7-metre pattern did not perform much better.[2]

2. Figures obtained by the experimenter Edward Murphy in 1895–6, published by the United States Geological 
Survey, suggest that the American-made single-rotor wind engines of the day rarely outperformed an Éolienne 
Bollée.  In a steady wind of 25mph (11∙2 metres per second), output ranged from a paltry 0∙182 horsepower 
for an Eclipse to 1∙07 horsepower for a Halladay pattern, the diameter of the rotor-discs being 22ft 6in and 
thirty feet respectively. Judged on this basis, the smaller (though admittedly more complicated) French wind-
turbines was performing admirably.
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Note: in addition to the many published sources listed below, details can often be 
obtained from websites and internet blogs.  These are readily accessible by way of the 
best-known search engines. 

Anon. [French government departments]: ‘Archiv Merimée’, a Ministère de la 
Culture et Communication archive accessed many times in 2001–12 from 
<http://www.culture.fr/documentation/merimee/accueil.html/>.

— ‘L’État et le Patrimoine’, a document published by the Ministère de la Culture 
et Communication accessed from <http://www.jp.culture.fr/jp/etat/html/>.

— ‘Liste des immeubles protégés au titre de la législation sur les monuments 
historiques au cours de l’année 1997’.  Accessed from 2001 at <http:/www.
adminet. com/jo/...>

— ‘Loi du 31 Décembre 1913.  Loi sur les monuments historiques’, accessed in 
2002 from <http://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/texteconsolide/...>

Anon. [Établissements Th. Pilter]: Catalogue Générale de Pompes.  Maisons Th. 
Pilter; Paris, March 1913.

Anon.: ‘Machines Motrices Diverses’ in Rapports des Exposition Universelle 
Internationale de 1900, Classe 20.  Paris, 1904.

Anon. [Société Archéologique, Historique, Littéraire et Scientifique du Gers]: 
‘Lavoirs, Puits, Sources et Fontaines: les monuments hydriques en Gascogne 
gersoise’, accessed from <http://www.pierre.leoutre.free.fr/fontaines.html>

Adgé, Michel: L’Éolienne Bollée de Roueïre à Quarante (Hérault).  Les Moulins de 
l’Hérault, Arts et Traditions Rurales Dossier no. 17; Alignon-du-Vent, 1987.

Baker, T. Lindsay: ‘Brief History of Windmills in the New World’.  Extracted 
from Windmillers’ Gazette, Rio Vista, Texas, U.S.A., 1998 (?).

— A Field Guide to American Windmills.  The University of Oklahoma Press; 
Norman, Oklahoma, U.S.A., 1985.

Barratt, Claire (and Tom Cinderey, Michael Hill, Philip Marini, Jonathan 
Minns and John Walter): Saving the Survivor: the British Éolienne Bollée.  
The British Engineerium Conservation Unit, Hove, and the University of 
Brighton; conservation project report, 2001.

Braay, C.P. (and J.L.J. Tersteeg): Windmills of Holland.  Van Mastrigt en 
Verhoeven; Arnhem, The Netherlands, 1990.
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NORTH-EAST, TOTAL: 78
Alsace (map code ‘AL’): 0
Bourgogne (‘BO’): 31
21 Côte d’Or:  2

58 Nièvre:  2

89 Yonne: 

  27

Champagne (‘CH’): 9
10 Aube:  2

51 Marne:  5

52 Marne (Haute-):  2

Franche-Comté (‘FC’): 0
Île de France (‘IF’): 14
77 Seine-et-Marne:  6

78 Seine-et-Oise:  9

Lorraine (‘LO’): 3
54 Meurthe-et-Moselle:  2

55 Meuse:  2

Note: when Éoliennes Bollée were being erected, the Département of Seine-et-Oise (78) was a 

separate entity.  Now, however, it has been split into separate districts: 78 Yvelines, 91 Essonne, 

92 Hauts-de-Seine, 93 Seine-Saint-Denis, 94 Val-de-Marne and 95 Val-de-Oise.

The table below lists the number of Éolienne Bollée sites identified to date 
by région and département.  The coloured symbols give a general indication of 
periods of activity.  The first group, in black, shows the number of sites known 
to have been the work of the Bollée family prior to February 1894, when the last 
list of clients was published; the second group, blue, shows the number of sites 
identified from the period between February 1894 and the erection of the last 
column-type machines by Édouard-Émile Lebert in the early 1900s; and the 
last group, in magenta, shows the number of pylon-type sites identified as the 
work of Lebert, Duplay, and Saeb.  The last two groups overlap by perhaps two 
years, 1900–2, but are confined to ‘column’ and ‘pylon’ éoliennes respectively.

DISTRIBUTION

Nord–Pas-de-Calais (‘NP’): 8
59 Nord:  1

62 Pas-de-Calais:  7

Picardie (‘PI’): 11
02 Aisne:  2

60 Oise:  8

80 Somme:  1

NORTH-WEST, TOTAL: 227
Basse-Normandie (‘BN’): 18
14 Calvados:  5

61 Orne:  13

Bretagne (‘BR’): 7
22 Côtes-du-Nord:  2

29 Finistère:  2

35 Ille-et-Vilaine:  2

56 Morbihan:  1

Centre (‘CE’):  120
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18 Cher:  3

28 Eure-et-Loir: 

 20

36 Indre:  4

37 Indre-et-Loire: 







 64

41 Loir-et-Cher: 

 18

45 Loiret:  11

Régions and 
Départements of 
France

The map shows 
the grouping of 
individual French 
Départements 
(numbered) 
and the 
administrative 
regions 
(lettered).

Haute-Normandie (‘HN’): 16
27 Eure:  14

76 Seine-Maritime:  2

Pays de la Loire (‘PL’): 66
44 Loire-Atlantique:  1

49 Maine-et-Loire:

 17

53 Mayenne:  5

72 Sarthe: 



 41

85 Vendée:  2
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47 Lot-et-Garonne:  1

64 Pyrénées-Atlantiques:  4

Limousin (‘LI’): 0
Midi-Pyrénées (‘MP’): 1
32 Gers:  1

Poitou-Charente (‘PO’): 16
17 Charente-Maritime:  4

79 Sèvres (Deux-):  3

86 Vienne:  9

Overseas sites:  8

SOUTH-EAST, TOTAL: 3
Auvergne (‘AU’): 1
03 Allier:  1

Languedoc-Rousillon (‘LR’): 1
34 Hérault:  1

Provence–Côte-d’Azur (‘PC’): 0
Rhône-Alpes (‘RA’): 1
42 Loire:  1

SOUTH-WEST, TOTAL: 34
Aquitaine (‘AQ’): 17
33 Gironde:  13

NE NW

SE SW
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Above: a souvenir of the commune of Berchères-les-Pierres, where the No. 1 Éolienne Bollée 

(top right) was erected by Auguste-Sylvain Bollée in 1896.  The machine still stands alongside 

the Lavoir.  From a pre-1917 collotype postcard by ‘Phototypie Desaix, 53, rue N.-D. de Nazareth, 

Paris’ in the authors’ collection.
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The illustration section which follows, approximately chronologically, pictures a selection 
of Éoliennes Bollée: some taken from picture-postcards, others photographed on the sites 
where they still stand (or stood, in at least one case).  The source of each image, where known, 
has been acknowledged.  The letter shown below, sent to the mayor of Dolus-le-Sec in 1896, 
typifies the archive material that has been retrieved from châteaux and communes.
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Above and left: the Château 
du Hutreau in Saint-Gemmes-
sur-Loire had a No. 3 (inventory 
no. 6) erected for Baron Laity in 
1874.  Dismantled in 1998, it is 
currently in the care of l’Arche de 
Nature, Le Mans.  Maine-et-Loire 
archives, Angers.

Right, top: the original 
prototype of 1872 (inventory 
no. 1) can be seen above the 
museum in Saint-Jean-de-Braye.  
The column is quite unlike that 
of any other Éolienne Bollée. 
John Walter, 2001.

Right: the head of the Éolienne 
Bollée of Château de la Motte 
(inventory no. 21), among the 
oldest survivors, was replaced 
by a now-lost Wallut ‘Samson’ 
single-rotor wind engine—
perhaps in the 1930s.  The drive 
to the pumps is unusually high.  
Régis Girard, 2006.
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Left and below left: the Éolienne Bollée of 
1875 serving the Château Maître in Saint-
Germain-de-Grave (inventory no. 23) still 
has a chain pump.  Francis Bonneteaud, 2005.

Below left.  The Château de Mazeres in 
Indre-et-Loire has an 1876-vintage No. 3 
éolienne (inventory no. 33).  The flywheel 
spokes of the doubled pumps (pictured, 
right), driven from an overhead shaft, 
suggest that the original installation was 
changed in the 1880s.
Régis Girard, 2006.

Below: Maison Jarry in Bagneux, now a 
suburb of Saumur, has a No. 3 Éolienne 
dating from 1877 (inventory no. 41).  This  
still has rod-treads on the staircase, and a 
method of manually pumping water.
Régis Girard, 2005.
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Above: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée in Parc Causeret, Bourgeuil, was erected in 1878 (inventory 
no. 45) and can still be seen on its original site.  Régis Girard, 2012.

Right.  Top left, the No. 1 Éolienne Bollée erected in 1881 to serve St Hugh’s Monastery in 
Shermanbury, England (inventory no. 74).  This is currently in store, awaiting restoration.  John 
Walter, 2000.  Top right: the reconstructed pump-house of Château Moc-Baril in Saint-Hilaire–
Saint-Florent, Saumur.  The éolienne (inventory no. 80) was installed in 1882.  John Walter, 
2001.  Bottom left: the headgear of the chain pump of Château Gache (1882, inventory no. 
82).  Francis Bonneteaud, 2005.  Bottom right: the No. 1 Éolienne Bollée of the Grande Ferme 
de Marolles (inventory no. 99) dates from 1884.  John Walter, 2001.
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Far left: the Château de la Bruyère No. 3, 
installed in 1887 (inventory no. 131).  Francis 
Bonneteaud, 2006.
Left: the pump installed in the Château de 
Beauval in 1888 (inventory no. 139) had the 
foot bearing for the vertical shaft combined 
with the pump frame.  This view shows the 
overhung crank.  Francis Bonneteaud, 2006.
Below left: the title of this pre-1914 
postcard hides the fact that the Éolienne 
Bollée belongs to the Château de Chaalis 
(inventory no. 132).  John Walter collection.

Right:  this No. 2 Éolienne Bollée (inventory 
no. 140) was installed in 1888 to supply 
water to the ‘jardin potager’ of a mansion 
in Brezolles, now serving as the commune 
Mairie.  John Walter, 2001.
Below: the No. 3 erected in Lussac-les-
Châteaux in 1888 (inventory no. 142) peers 
out behind the ruins of the mediaeval castle 
bridge.  Jean Chevalier collection.
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Opposite page

Top: the base gearbox 
of the Château de 
Breuil No. 3 of 1891 
(inventory no. 171). 
Régis Girard, 2006.
Bottom: the No. 2 
erected in Bonneval, 
Eure-et-Loire, in 1892 
(inventory no. 187).  
John Walter, 2001.
Bottom right: the 
Courgis No. 3 of 
1892 (inventory no. 
189) was built into a 
hillside. From a pre-
194 postcard courtesy 
of Jean-Claude Pestel.

The No. 3 of the Roueïre 
estate, Quarante, 

Hérault (inventory no. 
164), was erected in 

1890 and is still in near-
working order.
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The No. 2 Éolienne 
Bollée of what is now 
the Domaine viticole 
de la Philberdière in 
Restigné, Indre-et-Loire, 
inventory no. 111, dates 
from 1885.  The small 
cubical water tank can 
be seen alongside the 
pump-house at the base 
of the column.  Régis 
Girard, 2006.

Opposite page.  
Top left, the No. 2 of 
Saint-Martin-sur-Ocre 
(inventory no. 207) 
was erected in 1893.  
Francis Bonneteaud, 
2006.  Top right: a detail 
of the Berchères-les-
Pierres pump, 1896 
(see inventory no. 
223).  Claire Barrett, 
2001.  Bottom: the No. 
2 in Villevallier (1893, 
inventory no. 210).  This 
particular Éolienne 
Bollée has been 
dismantled into the
care of a museum.  
Authors’ collection.
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The unique No. 3 éolienne 
installed by Bollée to 
serve the Grande Ferme 
de Marolles in 1888 is 
anchored partially to the 
adjoining building.  It also 
has an unusually high 
drive achieved by raising 
the base and inserting an 
additional half-unit column.  
It is by no means certain 
that this is the original 
configuration, however, 
and alterations may have 
been made by Lebert.

Photograph by Régis Girard, 
2005.
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This No. 2 Éolienne Bollée (no. 
219) was erected to serve the 
commune of Arthonnay, Yonne, 
in 1899.  One picture shows the 
original form of the adjoining 
Mairie; the other shows later 
changes, which included the 
addition of a storey. From 
postcards by courtesy of Jean 
Chevalier.
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The No. 2 Éolienne Bollée (no. 220) 
of the Domaine de Baritaud, in the 
Gironde, is one of the oddest of all.  It 
probably dates c. 1895, but a Lebert 
maker’s plate shows that two column-
sections were added to improve 
efficiency. Francis Bonneteaud, 2006.

Opposite page

Top left.  This gothic frame three-
throw pump, originally from the 
Château de Salvert (inventory no. 77), 
now stands in the Maison d’eau of 
l’Arche de la Nature, Le Mans.  Jean-
Joseph Dumontier, 2007.
Top right: the 1898 No. 1 of Dolus-
le-Sec (inventory no. 233) prior to 
restoration.  Mauricette Maingot, 1991.
Bottom.  The No. 2 and fascinating 
water-tank of the Château de Coteau 
(inventory no. 175) date from 1891.  
Régis Girard, 2007.
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Above: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée of 
Établissements Caplan (inventory no. 228)  
in Gallardon, Eure-et-Loir.  This is a very 
unusual site, but little is known about its 
history.  From a 1904-dated postcard by 
courtesy of Jean-Claude Pestel.
Left: the No. 2 installed c. 1898 in the 
grounds of Château Bois-le-Comte 
(inventory no. 224), Cinq-Mars-la-Pile.  Régis 
Girard, 2005.

Opposite page

Top left: the near-relic No. 2 of la Ferme les 
Buttes, Le Mans (inventory no. 227) dates 
from 1897/8.  The late J. Kenneth Major, 2003.
Top right: the No. 2 of the Château de 
Mirandol (no. 246), Indre-et-Loire, dates 
from 1898-1902.  Francis Bonneteaud, 2002.
Right: the Ferme de Grandvilliers-en-Brie 
No. 2 (inventory no. 238), erected after 
1894, was one of the very few to be partially 
stayed against a neighbouring building.  
Authors’ collection.
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This No. 2 Éolienne Bollée, inventory no. 
245, was erected c. 1897 to serve the 
farm of Le Mesnil-d’Acon in Eure.   The 
picture-postcard (above), published prior 
to 1914, is entitled ‘Le Rousset d’Acon’ 
but still identifies the name of the farm 
correctly; other cards, however, omit this 
information entirely.  This once led to 
the identification of separate sites!  The 
photograph (left) shows that though the 
site is still comparable with the postcard 
view, the pump-house roof has been 
raised to provide a storage loft.  The farm 
house may also have been re-roofed, 
but the raised pump house makes it 
impossible to establish if the original 
dormer window is still in position.  The 
maker’s plate (right) confirms that this is 
a genuine pre-1898 Bollée site and not 
the work of Lebert.  Photographs by Régis 
Girard, 2005.  Pre-1914 picture-postcard by 
courtesy of Jean-Claude Pestel.
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Above.  The No. 1 Éolienne Bollée (BN 248) 
erected in 1898 to serve the commune 
of Nogent-le-Phaye in Eure-et-Loire was 
accompanied by a Lavoir, hidden behind 
the trees to the left of the wind-engine 
base.  From a pre-1914 postcard, by courtesy 
of Jean-Claude Pestel.

Left: the base of the ‘Pied Sec’ No. 1 (BN 
253) bears a Lebert maker’s plate, indicating 
that it had been extensively refurbished 
some time after 1898.  The decorative 
newel post is typical of column-mounted 
machines.  The late J. Kenneth Major, 2003.

Right: the No. 3 Éolienne Bollée serving 
the gardens of the Manoir de la Touche, 
erected by Lebert early in the twentieth 
century, is among the most interesting of 
the surviving sites.  Some elements—the 
braced crossbeams overhanging the water 
tank, for example—suggest that the Bollée 
turbine may have replaced something else.  
Régis Girard in 2007.
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Left: the No. 3 Éolienne Bollée of the 
commune of Montagny-en-Vexin (inventory 
no. 322) was erected by Lebert.  Note that the 
bracing of the column is diagonal rather than 
cruciform, suggesting a date of c. 1910.  From 
a pre-1914 postcard in the authors’ collection.

Below left: two views of the Château les 
Clerbaudières No. 2 (inventory no. 289), 
Paizay-le-Sec.  The status of the water-tank, 
built on what was probably a granary or a 
dovecote, is uncertain.  John Walter, 2002.

Right: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée of the Asile 
de Courville[-sur-Eure] (1902, inventory no. 
293) was refurbished in 1992, though not to 
working order.  Claire Barrett, 2001.

Below: the sorry remains of the Grand-
Longueron Bollée turbine (inventory no. 
305), photographed in 2009.
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This No. 3 Éolienne 
Bollée (inventory no. 
299), still in near-
working order, was 
erected in 1911 to serve 
Épuisay in Loir-et-Cher.   
Colin Haines, 2003.

It is accompanied  by 
the original reinforced-
concrete water tower. 

Opposite page, top left: 
the gearbox at the base 
of the Épuisay pylon.  
John Walter, 2001.
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Right: the tower-mounted No. 1 (no. 312) of 
Luplanté in Eure-et-Loir, dating from c. 1926, 
was among the last to be built.
Below: the No. 3 of Fontaine-Macon (1905, 
no. 300) is shown here during erection. John 
Walter and Jean-Claude Pestel collections.
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Above: dating from 1931, this advertisement confirms not only the designation of the ‘No. 
4’ turbine but also the participation of Leroux & Gatinois.  Jean-Claude Pestel collection. 
Opposite page.  Top: the Château de la Bourdaisière No. 2 (no. 283) dates from 1907/8.  Régis 
Girard, 2005.  Bottom left: the now-lost No. 1 of the Château de la Fredonnière (no. 301), built 
in 1926/7 on a 1911-vintage Pilter pylon. John Walter, 2001.  Bottom right: this is believed to 
be the 7m Frémicourt machine (no. 302).  Jean-Claude Pestel collection.
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Above: the Château de Combourg (inventory no. 357) purchased a Bollée pump in 1879, but 
it was not accompanied by a wind-engine.  Below: two possible Lebert-type installations—
Parigné-l’Évêque (Sarthe, no. 371) and Rugles (Eure, no. 372).  Authors’ collection.
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The material that follows lists all the Éolienne Bollée sites that had been 
identified when this book was published (see page 4 for details), totalling 350 
(including several that stood on two different sites and are each entered twice). 

Machines highlighted in bold are known or presumed to have been 
standing in 2012 (or, at least, some parts of the site remain visible or parts are 
preserved in storage).  The sites that are marked in bold italic are said to have 
been standing at the time of compilation of the directory that accompanied 
The Éolienne Bollée, by J. Kenneth Major and André Gaucheron (1995), but are 
currently of unknown status.[1]  Dates in brackets (e.g., ‘[2002]’) represent the 
last known visit or the age of the information.  Little is known about some 
of the wind-turbine sites, whereas others have been subjected to detailed 
scrutiny.  The website http://www.archivingindustry.com/Eolienne/Directory 
contains extra information, but correspondence on the subject is welcomed!

No. 1 Éoliennes Bollée had a rotor diameter of 2.5m (8.2ft); No. 2 rotors 
measured 3.5m (11.5ft); No. 3 rotors were 5m (16.4ft) in diameter; and No. 4 
had a 7m (23ft) rotor.  The dimensions of the Nos. 1, 2 and 3 were deliberately 
chosen to give a surface area—and thus power—in the ratio 1:2:4.

Site lists

The details have been compiled from Bollée’s client lists, and from observation.  
The summary of Éoliennes made by Ernest-Sylvain and Auguste Bollée prior 
to February 1894 is sufficiently accurate to allow the sites to be numbered 
sequentially.  However, in the continued absence of order books, it is impossible 
to judge priority within each order-year, and so the individual locations have 
been listed alphabetically.

Slight changes have been made to the pre-1894 list over the years.  For 
example, the Saint-Jean-de-Braye machine proved to be a prototype, removed 
from Le Mans, and, as a result, has been deliberately entered twice (as it is 
suspected that improvements were made during  reconstruction).

DIRECTORY

1.  The information is believed to have been compiled by members of FFAM in 1992–3.  Consequently, several of 
the Bollée wind-engines had probably been dismantled even before the book appeared in print.
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More recently, we realised that the list originally published on the website 
contained a duplication: the No. 2 Éolienne Bollée purchased for the Grand 
Séminaire in Vannes had been entered twice—once (wrongly) in 1881 and 
again (correctly) ten years later.  The opportunity to correct this error has now 
been taken, reducing all reference numbers higher than 78 by one.  The new 
total of 218 machines erected prior to February 1894, however, still agrees with 
the assessment made in the introduction.

Though many individual sites have now been linked with their true names, 
identification of others is still tentative; it is not always clear if a geographical 
name—of a commune, for example—masks a château, a religious establishment 
or a factory site.  Renaming does not affect the sites numbered in the first 
or pre-February 1894 series, which is chronological, but often changes the 
essentially alphabetical post-1894 lists.

Names and locations given in the original Bollée sales lists can often be 
compromised by spelling errors, and also by changes in civil organisation 
undertaken since the 1890s.  This can reflect changes in population, reducing 
the status of particular communes, or changes in local boundaries.  The most 
obvious inconsistencies have been corrected, but the locations of individual 
sales are still sometimes unknown—e.g., where the names of the purchasers 
were linked only with the name of a town.  For example, four Négociants in 
Reims bought wind engines in the  1870s and 1880s, but the precise identity of 
their châteaux or domaines has yet to be revealed.

How many sites?

The discovery of new sites, and a re-interpretation of data (particularly as dates 
can now often be attributed to Lebert éoliennes) suggests that the original 
estimates of production were too low, and that, therefore, there are more 
‘undiscovered’ sites than had been allowed.  It is believed that Auguste-Sylvain 
Bollée erected about 258 wind engines, 218 of them prior to the end of February 
1894.  To these must be added as many as 93 for Lebert—including perhaps 25 
on columns—and another twenty for Duplay and SAEB in the post-1920 era, 
when work was concentrated on maintenance and new commissions were rare.  
This gives a total of 371 Éoliennes Bollée…but could also mean that there are 
more than twenty still to find!
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1: known Bollée sites, 1870–94

All of these are column-type installations, and are numbered according to installation date

1.  ‘Jardin Bollée’, Le Mans. No. 2, 1871/2 (prototype). Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Moved 
to St-Jean-de-Braye, Orléans, in 1874 (see no. 11).

2.  Château des Rues, Chenille-Changé près Chambellay (private purchase: Vicomte de 
Rougé). No. 2, 1872. Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled, 1950s.

3.  Domaine de Chanteau, Montsûrs (private purchase: M Chanteau). No. 2, 1873. Pays de la 
Loire, Mayenne (53). Dismantled.

4.  Château des Rochères, Meslay-du-Maine (private purchase: Comtesse de Viennay). No. 
1, 1873. Pays de la Loire, Mayenne (53). Dismantled.

5.  Château de Charnizay (private purchase: Comte Thierry de Montesquiou). No. 2, 1874. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

6.  Château du Hutreau, Saint-Gemmes-sur-Loire (private purchase: Baron Laity). No. 2, 
1874. Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled, still in storage in 2011.

7.  Château de Piolant, Dangé-Saint-Romain (private purchase: Baron de Kainlis). No. 3, 
1874. Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86). Dismantled, c. 1997.

8.  ‘Père Bollée’, Le Mans (private purchase: Ernest-Sylvain Bollée). No. 3, 1874. Pays de la 
Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

9.  Domaine de Chauffert, Reims (private purchase: M Chauffert). No. 2, 1874. Champagne, 
Marne (51). Dismantled.

10. Domaine Collin-Millet, Reims (private purchase: M Collin-Millet). No. 3, 1874. 
Champagne, Marne (51). Dismantled.

11. Fonderie des cloches Bollée, Saint-Jean-de-Braye, Orléans (private purchase).  No. 2, 
1874.  Centre, Loiret (45). 

12. Château de Saint-Pavace, Le Mans (private purchase: M Portet-Lavigerie).  No. 2, 1874.  
Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72).  Dismantled.

13. Château de Beaumarchais, Autrèche (private purchase: M Archdéaconne). No. 2, 1875. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

14. Château de Bordigné, Bernay près Conlie (private purchase: M de Ruillé). No. 3, 1875. 
Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

15. La-Chapelle-du-Chêne [Communauté de]), Sablé (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 1875. 
Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

16. Château Chazelet, Saint-Benoït-du-Sault (private purchase: Marquis de Tillières). No. 3, 
1875. Centre, Indre (36). Dismantled.

17. Maison Champigny-Lamarque, Chinon (private purchase: M Champigny-Lamarque). 
No. 2, 1875. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

18. Château de la Futaie (private purchase: Mme Famin). No. 2, 1875. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

19. Château des Graviers (private purchase: M Cosson). No. 3, 1875. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72). Dismantled.

20. Château des Mines or ‘Basse-Minières’(private purchase: M de Monti). No. 3, 1875. Pays 
de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled in the 1950s? 

21. Château de la Motte (private purchase: Comte de Cobra). No. 3, 1875. Centre, Loiret 
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(45). [Last visited in 2006.]
22. Château de Paviers (private purchase: Marquis de Quinnemont). No. 3, 1875. Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
23. Château Maître, Saint-Germain[-de-Grave] (private purchase: M Maître). No. 1, 1875. 

Aquitaine, Gironde (33). [Last visited in 2004.]
24. Le Couvent de la Providence, Sées (religious-house purchase). No. 3, 1875. Basse-

Normandie, Orne (61). Dismantled.
25. Château de Vrillaye (private purchase: M de Morineau). No. 2, 1875. Centre, Indre-et-

Loire (37). Dismantled.
26. Chalet de la Pinardière, l’Aigle (private purchase: M Noché). No. 1, 1876. Basse-

Normandie, Orne (61). Dismantled.
27. Château de Chandai (private purchase: M Didot). No. 1, 1876. Basse-Normandie, Orne 

(61). Dismantled.
28. Château de Coulonges (private purchase: M Akermann). No. 3, 1876. Pays de la Loire, 

Sarthe ( 72) Dismantled.
29. Maison Guyot, Écommoy. No. 2, 1876 (private purchase: M Guyot). Pays de la Loire, 

Sarthe (72). Dismantled.
30. Château de Launay (private purchase: Mme Brichet). No. 1, 1876. Pays de la Loire, 

Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled, 1994.
31. Maison de Thoré, Le Mans (private purchase: M Thoré). No. 2, 1876. Pays de la Loire, 

Sarthe (72). Dismantled.
32. Château de Marolles (1) (private purchase: M Duval). No. 2, 1876. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 

(37). Dismantled.
33. Château de Mazères (private purchase: M Torterue de Sazilly). No. 3, 1876. Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2004.]
34. Maison Duneau, Orléans (private purchase: M Duneau). No. 1, 1876. Centre, Loiret (45). 

Dismantled.
35. Le Grand Séminaire, Orléans (religious-house purchase). No. 1, 1876. Centre, Loiret 

(45). Dismantled.
36. Château de Biozat (private purchase: Vicomte Jacques de Rougé). No. 1, 1877. Auvergne, 

Allier (03). Dismantled.
37. Prieuré de Saint-Louans, Chinon (private purchase: M Pichard-Roy). No. 2, 1877. 

Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).
38. Château de la Devansaye (private purchase: M de la Perraudière). No. 2, 1877. Pays de la 

Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled.
39. Château de Fougerais (private purchase: M Fillon). No. 2, 1877. Pays de la Loire, 

Maine-et-Loire (49). [Last visited in 2003]
40. Le Petit Séminaire, Montmorillon (religious-house purchase). No. 3, 1877. Poitou-

Charente, Vienne (86). Dismantled.
41. Maison [de] Jarry, Bagneux-près-Saumur (private purchase: M Jarry?). No. 2, 1877. 

Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). [Last visited in 2005.]
42. Château de Soupisau, ‘près Compiègne’ (private purchase: Comtesse de Chanaleilles). 

No, 2, 1877. Picardie, Oise (60). Dismantled.
43. Château de Thorigny (private purchase: ‘M de Sazilly’). No. 3, 1877. Centre, Indre-et-

Loire (37), Dismantled.
44. Biarritz (private purchase: Comte de la Rochefoucauld). No. 1, 1878. Aquitaine, 
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Pyrénées-Atlantiques (64). Dismantled.
45. Château de Causeret (private purchase: M Chatry). No. 2, 1878. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 

(37).
46. Château de la Chesnaye (private purchase: M Colligny). No. 2, 1878. Centre, Indre-et-

Loire (37). Dismantled.
47. Château de Girardet (private purchase: M Desportes). No. 3, 1878. Centre, Indre-et-

Loire (37). Dismantled.
48. Château la Goupillière (private purchase: Général Deligny). No. 1, 1878. Centre, Indre-

et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
49. Château de Nançay (private purchase: M Pepin-Lehaleur). No. 2, 1878. Centre, Cher 

(18). Dismantled.
50. Château de Puyraveau, Pouans (also known as ‘Neuville[-de-Poitou]’: private 

purchase by M Masson acting on behalf of the proprietor of the Puyraveau estate). No. 
1, 1878. Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86).

51. Château de Vau-Saint-Georges (private purchase: M de Place). No. 3, 1878. Centre, Loir-
et-Cher (41). Dismantled.

52. Château de Beauvais (private purchase: M Gary). No. 2, 1879. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 
(37). Dismantled, 1950s.

53. Château de Bourron[-Marlotte] (private purchase: Comte Wladimir de Montesquiou). 
No. 2, 1879. Île-de-France, Seine-et-Marne (77).

54. Château de Jallanges (private purchase: M Meignan). No. 3, 1879. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 
(37). Dismantled, 1950s.

55. Gare de Mouy[-Bury] (railway-company purchase). No. 2, 1879. Picardie, Oise (60). 
Dismantled.

56. Château d’Ormeignies, Belgium (private purchase: Comte de Ruillé). No. 2, 1879. 
Dismantled.

57. St Hugh Charterhouse, Parkminster, England (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 1879. 
Dismantled, 1950s/1960s. 

58. Saint-Germain-sur-Avre (communal purchase). No. 1, 1879. Haute-Normandie, Eure 
(27). Dismantled.

59. Maison Guiller, Sainte-Suzanne (private purchase: M Guiller). No. 3, 1879. Pays de la 
Loire, Mayenne (53). Dismantled.

60. Château de Sarlabot (private purchase: M Balvay). No. 1, 1879. Basse-Normandie, 
Calvados (14). Dismantled.

61. Château de Tarnos (private purchase: Comtesse de Lalande). No. 2, 1879. Aquitaine, 
Pyrénées-Atlantiques (64). Dismantled.

62. Avon[-les-Roches] (communal purchase). No. 2, 1880. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). 
Dismantled, 1954. 

63. Château de Blandan (private purchase: Mme Devré). No. 3, 1880. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

64. Domaine de Braconnier, Chavagné (private purchase: M Braconnier). No. 2, 1880. 
Poitou-Charente, Deux-Sèvres (79). Dismantled.

65. Manoir de Kerléon (private purchase: Prince de Wittgenstein). No. 1, 1880. Bretagne, 
Finistère (29). Dismantled.

66. Château de Maulny (private purchase: M Paillard-Ducléré). No. 3, 1880. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.
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67. Domaine de Gabreau, Reims (private purchase: M Gabreau). No. 2, 1880. Champagne, 
Marne (51). Dismantled.

68. Maison Bocquet, Vimy ‘près Arras’ (private purchase: M Bocquet). No. 3, 1880. Nord–
Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-Calais (62). Dismantled.

69. Château de Bel-Air (private purchase: Marquis de Gourjault). No. 2, 1881. Centre, Indre-
et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

70. Château de Lachesnaye (private purchase: ‘M Exchaw’ [Exshaw]). No. 2, 1881. 
Aquitaine, Gironde (33). Dismantled.

71. Le Merlerault (communal purchase). No. 3, 1881. Basse-Normandie, Orne (61). 
Dismantled.

72. Château de Moussais[-la-Bataille] (private purchase: Comte de Laizer). No. 2, 1881. 
Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86). Dismantled.

73. Niort (private purchase: M Deville). No. 2, 1881. Poitou-Charente, Deux-Sèvres (79). 
Dismantled.

74. St Hugh Charterhouse, Parkminster, England (religious-house purchase). No. 1, 1881. 
[Still dismantled in store, 2012.] 

75. Château de la Roche-d’Ambille (private purchase: M Leridon). No. 2, 1881. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled. 

76. Maison de Meffre, Saint-Avertin (private purchase: M Meffre). No. 2, 1881. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

77. Château de Salvert (private purchase: Baron Le Pelletier [de Glatigny]). No. 2, 1881. 
Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). [Re-erected away from its original site.]

78. Maison Saint, Acon (private purchase: M Saint). No. 2, 1882. Haute-Normandie, Eure 
(27). Dismantled.

79. Monastère de Nôtre Dame de Charité, ‘Bon-Pasteur’ (religious-house purchase). No. 3, 
1882. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled, 1930s? 

80. Château Moc-Baril or ‘Château Bouvet-Ladubay’ (private purchase: M Étienne 
Bouvet[-Ladubay]). No. 2, 1882. Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). [Last visited in 
2002.]

81. Château de Caudéran (private purchase: M Duvergier). No. 3, 1882. Aquitaine, Gironde 
(33). Dismantled.

82. Château [de] Gache (private purchase: M Gayraud). No. 1, 1882. Aquitaine, Lot-et-
Garonne (47). [Last visited in 2005.]

83. Château de Haut-Buisson (private purchase: Duchesse de Richelieu). No. 3, 1882. Pays 
de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

84. Château de Maule (private purchase: M Chappée). No. 3, 1882. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72). Dismantled.

85. Château de Notz-Marafin (private purchase: M Cavé). No. 1, 1882. Centre, Indre (36).  
[Last visited in December 2009.]  The surviving power-head is a No. 2, suggesting either 
that there is a mistake in the sales-lists or that the head has been changed at some time 
during the wind-engine’s life.

86. Château de la Remberge (private purchase: M Boulay). No. 2, 1882. Centre, Indre-et-
Loire (37). [Last visited in 2007.]

87. Domaine de Ninet, Reims (private purchase: M Ninet). No. 1, 1882. Champagne, Marne 
(51). Dismantled.

88. Château Lasalle-de-Pez, Saint-Estèphe (private purchase: M W. Lawton). No. 2, 1882. 
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Aquitaine, Gironde (33). Dismantled.
89. Ferme de Barbehère (private purchase: M Meynieu). No. 1, 1883. Aquitaine, Gironde 

(33). [Last visited in 2004.]
90. Château des Hatonnières, ‘Besse-en-Belin’ (private purchase: M Georges Surmont). 

No. 2, 1883. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.  The site, now known as 
‘Hattonnières’, is more commonly listed in Moncé-en-Belin or (more rarely) ‘Saint-
Gervais-en-Belin’.

91. Biarritz (private purchase: Duc de Tamames). No. 2, 1883. Aquitaine, Pyrénées-
Atlantiques (64). Dismantled.

92. Château de Bois-Girault (private purchase: Mme Meunié). No. 2, 1883. Haute-
Normandie, Eure (27). Dismantled.

93. Château de Marcouville (private purchase: Mme Vingtaine). No. 2, 1883. Centre, Eure-
et-Loir (28). Dismantled.

94. Château de Saint-Jacques le Mineur (private purchase: M Lepetit). No. 3, 1883. 
Basse-Normandie, Orne (61). [Last visited in 2004.]

95. Saint-Pierre-d’Entremont (private purchase: M Fauvel). No. 1, 1883. Basse-Normandie, 
Orne (61). Dismantled.

96. Château de la Borde (private purchase: M Bégé). No. 2, 1884. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). 
Dismantled.

97. Château des Etrichés (private purchase: M Fouché). No. 2, 1884. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72). Dismantled.

98. Château du Hameau (private purchase: M Lebert). No. 2, 1884. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72). Dismantled.

99. Grande Ferme de Marolles (2) (private purchase: M R. Duval). No. 1, 1884. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2005.]

100. Château de Mesnes (private purchase: M A. Johnston). No. 3, 1884. Centre, Loir-et-
Cher (41). Dismantled.

101. Maison Lécureuil, Pontlieue (private purchase: M Lécureuil). No. 1, 1884. Pays de la 
Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

102. Maison Bertrand, Sablé (private purchase: M Bertrand). No. 1, 1884. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

103. Collège des jeunes filles, Saumur (communal purchase). No. 2, 1884. Pays de le Loire, 
Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled.

104. Villa la Vigie (private purchase: M Zavier de Arcos). No. 1, 1884. Aquitaine, Pyrénées-
Atlantiques (64). Dismantled.

105. Domaine de Dufresnoy, Caen (private purchase: M Dufresnoy). No. 1, 1885. Basse-
Normandie, Calvados (14). Dismantled.

106. Maison Thuilier, Coulommes-la-Mortagne (Mortagne? Private purchase by M 
Thuilier). No. 2, 1885. Champagne, Marne (51). Dismantled.

107. Maison Dusser, Saint-Avertin (private purchase: M Dusser). No. 2, 1885. Centre, Indre-
et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

108. Les Hâtes (private purchase: M Blanchard). No. 2, 1885. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). 
[Last visited in 2003.]

109. Montoire-sur[-le-]Loir (private purchase: M Champelsuvier). No. 1, 1885. Centre, Loir-
et-Cher (41). Dismantled.

110. Château de Nitray (private purchase: Baron Liebert). No. 2, 1885. Centre, Indre-et-
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Loire (37). [Last visited in 2007.]
111. Domaine de la Philberdière or ‘Restigné’ (private purchase: M Eugéne Princé). No. 

2, 1885. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2007.]
112. Château les Rigaudières (private purchase: M Pottier). No. 1, 1885. Pays de la Loire, 

Maine-et-Loire (49). [Last visited in 2003.]
113. Sorigny (communal purchase). No, 2, 1885. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
114. Château du Temple (private purchase: M Lhuilier [l’Huilier?]). No. 3, 1885. Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
115. Château de Larose-Trintaudon (private purchase: M Desmons). No. 2, 1885. Aquitaine, 

Gironde (33). Dismantled.
116. Château de la Trinité (private purchase: M Boucher). No. 1, 1885. Basse-Normandie, 

Orne (61). Dismantled.
117. Château de Benais (1) (private purchase: Comte de Fitz-James). No. 2, 1886. Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
118. Château de Saint-Vincent, Borest, ‘près Senlis’ (private purchase: M Gibert). No. 1, 

1886. Picardie, Oise (60).
119. Château de Couplehaut (private purchase: M de Mailevoue [Mallevoue?]). No. 2, 1886. 

Basse-Normandie, Orne (61). Dismantled.
120. Château Haut-Breton-Larigaudière (private purchase: M Landau). No. 3, 1886. 

Aquitaine, Gironde (33). Dismantled.
121. Château de la Monge (private purchase: M H. Huet). No. 2, 1886. Pays de la Loire, 

Sarthe (72). Dismantled.
122. L’École d’Artillerie de Poitiers (government purchase). No. 3, 1886. Poitou-Charente, 

Vienne (86). Dismantled.
123. Prégilbert (communal purchase). No. 3, 1886. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
124. Château de Tilloloy (private purchase: Comte d’Hinnisdal). No. 3, 1886. Picardie, 

Somme (80). Destroyed in 1914. 
125. Château de Trilbardou (private purchase: M Koller). No. 3, 1886. Île de France, 

Seine-et-Marne (77).
126. Villa des Violettes (private purchase: M Brûlé). No. 1, 1886. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 

(72). Dismantled.
127. Maison Auguste Bollée, Arnage (private purchase: Auguste-Sylvain Bollée). No. 2, 

1887. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). [Moved to museum of water, Le Mans; in store in 
2012.]

128. Forge l’Aune (corporate purchase). No. 2, 1887. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). 
Dismantled.

129. Château du Bédat (private purchase: M Gault). No. 3, 1887. Midi-Pyrénées, Gers (32). 
Dismantled.

130. Château de Benais (2) (private purchase: Comte de Fitz-James). No. 1, 1887. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

131. Château de la Bruyère (private purchase: M Girard-Bouvet). No. 3, 1887. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2006.]

132. Château de Chaalis, Pomponne or ‘Montjay-la-Tour’ (private purchase: M Bacot). No. 
3, 1887. Île de France, Seine-et-Marne (77).

133. Château de la Motte-Lubin (private purchase: Comte de la Motte). No. 1, 1887. Pays 
de la Loire, Sarthe (72). [Last visited in 2003.]
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134. Domaine de Froger, Richelieu (private purchase: Mme Froger). No. 2, 1887. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

135. Château de la Rolletière (private purchase: Comte de Lesseville). No. 2, 1887. Pays de la 
Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

136. Château de Sérigny (private purchase: M Adeline). No. 3, 1887. Centre, Loir-et-Cher 
(41). Dismantled.

137. Maion Courtois, le Verger (private purchase: M Courtois). No. 1, 1887. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

138. Monastère de Sainte-Claire, Alençon (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 1888. Basse-
Normandie, Orne (61). Dismantled.

139. Château de Beauval (private purchase: M Hubert-Plom). No. 2, 1888. Aquitaine, 
Gironde (33). 

140. Maison Ravenau, Brezolles (private purchase: M Ravenau). No. 2, 1888. Centre, Eure-
et-Loir (28). [Last visited in 2006.]

141. Maison Ard, Cozes (private purchase: M Ard). No. 3, 1888. Poitou-Charente, Charente-
Maritime (17). Dismantled.

142. Lussac-les-Châteaux (communal purchase). No. 3, 1888. Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86). 
Dismantled, 1960s. 

143. Grande Ferme de Marolles (3) (private purchase: successors of M R. Duval). No. 3, 
1888. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2005.]

144. Villa Beauregard, Mont-Louis (private purchase: M Dubois). No. 1, 1888. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

145. Gare de Nonancourt (railway purchase). No. 2, 1888. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 
Dismantled.

146. La Caserne Allard (government purchase), Parthenay. No. 2, 1888. Poitou-Charente, 
Deux-Sèvres (79). Dismantled.

147. ‘Grande Chartreuse Tarragone’, Taragona, Spain (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 
1888. Dismantled.

148. Château de Pont-Pietin (private purchase: Baron de Lareinty). No. 2, 1888. Pays de la 
Loire, Loire-Atlantique (44). Dismantled.

149. Château de Seillac (private purchase: M Valentin). No. 3, 1888. Centre, Loir-et-Cher 
(41). Dismantled.

150. Ferme le Bouchet (private purchase: Comtesse de Boury). No. 2, 1889. Bourgogne, 
Yonne (89). Dismantled.

151. Château de la Houlletière (private purchase: M Percheron). No. 2, 1889. Pays de la 
Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

152. Compagnie des Phosphates de Chaux, Brazil (corporate purchase). No. 3, 1889. 
Dismantled.

153. Château de Puy (private purchase: M Raymond Bacot). No. 3, 1889. Centre, Indre-et-
Loire (37). Dismantled.

154. Maison Guérineau, Ruillé-sur-Loir (private purchase: Mme Vve Guérineau). No. 1, 
1889. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

155. Prieuré de Saint-Georges [des-Sept-Voies] (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 1889. 
Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). [Last visited in 2003.]

156. Château de la Couharde (private purchase: M May). No. 3, 1890. Île de France, Yvelines 
(formerly Seine-et-Oise, 78). Dismantled.
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157. Maison Mallez, Denain (private purchase: M Mallez). No. 1, 1890. Nord–Pas-de-Calais, 
Nord (59). Dismantled.

158. Château de Monchy-Humières (private purchase: M Cahen). No. 2, 1890. Picardie, Oise 
(60). Dismantled.

159. Domaine de Montebello (private purchase: M P. Feuillan). No. 1, 1890. Aquitaine, 
Gironde (33). Dismantled, 1999.

160. Morsang-sur-Orge (private purchase: Dr Morel). No. 2, 1890. Île de France, Yvelines 
(formerly Seine-et-Oise, 78). Dismantled.

161. Château du Pavillon (now ‘Domaine des Hauts du Loire’) (private purchase: M Oscar 
de Vallée). No. 1, 1890. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). [Last visited in 2002.]

162. Manoir Saint-Charles, Rémy (private purchase: M Dubert). No. 2, 1890. Picardie, 
Oise (60). [Still standing in 2009.]

163. Château de Ri (private purchase: Comte de Vigneral). No. 1, 1890. Basse-Normandie, 
Orne (61). Dismantled.

164. Domaine d’Andoque, La Roueïre (private purchase: M Andoque). No. 3, 1890. 
Languedoc-Roussillon, Hérault (34). 

165. La Poterie, also known as ‘Saint-Lubin-des-Joncherets’ (communal purchase). No. 2, 
1890. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). Dismantled.

166. Château de la Valette (private purchase: Prince de la Tour d’Auvergne). No. 3, 1890. 
Pays de la Loire, Mayenne (53). [Still standing in 2009.]

167. Château des Barres [Ferme de la Grande Métairie] (private purchase: M de Vilmorin). 
No. 3, 1891. Centre, Loiret (45). Dismantled.

168. Hôpital Militaire de Belvédère, Tunisia (government purchase?). No. 2, 1891. 
Dismantled.

169. Domaine de Berneau, Bourges (private purchase: M Berneau). No. 1, 1891 Centre, Cher 
(18). Dismantled.

170. Château de la Brèche (private purchase: Comte Fadate de Saint-Georges). No. 1, 1891. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

171. Château du Breuil (private purchase: M Albert Dauprat). No. 3, 1891. Centre, Indre-
et-Loire (37).

172. Château de Biard (‘Briard’?) (private purchase: M Le Blond). No. 2, 1891. Centre, Indre-
et-Loire (37). Dismantled.

173. Château de Chaumont (private purchase: Prince de Broglie). No. 3, 1891. Centre, Loir-
et-Cher (41). Dismantled, 1950s. 

174. Gare Le Cloître-Lannéanou (railway purchase). No. 2, 1891. Bretagne, Finistère (29). 
Dismantled.

175. Château du Coteau (private purchase: Mme de Lauverjat). No. 2, 1891. Centre, Indre-
et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2007.]

176. Forceries de l’Aisne, Quessy par Tergnier (corporate purchase). No. 2, 1891. Picardie, 
Aisne (02). Dismantled.

177. Château de Guérinet (private purchase: M Lambert-Champy). No. 3, 1891. Centre, Loir-
et-Cher (41). Dismantled.

178. Château de Haplincourt, ‘par Bapaume’ (private purchase: Baron du Quesnoy). No. 2, 
1891. Nord–Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-Calais (62). Dismantled.

179. Château du Haut-Villaumay or ‘Villedômer-Villaumay’ (private purchase: M 
Koszutski). No. 2, 1891. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
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180. Maison Cornu, La Lune (private purchase: M Cornu). No. 1, 1891. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

181. Château de Millemont (private purchase: M Bejot). No. 3, 1891. Île de France, Yvelines 
(78, formerly Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled.

182. Château de Mozé (private purchase: M Moulinneuf). No. 1, 1891. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72). Dismantled.

183. Château de Narcé (private purchase: M Richou). No. 2, 1891. Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-
Loire (49). Dismantled.

184. Neuvy-le-Roi (private purchase: M Nau). No. 2, 1891. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). 
Dismantled.

185. Le Grand Séminaire, Vannes (religious-house purchase). No. 2, 1891. Bretagne, 
Morbihan (56). Dismantled.

186. Villa Beau-Sejour (private purchase: M Bourdin). No. 2, 1892. Centre, Loir-et-Cher 
(41). [Last visited in 2005.]

187. Domaine de Lesouple, Bonneval (private purchase: M Lesouple). No. 1, 1892. Centre, 
Eure-et-Loir (28). [Last visited in 2001, when serious deterioration was evident.]

188. Château de la Cocherie (private purchase: M Petit). No, 2, 1892. Centre, Loir-et-Cher 
(41). Dismantled.

189. Courgis (communal purchase). No. 3, 1892. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
190. Maison Didot, Escorpain (private purchase by M Firmin-Didot, but apparently for 

communal use). No. 3, 1892. Centre, Eure-et-Loire (28). Dismantled.
191. Château de la Gidonnière (private purchase: Duc de Lesparre). No. 2, 1892. Pays de 

la Loire, Sarthe (72). [Last visited in 2005.]
192. Château de Mancelière (private purchase: M Couvreux). No. 2, 1892. Centre, Eure-et-

Loire (28). Dismantled.
193. Ferme de Praslins (private purchase: Mme Vve Petitjean). No. 2, 1892. Centre, Loiret 

(45). [Last visited in 2003]
194. Château de Jacquemart, Quessy par Tergnier (private purchase: M Jacquemart-

Delamotte). No. 2, 1892. Picardie, Aisne (02). Dismantled.
195. Château les Sablons (private purchase: M Hervey). No. 1, 1892. Haute-Normandie, 

Eure (27). Dismantled.
196. Saint-André-de-l’Eure (communal purchase). No. 3, 1892. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 

Dismantled.
197. Château du Tillet, ‘près Cires-les-Mèllo’ (private purchase: Comte de Hyanville). No. 3, 

1892. Picardie, Oise (60). Dismantled.
198. Maison Bérard, Vulaines (private purchase: Mme Vve Bérard). No. 1, 1892. Île de 

France, Seine-et-Marne (77). Dismantled.
199. Pensionnat de la Vierge Fidèle, also known as ‘La Délivrande’ (religious-house 

purchase). No. 3, 1893. Basse-Normandie, Calvados (14). Dismantled.
200. Château de Drouilly-les-Hayes (private purchase: Comte de Montais). No. 2, 1893. 

Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). Dismantled.
201. Domaine de la Gabillère (private purchase: M Chambert). No. 1, 1893. Centre, Indre-

et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2005.]
202. Château de Landes (private purchase: M Cloquemin). No. 1, 1893. Pays de la Loire, 

Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled.
203. Ferme de la Mésangère (private purchase: M Touraille). No. 1, 1893. Centre, Eure-et-
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Loir (28). Dismantled.
204. Chalet de Poigny (private purchase: M Hérelle). No. 2, 1893. Île de France, Yvelines (78, 

formerly Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled.
205. Asile des Petities Sœurs des Pauvres, Rennes (religious-house purchase). No. 3, 1893. 

Bretagne, Îlle-et-Vilaine (35). Dismantled.
206. Pensionnat de Saint-Gabriel, Saint-Laurent-sur-Sèvre (religious-house purchase: les 

Sœurs de la Sagesse). No. 2, 1893. Pays de la Loire, Vendée (85). Dismantled.
207. Domaine de Michau, Saint-Martin-sur-Ocre (private purchase: M Michau). No. 2, 

1893. Centre, Loiret (45). [Last visited in 2007.]
208. Saint-Pierre-sur-Dives (communal purchase). No. 3, 1893. Bretagne, Finistère (14). 

Dismantled.
209. Siecq (private purchase: M Guichard). No. 1, 1893. Poitou-Charente, Charente-

Maritime (17). [Last visited in 2007.]
210. Villevallier (communal purchase). No. 3, 1893. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). [Currently 

being restored on a new site.]
211. Villa Saint-Maurice, Yzeures-sur-Creuse (private purchase: M Pénot). No. 1, 1893. 

Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
212. Château de Belle-Fille (private purchase: Marquis de Longueval). No. 2, 1894. Pays 

de la Loire, Sarthe (72).
213. Château de Fretay (private purchase: Comte Boulay de la Meurthe). No. 1, 1894. 

Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
214. Marcilly-sur-Eure (communal purchase). No. 2, 1894. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 

Dismantled.
215. Mesnil-sur-l’Estrée (communal purchase). No. 3, 1894. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 

Dismantled.
216. Mezières-en-Drouais (communal purchase). No. 2, 1894. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). 

Dismantled.
217. Château de Montivert (private purchase: M du Breil). No. 2, 1894. Pays de la Loire, 

Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled.
218. Château de Petiteville (private purchase: Vicomte de Petiteville). No. 2, 1894. Haute-

Normandie, Eure (27). Dismantled.

2: other ‘column’ sites, c. 1894–1902

Speculative listing/numbering from here onward, owing to the absence of definitive information

219. Arthonnay (communal purchase). No. 2, 1897. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). [Last visited in 
2008.]

220. Domaine de Baritaud (private purchase). No. 3, 1896? Aquitaine, Gironde (33). [Last 
visited in 2006.]

221. Château de Beauvoir (private purchase). Type unknown, 1895? Rhône-Alpes, Loire 
(42). [Allegedly still standing in 1994]

222. Ferme de Bellevue, Flavacourt-près-Gisors (private purchase). No. 3, post 1894. 
Picardie, Oise (60). Dismantled.

223. Berchères-les-Pierres (communal purchase). No. 2, 1896. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28).
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224. Château Bois-le-Comte, Cinq-Mars-la-Pile (private purchase). No. 2, 1898. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2005.]

225. Château de Bonnétable (private purchase). No. 3, c. 1896–8. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72).

226. Château de Boudet, Pruillé-le-Chetif (private purchase: M Boudet). No. 2, c. 1901. 
Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). 

227. Château les Brétignolles (private purchase). No. 2, erected between 1894 and 1900. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2010.]

228. Ferme Les Buttes (private purchase). Le Mans, No. 2, c. 1897. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe 
(72). [Last visited in 2001; possibly now dismantled.]

229. Établissements Caplan (corporate purchase).  No. 2, after 1894. Centre, Eure-et-Loire 
(28). Dismantled..

230. Prieuré de Chenehûtte-les-Truffaux, Saumur (religious-house purchase). No. 2, after 
1894. Pays de la Loire, Maine-et-Loire (49). Dismantled.

231. Le Clône (private purchase: M Laroche). No. 3, 1902. Poitou-Charente, Charente-
Maritime (17).

232. Courtenay (private purchase?). Type unknown. Centre, Loiret (45). Dismantled.
233. Maison des Crémillières, Cinq-Mars-la-Pile (private purchase). No. 1, 1894? Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37).  In the grounds of what is now the Mairie.
234. Dolus-le-Sec (communal purchase). No. 1, 1898. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).
235. Dyé (communal purchase). No. 1, 1898/9? Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
236. Château d’Eu (private purchase). Type and date unknown, c. 1896. Haute-Normandie, 

Seine-Maritime (76). [Allegedly still standing in 2000.]
237. Le Fourneau, near Saint-Florent sur Cher (communal purchase?). No. 2, 1894–1901. 

Centre, Cher (18). Dismantled.
238. La Ferme de Grandvill[i]ers, La Chapelle Gauthier (private purchase). No. 2, after 1894. 

Île de France, Seine-et-Marne (77). Dismantled.
239. Parc Guimier, La Fresnaye-sur-Chédouet (private purchase). No. 2, after 1894.  Pays de 

la Loire, Sarthe (72). Dismantled.
240. La Houdière or ‘Crucey Village’ (private purchase). No. 1, after 1894. Centre, Eure-et-

Loire (28). [power head only; last visited in 2001]
241. Château Lanessan, Cussac-Fort-Médoc. Aquitaine, Gironde (33). No. 1, 1894–1901. 

Destroyed in a gale, 1999.
242. Château de Lestaules, Cestas (private purchase). No. 3, 1895–8. Aquitaine, Gironde 

(33).
243. Ferme de la Louisière, Beaumont la Ronce (private purchase). No. 3, 1894–1900. 

Dismantled.
244. Château de Maisières, Mons, Belgium. No. 1, 1894–8. Possibly destroyed in 1914.
245. Maligny (communal purchase). No. 3. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
246. Marsauceux (communal purchase?). No. 3, 1894. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). 

Dismantled.
247. La Ferme du Mesnil-d’Acon (private purchase). No. 2, c. 1897. Haute-Normandie, 

Eure (27). [Last visited in 2005.]
248. Château de Mirandol or ‘Beaumont-la-Ronce’ (private purchase). No. 2, 1894–9. 

Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). [Last visited in 2002.]
249. Ferme du Moulin, Cannes-Écluse (private purchase). No. 1, between 1894 and 1898 
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(1895?). Île-de-France, Seine-et-Marne (77). Dismantled. 
250. Château de la Mullonière, ‘près Saint-Antonin du Rocher’. No. 2, 1894/5? Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
251. Nogent-le-Phaye (communal purchase). No. 2, 1898. Centre, Eure-et-Loire (28).
252. Nogent-le-Roi (private purchase?). Type unknown. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). 

[Allegedly still in existence in 1994.]
253. Maison d’Oger, Yzeures-sur-Creuse (private purchase). No. 1, 1897. Centre, Indre-et-

Loire (37).
254. Château de Perreux (private purchase). No. 2, 1895–8. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). 

[Last visited in 2007.]
255. ‘Pied Sec’, Le Mans (private purchase). No. 1, c. 1895. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). 

[Restored to working order on a new site in the museum of water.]
256. Poissy-sur-Seine (private purchase?). No. 2, after 1894.  Île-de-Fance, Yvelines (78, 

formerly Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled.
257. La Postolle (communal purchase). No. 1, 1898. Bourgogne, Yonne (89).
258. Château de Purnon (private purchase). No. 2, 1900. Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86). 

[Last visited in 2005.]
259. Chalet les Rochers, Héloup (private purchase). No. 2, after 1894. Basse-Normandie, 

Orne (61). [Power head only, under restoration.]
260. Rostrenen (private purchase?). No. 3, c. 1897. Bretagne, Côtes-du-Nord (22). 

Dismantled.
261. L’Abbaye Sainte-Cécile, Solesmes (private purchase). Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). No. 

2, 1894–1901. Dismantled.
262. Villa Saint-Denis (private purchase). No. 2. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). [Said to have 

been standing in 2000.]
263. Saint-Gemmes-sur-Loire (private purchase). Centre, Indre (36). No. 1, 1897?
264. Saint-Gervais-la-Forêt (private purchase). No. 1, c. 1899. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41).
265. Saint-Jean-de-Braye (private purchase?). Type unknown. Centre, Loiret (45). [1994]
266. Château Stephen-Liégeard, Brochon (private purchase). No. 1, 1900. Bourgogne, 

Côte d’Or (21).
267. Tailly (private purchase?). Type unknown. Bourgogne, Côte d’Or (21). [Said to have 

been in existence in 1994.]
268. Maison Thorin, Pruillé-le-Chetif (private purchase). No. 2, early 1900s. Pays de la 

Loire, Sarthe (72). 
269. Toisley (communal purchase). No. 3. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). Dismantled.
270. Vaumort (communal purchase). No. 2, 1899? Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
271. Château de la Villaine, Esvres-sur-Indre (private purchase). No. 3, c. 1900. Centre, 

Indre-et-Loire (37).

3: the ‘pylon’ sites, c. 1900–33

Listed alphabetically, pending discovery of definitive information

272. Amécourt (private purchase). No. 3, date unknown. Centre, Eure (27). Dismantled.
273. L’Augeaunerie, Orbigny (private purchase). No. 1, c. 1910. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).
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274. Aumerval-les Pernes en Artois (communal purchase). No. 3, date unknown. Nord–Pas 
de Calais, Pas-de-Calais (62). Dismantled.

275. La Barre-en-Ouche (communal purchase). No. 3, 1903? Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 
Dismantled, 1930s. 

276. Bazarnes (communal purchase). Type unknown. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
277. Château de Beaulieu, Joué-les-Tours-Pont Cher (private purchase). No. 1, between 1905 

and 1908. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
278. Béru (communal purchase). No. 3, prior to 1910. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
279. Ferme des Billonnais, Nogent-sur-Vernisson (private purchase). No. 1, prior to 1909. 

Centre, Loiret (45). 
280. Blainville-sur-l’Eau (communal purchase). No. 3, 1908. Lorraine, Meurthe-et-Moselle 

(54). Probably destroyed during the First World War.
281. Blairville (communal purchase). No. 3, after 1918. Nord–Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-Calais 

(62). Dismantled.
282. Les Bordes (corporate purchase). No. 2, prior to 1908. Île de France, Yvelines (78, 

formerly Saint-et-Oise). Dismantled.
283. Le Boullay-Mivoye (communal purchase). No. 3, 1902. Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). 

Dismantled, though the pump house was still standing in 2007.
284. Le Boullay-Thierry (communal purchase?). No. 3, possibly early 1920s. Centre, Eure-et-

Loire (28). Dismantled.
285. Château de la Bourdaisière (private purchase). No. 2, 1907/8. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 

(37). [Last visited in 2003.]
286. Brannay (communal purchase). No. 2, c. 1905. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
287. Champigny-en-Beauce (communal purchase?). No. 1, 1903–5. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). 

Dismantled.
288. Champlay (communal purchase). No. 2, 1908. Dismantled early in 2003 and moved 

for conservation to La Musée de l’Étang Rouge, Serre. Bourgogne, Yonne (89).
289. Channay-sur-Lathan (communal purchase). No. 2, prior to 1907. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 

(37). Dismantled, 1964.
290. Chéroy (communal purchase). No. 4, prior to 1931. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 

Dismantled.
291. Les Clerbaudières (private purchase). No. 2, c. 1904–5. Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86). 

[Last visited in 2003; still standing in 2008.]
292. Gare de Conlie (railway purchase). No. 2, c. 1910. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). 

Dismantled.
293. Cotonou, Dahomey (corporate purchase). No. 3, c. 1910. Dismantled.
294. L’Abbaye de Coulangé, Villeloin-Coulangé (corporate purchase). No. 3, prior to 1914? 

Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). Dismantled.
295. Courville-sur-Eure (corporate purchase). No. 3, 1902. Centre, Eure-et-Loire (28).
296. Cruzy-le-Chatel (communal purchase). No. 2, 1903. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 

Dismantled.
297. Cruzy-le-Chatel (communal purchase). No. 3, 1903. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 

Dismantled.
298. Denée (communal purchase). No. 2. Pays de la Loire, Maine et Loire (49). [Last visited 

in 2003; possibly now dismantled.]
299. Divion (communal purchase?). No. 3, prior to 1910.  Nord–Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-Calais 
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(62). Dismantled.
300. Égriselles-le-Bocage, La Source Saint-Hubert (communal purchase). No. 3, 1932. 

Bourgogne, Yonne (89).  Moved in 1951 to le Ferme du Paradis (see no. 322).
301. Épuisay (communal purchase). No. 3, 1911. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41).
302. Fontaine-Macon (communal purchase). No. 3, 1905. Champagne, Aube (10). 

Dismantled.
303. Château la Fredonnière, or ‘Le Temple’ (private purchase). No. 2, 1926/27. Centre, 

Loir-et-Cher (41). [Last visited in 2004; possibly now dismantled.] 
304. Frémicourt (communal purchase). ‘No. 4’, after 1918. Nord–Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-

Calais (62). Dismantled.
305. L’Orphelinat Agricole de Giel (private purchase?). No. 2, 1905? Basse-Normandie, Orne 

(61). Dismantled, 1940s?
306. La Grande Brosse, ‘près Donzy’ (communal purchase?). No. 2, 1903–5. Bourgogne, 

Nièvre (58). Dismantled.
307. Grand-Longueron (communal purchase?). No. 2, 1908. Dismantled early in 2003 

and sold for scrap, but re-sold to a conservation group. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). [Still 
awaiting conservation and re-erection in 2009.]

308. Herbault (communal purchase). No. 3, 1909/10. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). Dismantled, 
1964.

309. Limours-en-Hurepoix 1 (communal purchase). No. 3, prior to 1914. Île de France, 
Yvelines (78, formerly Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled.

310. Limours-en-Hurepoix 2 (communal purchase). No. 3, prior to 1914. Île de France, 
Yvelines (78, formerly Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled.

311. Loches, Rue de la Chauvellerie (private purchase). No. 3, c. 1902. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 
(37). Still standing, but missing the entire turbine-head.

312. Loudéac (communal purchase). No. 3, pre-1917. Bretagne, Côtes-du-Nord (22). 
Dismantled.

313. Luplanté (communal purchase).  No. 1, post-1920 (1923?). Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28). 
Dismantled. 

314. Luynes (private purchase: Duc de Luynes). No. 3, prior to 1914. Centre, Indre-et-Loire 
(37). Dismantled.

315. [La Neuve-]Lyre (communal purchase). No. 3, 1910–14. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 
Dismantled.

316. Marquion (communal purchase). ‘No. 4’, after 1918. Nord–Pas-de-Calais, Pas-de-Calais 
(62). Dismantled.

317. Matha (communal purchase?). Type unknown. Poitou-Charente, Charente-Maritime 
(17). Dismantled.

318. Château de Maugué (private purchase). No. 3, c. 1901. Centre, Loir-et-Cher (41). [Last 
visited in 2001; possibly now dismantled]

319. Mauny–Saint Maurice aux Riches Hommes (communal purchase). No. 3. Bourgogne, 
Yonne (89). Dismantled.

320. Mercy-le-Bas (communal purchase?). No. 3, 1905–10. Lorrraine, Meurthe-et-Moselle 
(54). Dismantled.

321. Milly (communal purchase), No. 3, c. 1912. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
322. Ferme les Mognaises, Château de la Rosinière (also known as ‘Ciron’: private 

purchase). Type unknown, after 1902. Centre, Indre (36). [Still standing in 1994.]
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323. Montagny, Montagny-en-Vexin (communal purchase). No. 2, c. 1912/13. Picardie, Oise 
(60). [Said to have been standing in 2000.]

324. Ferme de Paradis or “Val d’Orvins”, Marcilly-le-Hayer (communal purchase). No. 3, 
before 1914. Champagne, Aube (10). [Last visited in 2005.]

325. Paroy-en-Othe (communal purchase). No. 3, 1910–11. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 
Dismantled.

326. Passy (communal purchase). No. 3, 1902. Bourgogne, Yonne [89]. Moved to La-Rose-
des-Vents (316, below) in 1933

327. Péault (communal purchase). No. 3, 1928.  Pays de la Loire, Vendée (85). Dismantled in 
1986, though the supporting water tower lasted into the 1990s.

328. Pouilly-sur-Meuse (corporate purchase?). No. 3, prior to 1910. Lorraine, Meuse (55). 
Dismantled.

329. Préhy (communal purchase). No. 2, 1925? Bourgogne, Yonne (89). Dismantled.
330. Romain sur Meuse (communal purchase). No. 2, 1909–10. Champagne, Haute-Marne 

(52). Dismantled.
331. La Rose-des-Vents, ‘Broncourt’ or ‘La Folie’ (private purchase: M Castor). No. 3, 

moved from Passy (311, above) in 1933. Champagne, Haute-Marne (52). Re-erected in 
the Nigoland theme park, c. 2007.

332. Château de la Rouillardière, Souvigny (private purchase). No. 1, 1910 or 1911. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).

333. Château de Roussainville. No. 1, date unknown (1920s?). Centre, Eure-et-Loir (28).  
Offered for sale in December 2007, with the mansion and grounds; sale details not yet 
known.

334. Saint-Aubin-sur-Yonne (communal purchase). No. 3, c. 1901. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 
Dismantled, 1994.

335. Saint-Branchs (communal purchase). No. 1, c. 1905. Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37). 
Dismantled.

336. Saint-Cyr-les-Colons (communal purchase?). Type unknown, pre-1914. Bourgogne, 
Yonne (89). Dismantled.

337. Saint-Gatien-des-Bois (private purchase?). Type unknown. Basse-Normandie, Calvados 
(14). Dismantled.

338. Saint Lubin des Cinq Fonts (communal purchase). No. 3, prior to 1914.  Centre, Eure-
et-Loire (28). Dismantled.

339. Saint-Vaast-d’Equiqueville (communal purchase?). Type unknown. Haute-Normandie, 
Seine-Maritime (76). Dismantled.

340. Le Sap (communal purchase). No. 1, after 1894. Basse-Normandie, Orne (61). 
Dismantled.

341. Ferme de Senelier, or ‘Asnois’ (private purchase: M Senelier?).  No. 1, 1916/17. 
Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86).  [Still standing in 2010.]

342. Sens-de-Bretagne (communal purchase). No. 2, 1908. Bretagne, Îlle-et-Vilaine (35). 
Dismantled, 1958?

343. Souilly (communal purchase). No. 3, 1901 or 1902. Lorraine, Meuse (55). [Last visited 
in 2007.]

344. Torcé-Viviers en Charnié or ‘Le Verger’ (communal purchase). No. 1, probably between 
1909 and 1911. Pays de la Loire, Mayenne (53). Dismantled.

345. Manoir de la Touche (private purchase). No. 3, 1902/3? Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).
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346. Val de Mercy (communal purchase). No. 3, before 1911. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). 
Dismantled.

347. Vaudeurs (communal purchase). No. 2, 1922. Bourgogne, Yonne (89). [Last visited in 
2007.]

348. Vignol (communal purchase). No. 3, 1909/10. Bourgogne, Nièvre (58). [Still standing 
in 2009.]

349. Villennes (communal purchase?). No. 3, 1903–4. Île de France , Yvelines (78, formerly 
Seine-et-Oise). Dismantled in 2009; fate uncertain.

350. Les Viviens, Nogent sur Vernisson (private purchase). No. 1, c. 1903, Centre, Loiret 
(45). [Last visited in 2003.]

4. Associated sites

Installations claimed to have been the work of Auguste-Sylvain Bollée.  The list does not include 
hydraulic rams supplied by his brother Ernest, though there are sites (including the Château de 
Bonnétable) where an Éolienne Bollée and a Bollée ram worked side-by-side.

351. Château de la Barbée, ‘par La Flèche’ or ‘Bazouges-sur-le-Loir’ (private purchase: 
Comtesse de la Bouillerie); 1877. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72).

352. Château de Broglie (private purchase: Duc de Broglie); 1880. Haute-Normandie, Eure 
(27). Pumps only.

353. Maison Joly, Chateau-du-Loir (private purchase: M Arthur Joly); 1878. Pays de la Loire, 
Sarthe (72).

354. Château-la-Vallière (communal purchase); 1871. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (71). Pumps, 
and/or a hydraulic ram.

355. Château de Claignes, sometimes listed as ‘Glaignes’, Crépy-en-Valois (private purchase: 
Vicomtesse de Chezelles); 1883. Picardie, Oise (60).

356. Château de Combourg (private purchase: Comte de Châteaubriand); 1879. Bretagne, 
Îlle-et-Vilaine (35).

357. Château de Couture, ‘à Saint-Michel-de-Chavaignes’ (private ourchase: Mme Veuve 
Devré); 1889. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72).

358. Château de Dampont, ‘a Ws-Marines’ (private purchase: Comte de Kersaint); 1883. Île-
de-France, 78 Seine-et-Oise.

359. Château de [la] Donneterie, ‘pres Neuille’ (private purchase: M Moisant); 1885. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Possibly confined to pumps--quantity unknown--and possibly also 
installed to serve the ‘model farms’ of Platé and Thoriau. One pump survives on the 
Ferme de Platé, paired with an American-type single-rotor wind engine.

360. Château de Mesnil-Glaise, ‘par Écouché’ (private purchase: M des Diguères); 1882. 
Basse-Normandie, Orne (61). Probably only an hydraulic ram.

361. Château de Montifray, Beaumont-la-Ronce (private purchase: M H. Roque); 1886. 
Centre, Indre-et-Loire (37).

362. Orbec-en-Auge (communal purchase); 1883. Basse-Normandie, Calvados. Six pumps to 
supply public water-fountains.

363. Château de[s] Perrais, Parigné-le-Pôlin (private purchase: Marquis de Broc); 1885. Pays 
de la Loire, Sarthe (72).
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364. Château de Reignac, Reignac-sur-Indre (private purchase: M E. Müller); 1887. Centre, 
Indre-et-Loire (37). Pump only.

365. Saint-Calais (communal purchase); 1885. Pays de la Loire, Sarthe (72). Pumps for the 
abbatoir and lavoir.

366. Château de Saint-Quentin-des-Isles (private purchase: Mme de Saint-Opportune); 
1882. Haute-Normandie, Eure (27).

367. Château du Theil, par Chauvigny (private purchase: M Goyreau des Loges); 1889. 
Poitou-Charente, Vienne (86).

5. Éoliennes ‘Type Lebert’

The identification of these machines (made in two sizes) is still speculative, based on the inclusion 
of a Bollée-type winding fan or ‘Papillon’ in their drive train.  Production is believed to have been 
short-lived, though several more sites may yet be found.

368. Guignonville (communal purchase). 8·6m blades, between 1908 and 1914. Centre, 
Loiret (45). Dismantled.

369. La Maison Dieu (communal purchase). 7·1m blades, prior to 1923. Bourgogne, Nièvre 
(58). Dismantled. Probably dated from 1912–14.

370. Montfaucon d’Argonne (communal purchase). 7·1m blades, prior to 1909. Lorraine, 
Meuse (55). Believed to have been destroyed in 1914/15.

371. Parigné l’Évêque (communal purchase). 8·6m blades, 1909? Pays de le Loire, Sarthe 
(72). Dismantled.

372. Rugles (communal purchase). 8·6m blades, 1909? Haute-Normandie, Eure (27). 
Dismantled.
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This Éolienne Bollée No. 2, 
reflected in the waters of the 
reservoir, was erected in 1896 
to serve Berchères-les-Pierres  
The machine worked until the 
1970s, and is still in remarkably 
good condition.  Note the 
Lavoir or ‘wash house’.

Jean-Claude Pestel, 2009.
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